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ABSTRACT 
 Spectral testing has been widely used to characterize the dynamic performances of the 
electrical signals and devices, such as Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) for many 
decades. One of the difficulties faced is to accurately and cost-effectively test the continually 
higher performance devices. Standard test methods can be difficult to implement accurately 
and cost effectively, due to stringent requirements. To relax these necessary conditions and to 
reduce test costs, while achieving accurate spectral test results, several new algorithms are 
developed to perform accurate spectral and linearity test without requiring precise, expensive 
instruments. 
In this dissertation, three classes of methods for overcoming the above difficulties are 
presented. The first class of methods targeted the accurate, single-tone spectral testing. The 
first method targets the non-coherent sampling issue on spectral testing, especially when the 
non-coherently sampled signal has large distortions. The second method resolves 
simultaneous amplitude and frequency drift with non-coherent sampling. The third method 
achieves accurate linearity results for DAC-ADC co-testing, and generates high-purity sine 
wave using the nonlinear DAC in the system via pre-distortion. The fourth method targets 
ultra-pure sine wave generation with two nonlinear DACs, two simple filters, and a nonlinear 
ADC. These proposed methods are validated by both simulation and measurement results, 
and have demonstrated their high accuracy and robustness against various test conditions.  
The second class of methods deals with the accurate multi-tone spectral testing. The 
first method in this class resolves the non-coherent sampling issue in multi-tone spectral 
testing. The second method in this class introduces another proposed method to deal with 
multi-tone impure sources in spectral testing. The third method generates the multi-tone sine 
viii 
wave with minimum peak-to-average power ratio, which can be implemented in many 
applications, such as spectral testing and signal analysis. Similarly, simulation and 
measurement results validate the functionality and robustness of these proposed methods. 
Finally, the third class introduces two proposed methods to accurately test linearity 
characteristics of high-performance ADCs using low purity sinusoidal or ramp stimulus in 
the presence of flicker noise. Extensive simulation results have verified their effectiveness to 
reduce flicker noise influence and achieve accurate linearity results. 
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 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION  
In this dissertation, several methods for accurate, robust spectral testing with relaxed 
instrumentation requirements are presented. They focus on resolving one or several stringent 
test conditions simultaneously in the conventional spectral testing regulated by IEEE 
standards. It is shown these methods relaxed many stringent test conditions seen from 
conventional spectral testing. They can obtain accurate spectral performance of the device or 
signal under test compared with the conventional test with much lower test costs and faster 
test time.  
This chapter introduces spectroscopy and spectral analysis, the spectral testing of 
circuits and systems, followed by test signal for spectral testing. Then the IEEE standards for 
performing accurate spectral testing are introduced. Finally, the challenges involved in the 
conventional spectral testing are discussed. 
 
1.1 Background on Spectral Testing 
Spectral analysis, or spectrum analysis, refers to the analysis with respect to a 
spectrum of frequencies and its related properties such as frequencies, energies, strength of 
different frequency components, eigenvectors, etc [1]. It is one of the most widely used 
methods for data analysis in many areas such as atmospheric science, geophysics, 
oceanography, astronomy, engineering, etc [2]. In some specific areas, spectral analysis may 
refer to many terms, such as spectroscopy in chemistry and physics, which is the method of 
analyzing properties of matter from their electromagnetic interactions [3]. In statistics and 
signal processing, spectral analysis refers to an algorithm that estimates the strength of 
2 
different frequency components of a time domain signal, which is often periodical signals 
[4]. In engineering, especially electrical engineering, spectral analysis can also be used to 
evaluate certain performances of circuits and systems in frequency domain [5-6]. Since the 
spectral analysis is done in the digital domain, the output signals after circuits and systems 
are often digitized by Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs).  In spectral testing, a single-tone 
sine wave or multi-tone sine waves are used as test stimulus to test the devices under test 
(DUTs) and the DUTs’ outputs are digitized for data processing. Many devices, such as 
Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs), amplifiers, and ADCs are tested in this manner. The 
focus of this dissertation is on spectral testing of ADCs and its signal generation. The 
proposed methods can be extended to the spectral testing of all other types of devices. 
 Since the last few decades, with rapid advancements in semiconductor processing 
technology, the performance of data converters has increased dramatically. Nevertheless, the 
increase in performance inevitably increases the difficulties in testing these devices 
accurately and cost effectively. Moreover, the test signals associated with these devices need 
to have even better performances, which again increases the test cost and test difficulties. 
Therefore, there is a strong need to seek alternative solutions to conventional testing methods 
by using low-end instruments to obtain accurate test results. 
In the conventional testing of the ADC, there are two major categories—static and 
dynamic testing [7-10]. This dissertation focuses on dynamic testing, or spectral testing. 
Currently, most of the ADCs are sampling ADCs, which have internal sample-and-hold 
functions. In addition to traditional DC specifications like offset, gain, Integral Nonlinearity 
(INL), and Differential Nonlinearity (DNL). Generally, ADCs are specified with respect to 
AC performance, such as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), 
3 
Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), etc. These specifications are tested through dynamic 
or spectral testing. 
 
1.2 IEEE Standards and Conventional Spectral Testing 
There are several different IEEE Standards [8-10] that describe the method, which 
data converters should be tested to ensure accurate results are obtained. The IEEE Standards 
include several main recommendations to guarantee the spectral results of the ADC are 
characterized accurately: 
1. Spectral purity of input signal should be 3~4 bits purer than the ADC under test. 
2. The signal should be sampled coherently. 
3. The test environment should be stationary and the test stimulus should possess 
stable signals to the devices under test. 
4. The input signal range should be only slightly lower than the ADC input range. 
5. The total number of sampled points should be sufficiently high. 
6. The sampling clock should have relatively low level of jitter. 
The first three recommendations are the targets throughout this dissertation. Another 
commonly practiced method is to make the data length a power of 2 to make the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) more efficient.  
Eq. (1.1) demonstrates the discrete representation of an impure sine wave that would 
be achieved after a sine wave passes through the ADC. There are three components: the 
fundamental, the harmonics, and an added white noise component w[n]. 
1
2
[ ] cos(2 ) cos(2 ) [ ]
H
i i
h h
hs s
f hf
x n A n A n w n
f f
   

     ,                       (1.1) 
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where fi and fs are the signal frequency and sampling frequency, respectively. 1A  and   are 
the fundamental amplitude and initial phase, respectively. 
hA  and h  are the h
th harmonic 
amplitude and initial phase, respectively. 0,1,2... 1n m  , and m is the total number of 
sampled data. 
Upon obtaining the data record, the FFT algorithm can be applied to calculate the 
spectral results. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is calculated using the FFT algorithm 
and described in Eq. (1.2). 
21
0
[ ] [ ]
im nk
m
n
X k x n e
 

 .                               (1.2) 
Good spectral results will occur, if the coherent sampling condition can be met. This 
is described in Eq. (1.3), where J is an integer and represents the number of cycles for the 
sinusoid sampled and m is the total data record length. 
  s
i
f
f J
m
 .                                                             (1.3) 
When coherent sampling is met, the FFT algorithm’s output makes it possible to 
easily recover the phase and amplitude of the fundamental and harmonic components. These 
can be derived from the respective bins of the FFT output. 
11[ ] , [ ]
2 2
hjj h
AA
X J e X J h e
   .                                           (1.4) 
Once the amplitudes are determined, it is possible to calculate some of the common 
dynamic characteristics of the ADC [8-10]. 
2
2
2
1
H
h
h
A
THD
A


,                                                          (1.5) 
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2
1
22 max( )K
A
SFDR
X


, excluding k=J,                            (1.6) 
2
1
Noise
A
SNR
P
 ,                                                         (1.7) 
where 
NoiseP  is the total noise power. Figure 1.1 is an example of an output spectrum where 
the ADC was tested accurately, according to the criteria previously mentioned. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Output spectrum of an ADC 
 
1.3 Conventional Spectral Testing Challenges 
The previous section provides several recommendations to ensure accurate spectral 
testing results from conventional testing. These test conditions have become extremely 
difficult to achieve with the continued increase of the ADC performance. 
The first condition is the input signal used to test the ADC needs to be at 3~4 bits 
higher level of linear purity than the ADC under test. This means about an extra 20dB higher 
purity, so an input signal with a THD of about 115dB would be required to test a 16-bit ADC 
with a THD of 95dB. This is generally difficult to achieve, as either the source at this 
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performance is unavailable or it is costly to bring in equipment from outside the system to 
generate an accurate test. Therefore, either an extra design effort must be developed to create 
a signal generator for test or a signal from off chip must be used to provide the test signal 
needed. Neither of these choices are attractive options, since they both increase the test cost. 
The second condition is coherent sampling. Coherent sampling is a stringent 
condition to ensure the output spectrum provides accurate results. The criteria are that: there 
will be exactly an integer number of complete cycles of the sine wave as described by Eq. 
(1.3). If not, a “skirting” effect will be visible. When this occurs, the amplitude for the given 
signal frequency is no longer stored in just one bin, so the equations given to calculate the 
previous amplitude before will no longer be valid. 
The third condition is to maintain a stationary test environment to ensure the accurate 
test results. This includes: the test stimulus, power supply, clock signal and other sources of 
the devices under test to maintain the stable signal condition. Otherwise, drift in the signal 
amplitude or frequency could corrupt the test results. The drift could be due to: changes in 
the test environment temperature, power supply variation, humidity and so on. Such 
condition has become more and more difficult to maintain, especially for high-precision or 
on-chip BIST testing, that even a slight drift could corrupt the entire spectrum, as the 
spectrum leakage will show up and covers the true noise and harmonics information. 
The fourth condition is to control the ADC input signal amplitude to avoid clipping, 
while maximizing the signal power. This has become a challenge, especially for on-chip 
signal generators, where precise control over the signal amplitude is extremely difficult. If 
the signal is clipped, the ADC only samples the clipped data, whose output spectrum will 
have a plethora of distortions and lead to erroneous spectral results. 
7 
The next challenges occur in the last condition—the sampling clock should have a 
relatively low level of jitter. This requires a high-quality clock generator, which inevitably 
increases the design effort and test costs. Moreover, such a low level of clock jitter is almost 
impossible for on-chip clock generators. If this condition is not met, the clock jitter adds to 
the sampled signal and corrupts the output spectrum, such as increasing the noise level, 
producing spurs, and creating spectrum leakages. 
In this dissertation, several methods are proposed, to relax several of these challenges 
one at a time and simultaneously.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 ALGORITHMS FOR ACCURATE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS IN THE PRESENCE OF 
ARBITRARY NON-COHERENCY AND LARGE DISTORTION  
In spectral analysis, achieving coherent sampling, especially when signals have large 
distortion, has been a challenge for many years. This chapter introduces three algorithms to 
resolve this issue. In comparison to previous algorithms, and two widely used methods in 
industry: windowing and four parameter sine wave fit, these new algorithms are capable of 
obtaining accurate spectral results of the signal, while achieving high accuracy and 
computational efficiency. The novel contribution of this chapter is not only the proposal of 
three new algorithms, but also the analysis of their advantages and limitations in detail, 
providing their trade-offs and different fields of applications. Extensive simulations and 
measurements were performed to validate these algorithms. Combined with the high 
accuracy, computational efficiency, and robustness of these algorithms against signal purity, 
they are readily available to be implemented for bench or on-chip testing. In addition, it is 
suitable for data converter spectral testing when non-coherent sampling is present and 
spectrally pure test signal source is not available. 
This chapter is mainly based on the published paper in IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. 
[1]. Partially results prior to that appeared in several conferences [2,3] and IEEE Trans. on 
Circ. and Syst. II [4]. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Analog and mixed-signal circuits are viewed as a bottleneck for the market 
acceptance of Systems-on-Chip (SoC) [5]. Meanwhile, analog, mixed-signal, Radio 
10 
Frequency (RF), Integrated Circuit (IC) test, and measurement have grown into a highly 
specialized ﬁeld of electrical engineering [6,7]. In general, these tests all require signal 
analysis, which can be categorized into DC, time domain, and frequency domain analysis. 
Spectral analysis, which utilizes frequency domain data, is the most commonly used 
approach in signal processing. The digital signal processing employs sampling of signals, 
which can be classified in one of two different principles, coherent sampling and non-
coherent sampling [5, 8-9]. Coherent sampling offers higher advantages in the mixed signal 
testing, but it is challenging to achieve. In addition, to perform accurate spectral testing, the 
IEEE Standard for Terminology and Test Methods for Analog-to-Digital Converters [10], the 
IEEE Standard for Terminology and Test Methods of Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) 
Devices [11], and the IEEE Standard for Digitizing Waveform Recorders [12] suggest 
coherent sampling. 
Driven by the need for lower test cost, Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) circuits have 
become more and more popular and achieving coherent sampling is becoming more and 
more challenging. More often, the signal under test does not possess enough purity, which 
means a large distortion is inherited along with the fundamental signal. On-chip oscillators, 
such as Ring oscillator, Colpitts oscillators, Wien Bridge oscillators, and Hartley oscillators 
don’t possess high signal purity [13]. The output signal purities of the high speed, low 
resolution DACs are also low. In that case, when signal is non-coherently sampled, not only 
fundamental bin, large power harmonic bins will also have severe spectral leakages, which 
makes actual spectral information of the signal harder to obtain.    
Windowing and four parameter sine wave fitting have been two of the most widely 
implemented methods in the industry to resolve non-coherent sampling [14-16]. Windowing 
11 
is used in harmonic analysis to reduce the undesirable effects related to spectral leakage [14]. 
Applying countermeasures such as a careful selection of a windowing function to a non-
coherent signal can reduce the effects of spectral leakage, but not completely remove it [5]. 
The selection of windows depends on the resolution of the Analog-to-Digital Converter 
(ADC) that is used. Also, to most efficiently reduce spectral leakage, it is important to select 
appropriate windows, which limits its practical usage. Since the ability of a window to 
remove spectrum leakage mainly depends on the power of the secondary lobes of the window 
spectrum, when multiplying actual data with corresponding window coefficients in time 
domain, it is equivalent to the convolution in frequency domain. This convolution requires 
that the power of secondary lobes of window should be lower than the noise floor of the 
ADC or digitizer and the window should exhibit low-amplitude side lobes far from the 
central main lobe and the transition to the low side lobes should be rapid [14]. However, as 
the resolution of the ADC increases, the noise floor of the ADCs is decreasing, for an ideal 
18-bit ADC with 220 samples, the noise floor is about -168 dB level, which requires 
windows to have even lower peak side lobe levels. In addition, when the peak side lobe level 
is reduced, the main lobe’s -3 dB bandwidth will be increased. Without careful consideration 
of appropriate types of windows, it is difficult to achieve accurate spectral results with severe 
non-coherent sampling.  
Another widely used method: four parameter sine wave fitting has accurate 
estimation on the spectrum parameters such as THD, SNR, Effective Number of Bit (ENOB), 
etc. [17-18]. The limitation lies in its computational inefficiency, especially in the case when 
a non-harmonic component determines SFDR, a full spectrum test is required to obtain 
accurate spectral results [19]. In [20], another method was introduced: a multi-sine fitting 
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algorithm that can accurately estimate the fundamental and harmonics of the input signal. 
However, if the largest spur is not harmonics, the result of SFDR is incorrect. Recently an 
acceleration of the ADC test with sine wave fitting method is proposed in [21], this method 
utilized only a small fraction of the frequency domain sine wave data instead of using every 
time domain sample. It can provide faster estimation of the four parameters of the sine wave 
with no significant loss in the precision. However, the input requires high purity with only 
Gaussian noise. 
In the literature, ways to resolve non-coherent sampling have been proposed. 
Interpolating DFT (IpDFT) methods [22-26] was introduced to eliminate non-coherent 
sampling requirement, but the results can be inaccurate if a non-harmonic spur is dominating 
the harmonics. In [27], 2-D FFT method was proposed, but the computational efficiency is 
low, which has the time complexity of O(M2log2M). Filter bank methods were proposed in 
[28]-[29], the price to be paid for such solutions is either additional circuitry area or the fact 
that Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) cannot be directly utilized. The 2-FFT method [30], closed 
form method [31], and Fundamental identification and Replacement (FIRE) method [32] 
were proposed where the non-coherency is removed by identifying non-coherent 
fundamental using time & frequency domain data and Newton’s iterations with accurate 
results and efficient computation. The FIRE method has wide applications in high-resolution 
ADC testing. However, no estimations are done for harmonics, if the input signal contains 
large harmonics, whose power is comparable to the fundamental, their leakage power would 
overlap with the fundamental in the spectrum and the FIRE method would give erroneous 
result. In [2-3], the two-step algorithm was introduced to remove fundamental and harmonics 
leakages; therefore, accurately estimating signal’s spectral characteristics when the signal has 
13 
large distortions. Both simulation and measurement results have demonstrated the accuracy 
and robustness of these proposed algorithms. However, the detailed analysis regarding its 
limitation and trade-offs were yet to be addressed. In this chapter, three algorithms are 
addressed in detail to resolve the issue of non-coherency when the signal possesses large 
distortions. The novel contribution of this chapter is that with the three algorithms discussed, 
it explores the advantages and limitations of these algorithms, providing their fields of 
applications. Furthermore, it validated the proposed algorithm with extensive simulation and 
measurement results for both functionality and robustness.  
The rest of the chapter is organized in the following sections: Section II discusses the 
spectral testing and non-coherent sampling, Section III introduces the proposed algorithms, 
Section IV provides the comparison of different algorithms and extensive functionality and 
robustness simulations, Section V presents the measurement result, and Section VI concludes 
the chapter. 
 
2.2 Problem Statement 
Since sinusoidal signal is the main interest, the input signal is modeled as a cosine 
wave, with distortions represented by harmonics. The time domain expression is given by: 
2
( ) cos(2 ) sin(2 ) ( )
H
i h i h
h
x t A f t A hf t w t   

     ,                               (2.1) 
where A is the amplitude of the fundamental, fi is the input signal frequency,  is the initial 
phase, 
hA  and h are the amplitude and initial phase of the signal’s h
th harmonics ( 2 h H  ). 
H is the total number of harmonics considered in the input signal and w is the noise in the 
signal. It is assumed that higher order harmonics are small enough to be ignored. 
The analog interpretation of the digital output from ADC/digitizer is given by: 
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M M
   
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where 0,1,... 1n M  , w[n] is the noise in the ADC output. 
By taking Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the spectral parameters can be obtained. 
The DFT of x[n] is given by: 
21
0
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[ ]
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X x n e
M
 

  ,                                               (2.3) 
where 0,1,... 1k M  . 
To achieve coherent sampling condition, the input signal frequency, sampling 
frequency 
sf , total sampled points M and number of sampled period J, must satisfy the 
following condition: 
i
i S
S
fJ J
f f
M f M
   ,                                                 (2.4) 
where J is an integer, J and M should be co-prime. M is usually chosen to be a power of 2 for 
faster FFT processing.  
When coherent sampling is achieved, both amplitude and phase information of the 
signal’s fundamental harmonics can be obtained accurately. When k=J, 
kX is the 
fundamental bin in the spectrum, when k h J  , 
kX is the h
th harmonic bin in the spectrum. 
They are given by: 
,
2 2
hjj h
J hJ
AA
X e X e
  .                                                 (2.5) 
If the coherent sampling condition is not met, then J is not an integer. If taking direct 
DFT of such signal, skirting effect around the fundamental bin, known as the spectral 
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leakage, can be seen from Figure 1.1. J is divided into two parts: 
intJ J   , where the 
integer part is 
intJ  and fraction part is  , the range of  is from -0.5 to 0.5. 
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Figure 2.2. Spectrum of a non-coherently sampled signal with large distortions 
 
The input signal purity is defined as the sum of the input harmonics power 
2
2
( )
H
k
k
HD

 over its fundamental power 2A : 
2 2
2
( ( )/ )
1010 log
H
k
k
HD A
inputTHD


    ,                                         (2.6) 
When   is in 10-1 level, the leakage in the fundamental due to non-coherency is 
severe, whose power leakage is usually shown as skirting 40~50dB below the fundamental 
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tone. For the input signal that has high purity, since the harmonics power is much smaller 
than the fundamental power, the leakage of the harmonics due to non-coherency is below the 
noise floor. However, when the input signal has large distortions, the harmonics leakages 
power can no longer be ignored and they are comparable to the fundamental. Severe 
spectrum leakages can be found in both fundamentals and harmonics as shown in Figure 2.2. 
If no corrections are done to non-coherent harmonics, the power of harmonics cannot be 
accurately estimated, the spectral results, such as SNR and THD, could be erroneous. 
Therefore, the new algorithms need to consider harmonics leakages as well.  
 
2.3 Algorithms for Resolving Non-coherency with Large Distortion 
In this section, three algorithms are introduced to resolve the issue of non-coherency 
with large distortion to noise ratios. In addition, their advantages and limitations are 
discussed in detail. 
Since the signal under test has large distortions, which is different from the case when 
FIRE method is used [32], the new algorithms need to separately estimate non-coherent 
fundamental and harmonics via iteration. Thus, reducing the overlapping leakage power 
influence on the estimation and making both fundamental and harmonics identifications more 
robust and accurate. The general steps of proposed algorithms are shown in Figure 2.3. 
During the initial estimation, the harmonics leakages are no longer negligible, rather, they are 
above the noise floor and will leak into the fundamental bin and other harmonic bins (Figure 
2.3(1)), which causes inaccurate estimation of the fundamental initially (Figure 2.3(2)). After 
the initial estimation of the fundamental, it is removed from original output, along with most 
of the leakages. However, the removal is not complete, the residual leakages will still affect 
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the initial estimation of the harmonics, as shown in Figure 2.3(3). After the removal of initial 
estimated harmonics, most of the leakages from harmonics are removed (Figure 2.3(4)), the 
rest has much less influence on fundamental estimation than previously. Thus, the re-
estimation of the fundamental will be more accurate, FIRE, four parameter sine fit, and even 
closed form formula can be used for re-estimation of the fundamental (Figure 2.3(5)). With 
the more accurate estimated fundamental removed, the residual leakages are below the noise 
level (Figure 2.3(6)), harmonics can be more accurately estimated without the influence of 
the fundamental leakages (Figure 2.3(7)). Finally, the accurate estimation of both 
fundamental and harmonics are obtained as shown in Figure 2.3(8) and spectrum leakages 
are removed. 
 
Figure 2.3. Spectrum of each step in generalized proposed algorithms 
 
Before going to the detailed steps of the proposed algorithms, the flowchart of these 
algorithms is shown in Figure 2.4 to 2.6. 
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Figure 2.4. Flowchart of the algorithm 1 
 
Figure 2.5. Flowchart of the algorithm 2 
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Figure 2.6. Flowchart of the algorithm 3 
 
A. Algorithm 1 
The algorithm 1 first introduced the idea of estimating non-coherent fundamental and 
harmonics separately via iterations. The Fundamental is estimated using FIRE method [13], 
and harmonics are estimated using the standard least square method. It is shown that two 
iterations are sufficient to obtain accurate estimation on both fundamental and harmonics. 
The first step involves identifying and removing the non-coherent fundamental using 
FIRE method. The fundamental parameters: amplitude A, phase  , and number of sampled 
periods J can be estimated by using both time domain and frequency domain data. The 
detailed descriptions can be found in [32].  
The initial estimated fundamental is given by: 
int
_
ˆ2 ( ) ˆ[ ] sin( ) osFund i
J
x n A n V
M
 


   .                                 (2.7) 
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After the initial estimation of the non-coherent fundamental, it is subtracted from the 
original signal, with the residue containing harmonics information. The residue is given by: 
_[ ] [ ] [ ]Fund iR n x n x n  .                                      (2.8) 
Once the major leakage source is mostly removed, though the estimation error exists 
in the residue, the initial harmonics estimation can be obtained by least square. Since the 
harmonics components are a linear combination in terms of their unknown amplitude; 
therefore, least square is used to solve for each harmonic’s amplitude from the residue. 
 1 1
[0]
[1]
,
[ 1]
T
o H H
R
R
r s a b a b DC
R M
 
 
  
 
 
 
,                               (2.9) 
where r is the vector of residue, so is the parameters needs to be estimated. The least square 
solution is given by: 
   
1
0 0 0 0
ˆ T Ts D D D r

 ,                                              (2.10) 
where 
11 11 1 1 1 1
21 21 2 2 2 2
1 1
1
1
1
h h H H
h h H H
o
M M Mh Mh MH MH
c d c d c d
c d c d c d
D
c d c d c d
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ,                        (2.11) 
int 1,2,.
ˆ( )
cos(2 ( 1 .)) .,nh
h J
c n
M
n M

 
 
  ,                   (2.12) 
int 1,2.
ˆ( )
sin ..(2 ( 1)),nh
h J
d n
M
h H

 
 
  .                    (2.13) 
Therefore, the initial estimated harmonics from original data is given by: 
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int int
_
2
ˆ ˆ( ) ( )ˆˆ[ ] cos(2 ) sin(2 )
H
Harm i h h
h
J J
x n a h n b h n
M M
 
 

  
  
 
 .                (2.14) 
Once the initial estimation on the fundamental and the harmonics are done, one can 
be subtracted from the original signal to obtain more accurate results of the other. The new 
residue is given by: 
2 _[ ] [ ] [ ]Harm iR n x n x n  .                                     (2.15) 
Similar to the previous step, FIRE method and least square were used to re-estimate 
the fundamental and harmonics to obtain more accurate estimations. Once the initial 
estimated harmonics are removed, fundamental can be more accurately estimated in 
2[ ]R n . 
The same FIRE method is used to estimate the fundamental. The detailed steps are not 
repeatedly shown here. The re-estimated fundamental is given by: 
int
ˆ2 ( )ˆ ˆ[ ] sin( )F osFFund F F
J
x n A n V
M
 


   .                   (2.16) 
Similarly, the estimated fundamental is subtracted from the original output and using 
new residue and least square, without the influence of fundamental leakage, more accurate 
estimation of harmonics can be obtained, the steps are the same as in Eq. (2.8)-(2.14). The 
more accurate estimated harmonics are given by: 
int int
2
ˆ ˆ( ) ( )ˆˆ[ ] cos(2 ) sin(2 )
H
F F
Harm hF hF
h
J J
x n a h n b h n
M M
 
 

  
  
 
  .             (2.17) 
Finally, the coherently sampled fundamental and harmonics are constructed to replace 
the non-coherently sampled ones. 
int
_
2ˆ ˆ[ ] sin( ) osFFund C F F
J
x n A n V
M

   .                (2.18) 
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int int
_
2
ˆˆ[ ] cos(2 ) sin(2 )
H
Harm C hF hF
h
J J
x n a h n b h n
M M
 

 
  
 
 .                    (2.19) 
The new constructed output, which is coherently sampled, is therefore given by: 
_ _[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]new Fund Harm Fund C Harm Cx n x n x n x n x n x n     .                    (2.20) 
Performing FFT on [ ]newx n , accurate spectral performance of the signal can be 
obtained. 
 
B. Algorithm 2 
Algorithm 2 uses a similar idea, to estimate the non-coherent fundamental and 
harmonics separately. For algorithm 1, since FIRE and least square are used twice, the 
efficiency is a concern. Therefore, in algorithm 2, the fundamental can be estimated by a 
closed form combined with a four parameter sine fit. The closed form formula [31] is used as 
the initial estimation of the fundamental. The fractional part of J, fundamental amplitude, and 
phase are given by:  
int int
int 1 int 1
2 2
int int
int 1 int 1
ˆ ln
2
J J
J J
j j
J J M M
J J
M
imag
e
X X
X X
X X
X X
e
 


 

 
  
  
   
  
    
  
,                           (2.21) 
int
2 ˆ
ˆ2
1ˆ 2 | || |
1
j
M
J j
e
XA M
e






,                                            (2.22) 
int
2 ˆ
ˆ2
2 1ˆ ln
ˆ 1
j
M
J
j
M e
g
A
X
ima
e




  
         
  
.                          (2.23) 
The initial estimated fundamental is given by: 
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int
_1
ˆ2 ( ) ˆ[ ] sin( )Fund
J
x n A n
M
 


  .                         (2.24) 
The initial estimated fundamental is then subtracted from original output data. The 
residue is given by: 
_1[ ] [ ] [ ]FundR n x n x n  .                                     (2.25) 
Similarly, from R[n], the closed form formula is used on each harmonic bin to 
estimate the amplitude and phase. Since the sampled period J is estimated, each harmonic bin 
is:  int ˆ( )hJ round h J    . The fractional part of hJ  is given by: intˆ ˆ( )h hh J J      
2 ˆ
ˆ2
1ˆ 2 | || |
1
h
h h
j
M
h J j
e
A M X
e






,                                       (2.26) 
2 ˆ
ˆ2
2 1ˆ ln
ˆ 1
h
h
h
j
M
J
h j
h
M X e
imag
A e




  
         
  
.                                  (2.27) 
Therefore, the initial estimated harmonics are constructed by: 
int
_1
2
ˆ( )ˆ ˆ[ ] cos(2 )
H
Harm h h
h
J
x n A h n
M

 

 
  
 
 .                            (2.28) 
Then, the initial estimated harmonics are subtracted from original output, so that most 
of the harmonics leakages are removed, leaving only the fundamental to estimate. The 
residue 
2[ ]R n  is given by: 
2 _1[ ] [ ] [ ]harmR n x n x n  .                                            (2.29) 
From the residue, instead of using the FIRE method like in algorithm 1, four 
parameter sine fit is used to re-estimate the fundamental. Since the initial value for the sine 
fit is obtained from closed form formula Eq. (2.21)-(2.23), which is close to the true value, 
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the sine fit converges to minima only after several iterations. The re-estimated fundamental is 
then given by:  
int
_ 2
ˆ2 ( )ˆ ˆ[ ] sin( )SFFund SF SF
J
x n A n
M
 


  ,                         (2.30) 
where ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,SF SF SFA   are estimated amplitude, fractional part of J, and initial phase obtained 
from sine fit, respectively.  
Then the same steps from Eq. (2.26)-(2.27) are used again to re-estimate the 
harmonics. With the more accurate estimated fundamental removed, the leakage influence to 
other harmonics bins are reduced to a minimum and more accurate estimation of harmonics 
can be obtained. The re-estimated harmonics are given by: 
int
_ 2 2 2
2
ˆ( )ˆ ˆ[ ] cos(2 )
H
SF
Harm h h
h
J
x n A h n
M

 


  ,                     (2.31) 
where 
2hA  and 2h are h
th harmonics amplitude and phase. 
Using the re-estimated information, the coherent fundamental and harmonics are 
obtained: 
int
_ 2
2ˆ ˆ[ ] sin( )Fund C SF SF
J
x n A n
M

  ,                                  (2.32) 
int
_ 2 2 2
2
ˆ ˆ[ ] cos(2 )
H
Harm C h h
h
J
x n A h n
M
 

  .               (2.33) 
Finally, by subtracting the non-coherent fundamental and harmonics and replacing 
with coherent fundamental and harmonics, the new output without non-coherent sampling is 
given by: 
_ 2 _ 2 _ 2 _ 2 _ 2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]new Fund Harm Fund C Harm Cx n x n x n x n x n x n     .           (2.34) 
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Performing FFT on _ 2[ ]newx n , accurate spectral performance of the signal can be 
obtained. 
 
C. Algorithm 3 
To reduce the computational time and further improve efficiency, FIRE and four 
parameter sine fit are no longer suitable; rather, the closed form formula can be used more 
often to obtain an accurate estimation. In addition, both the fundamental and harmonics can 
be estimated by the closed form formula. From Eq.(2.21)-(2.23), and (2.26)-(2.27), the initial 
estimation of the fundamental and harmonics can be obtained. They are then subtracted from 
the original output to obtain the residue:  
3 _1 _1[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]Fund HarmR n x n x n x n   .            (2.35) 
Since the fundamental and harmonics estimated by the closed form formula may not 
be accurate enough, the closed form formula is used again on residue
3[ ]R n  to estimate the 
residual fundamental and harmonics, given by: 
int
_
ˆ2 ( ) ˆ[ ] sin( )rFund r r r
J
x n A n
M
 


  ,                                  (2.36) 
int
_
2
ˆ( )ˆ ˆ[ ] cos(2 )
H
r
Harm r hr hr
h
J
x n A h n
M

 


  .                              (2.37) 
The two estimated fundamentals ( _1Fundx and _Fund rx ) can be constructed in the 
frequency domain. The initial estimated fundamental and residual fundamental in the 
frequency domain representation are given by: 
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆcos( ) sin( )
2 2
Fi
A A
X j    ,                                          (2.38) 
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ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆcos( ) sin( )
2 2
r r
Fr r r
A A
X j    ,                                       (2.39) 
F Fi FrX X X  .                                             (2.40) 
where the amplitude and phase are given by: 2
ˆ (2 )F FA ab Xs , 2
ˆ ( )F Fphase X  , 
respectively. 
The two harmonics can be constructed in a similar way: 
3 3
3 3
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆcos( ) sin( )
2 2
h h
hi h h
A A
jX     ,                      (2.41) 
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆcos( ) sin( )
2 2
hr hr
hr hr hr
A A
X j    ,                                 (2.42) 
h hi hrX X X  ,                                                     (2.43) 
where the hth harmonic’s amplitude and phase are given by: ˆ (2 )hF hA ab Xs , 
ˆ ( )hF hphase X  , respectively. 
Finally, the coherently sampled fundamental and harmonics can be constructed by: 
int
_ 3 2 2
2ˆ ˆ[ ] sin( )Fund C F F
J
x n A n
M

  ,                                  (2.44) 
int
_ 3
2
ˆ ˆ[ ] cos(2 )
H
Harm C hF hF
h
J
x n A h n
M
 

  .                                 (2.45) 
Similar to the previous two algorithms, the new output is obtained by replacing non-
coherently sampled fundamental and harmonics with coherent ones. 
_3 3 _ _ _ 3 _ 3[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]new Fund r Harm r Fund C Harm Cx n R n x n x n x n x n     .          (2.46) 
Performing FFT on _ 3[ ]newx n , accurate spectral performance of the signal can be 
obtained. 
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D. Algorithm Analysis 
In this section, the accuracy and time efficiency of each proposed algorithm are 
discussed in detail. In addition, such analysis is verified in both simulation and measurement 
results. 
Based on the derivations in [32], and from Eq.(2.2)-(2.3), neglecting the effect of 
noise,
kX can be given by: 
2 ( ) 2 ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( )
2
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
h h
j J k j J k
j j
k J k J k
j j
M M
j hJ k j hJ kH
j jh h
hJ k hJ k
j j
h M M
A e A e
X e e
M M
e e
A Ae e
e e
M M
e e
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

  

 


 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  

 .                       (2.47) 
For algorithm 1, after using the FIRE method to remove the initial estimated 
fundamental, which is given by:
int
int
2 (2 )2
2 2 (2 )
1 1
2 2
1 1
j Jj j j
J
j j
M M
Ae e Ae e
M M
e e
   
  
 


 

 
, the estimation errors 
introduced by the harmonics are: 
int int
2 ( ) 2 ( )
2 ( ) 2 (2 )
2
1 1
2 2
1 1
h h
j h j hH
j jh h
hJ h hJ h
j jh M M
A Ae e
X e e
M M
e e
   
 
   




 
   
 
  
  .                   (2.48) 
The initial estimated harmonics are estimated by Least Square, the error standard 
deviation (std) caused by Least Square estimation [33] is 
( )
( )
w
e
M

  , where ( )w  is the 
white noise std in the signal. Since the signal noise std is usually in the order of Least 
Significant Bits (LSBs) of the ADC that samples the signal, which is small for high-
resolution ADC. After the estimated harmonics are removed, the leakages from the residual 
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harmonics that leak into the fundamental bin have the leakage power of given approximately 
by 
int int,J hJ
X : 
int int
int int int
2
2 ( ) 2 ( )
, 2 ( ) 2 ( )
2
1 1
2 2
1 1
j hJ J j hJ JH
h h
J hJ hJ J hJ J
j jh M M
A Ae e
X
M M
e e
 
 
  
 

 
   
 
  
 .                        (2.49) 
Since hA is much smaller than hA , which is noise power per bin, and is much smaller 
than the leakages from the harmonics which is near or below the noise level. Therefore, the 
fundamental can be more accurately estimated using the FIRE method without controlling for 
leakages from the harmonics. Similarly, after the accurate estimation of the fundamental, the 
removal is complete, whose accuracy is in the order of 10-7 [32] and the estimation of the 
harmonics will no longer be affected by the fundamental leakages. 
For algorithm 2, four parameter sine fit has the property of high accuracy, which is 
suitable for fundamental estimation, and in the algorithm, the accuracy tolerance is set to be 
same order as newton iteration in the FIRE method. For the harmonics estimation, since 
closed form is used, after the fundamental is accurately estimated and removed, the residual 
harmonics or harmonics estimation errors on the spectrum is given by: 
int int
2 ( ) 2 ( )
2 ( ) 2 (2 )
2
1 1
2 2
1 1
h h
j h j hH
j jh h
hJ h hJ h
j jh M M
A Ae e
X e e
M M
e e
   
 
   




 
    
 
  
 ,                   (2.50) 
where 
hA  is the estimation error of h
th harmonic amplitude. 
h
h
A
A

is in the order of 10-4 according to [31-32]. The second part of
inthJ
X is ignored 
when calculating the closed form formula due to its much smaller value compared with the 
first portion [32]. Although non-coherency varies as  is arbitrary in each test, the small 
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quantity of 
hA  and second part of inthJX make the overall estimation error of harmonics to be 
small enough, as they do not add more estimation errors than noise inherited in the signal. 
The quantitative verification is studied in section IV.B. 
For algorithm 3, both the fundamental and harmonics are estimated twice using 
closed form formula. After the initial estimation, the residual fundamental is approximately: 
int int
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( )
2 (2 ) 2 ( ) 2 (2 )
2
1 1 1
2 2 2
11 1
h h
j j h j hH
j jj h h
k J h hJ h
jj jh MM M
A AA e e e
X e e e
M M M
ee e
     
 
     
 

 
 
 
     
 
  
 . (2.51) 
After the residual estimation using closed form, such residual fundamental will be 
further reduced by the order of 10-4 [32], the residual fundamental after second estimation 
and removal is approximately: 
int int int
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( )
,2 2 (2 ) 2 ( ) 2 (2 )
2
1 1 1
2 2 2
11 1
h h
j j h j hH
j jj h h
J J h hJ h
jj jh
MM M
A AA e e e
X e e e
M M M
ee e
     
 
     
 

 
 
 
     
 
  
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This is basically the error introduced in Eq.(2.40). If the fundamental and harmonics 
bins are far away from each other (hundreds of bins or more), the residual leakages from the 
harmonic bins will be near or below the noise level when they reach the fundamental bin 
locations (Jint). Although this value varies due to the variation of non-coherency ( ) , 
simulations in section IV showed that the estimation using algorithm 3 is accurate enough 
and the removal of the leakages are complete. 
If the fundamental and harmonics bins are close, the leakages from the harmonics 
bins to the fundamental bin increase. For example, when the fundamental bin and 2nd 
harmonic bin are next to each other, the 2nd harmonic bin will leak significant power into its 
nearby bin (the fundamental), which is given by: 
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where A2 and 2 are amplitude and phase of the 2
nd harmonic. This value is almost the power 
of the 2nd harmonic bin itself, which contributes non-negligible power to the fundamental 
estimation. Likewise, the harmonics estimation will be corrupted by nearby fundamental 
leakages. This phenomenon is shown in Section IV.A. 
This estimation error happens due to the nature of the closed form formula, although 
it has high efficiency, it relies on the frequency domain data, without any iterations involved 
like previous two methods (FIRE or four parameter sine fit involved), and it is susceptible to 
large overlapping leakages when bins are close to each other. However, the accuracy of 
algorithm 3 is on similar level compared with the previous two methods when bins are far 
away from each other. This is demonstrated in both simulation and measurement results. 
 
Table 2.1. Comparison of computational time (Jint=971, M=2
14, 16-bit ADC) 
Method Time (ms) 
FFT 32 
FIRE 71 
Proposed Algorithm 1 137 
Proposed Algorithm 2 102 
Proposed Algorithm 3 66 
 
With respect to computational efficiency, algorithm 1 has the complexity of 
O(4*Mlog2M), where the most time-consuming part is the two FFTs in each iteration. 
Algorithm 2 has the complexity of O(3*Mlog2M), as the four parameter sine fit consumes 
similar time in simulation compared with FFT. For algorithm 3, since the closed form 
formula has better efficiency than FIRE or FFT, the complexity is O(2*Mlog2M), where the 
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time-consuming part is two FFTs. Table 2.1 summarizes the simulation time for different 
algorithms.  
In general, after discussing the accuracy and efficiency trade-offs, all three algorithms 
have their own fields of application. Algorithms 1 and 2 are robust and accurate for large 
distortions, which can be used when high accuracy is required and efficiency is less of 
concern, especially when the data only sampled a few periods (J), where the fundamental and 
harmonic bins are close. Algorithm 3 is also accurate and more efficient when hundreds of 
periods (or more) are sampled and where the test requires efficiency, but it comes with the 
price of accuracy degradation on certain test cases when J is small. 
 
2.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, extensive simulations were conducted in MATLAB to evaluate the 
functionality and robustness of each algorithm. 
A. Functionality 
The functionality of various algorithms is examined for two different cases: when the 
fundamental and harmonic bins are far away from each other; and when they are close to 
each other. ADC is modeled in MATLAB as a 16-bit ideal digitizer, with the normalized full 
range of 0 to 1. Sinusoidal signal with a total data record length (M) of 214 was generated as 
input of the digitizer, with randomly generated initial phase and input Gaussian noise 
corresponding to 0.5 LSB of the digitizer. 14 input harmonics were randomly generated with 
the given range (-60dB to -120dB), whose phases were also randomly generated.  is 
arbitrarily generated from -0.5 to 0.5. 
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Figure 2.7. Spectrum of a signal with non-coherent sampling and large distortion 
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Figure 2.8. Spectrum of a signal with different algorithms 
 
Figure 2.7 shows the spectrum when signal purity is only -70dB, and Jint=571, so that 
the fundamental and harmonic bins are far away from each other. The red spectrum serves as 
the reference, which is the same signal, but coherently sampled. The blue spectrum is the 
original non-coherently sampled signal, which has large leakage around the fundamental bin, 
and covers most of the noise and harmonics information. This results in erroneous spectral 
results such as SNR and THD. The green spectrum is after using the FIRE method and the 
fundamental leakage is mostly removed, but some harmonic bins still have large leakages 
around them, so the harmonics and noise power estimation is no longer accurate. This can 
also be seen from Table 2.2, as THD using FIRE method have about a 4dB difference 
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compared with the reference. On the contrary, in 2.8 all three algorithms are capable of 
removing spectral leakage on both fundamental and harmonics, the spectrum overlaps with 
reference well. In addition, from Table 2.2, the spectral parameters of the signal can be 
successfully recovered by using three algorithms. 
When Jint=57, both algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 can recover the correct spectrum after 
non-coherent sampling; however, for algorithm 3 there are a few bins of leakages around the 
fundamental bin (Figure 2.9). This is due to the closed form estimation being more 
computational efficient but less accurate than FIRE method, especially when the fundamental 
bins are close to the harmonic bins. The overlapping leakage power will affect the closed 
form estimation accuracy. Since the leakages around the fundamental are only several bins, 
including these bins when calculating fundamental power will result in accurate SNR. 
 
Table 2.2. Spectral parameters of the signal under test using different algorithms 
Methods\Spectral 
Parameters 
SNR (dB) 
THD 
(dB) 
SFDR 
(dB) 
Reference 91.86 -69.79 71.89 
FIRE 86.63 -65.81 71.65 
Algorithm 1 92.01 -69.75 71.88 
Algorithm 2 91.93 -69.64 71.94 
Algorithm 3 91.89 -69.88 71.79 
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Figure 2.9. Spectrum of an impure signal with different algorithms when Jint=57 
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B. Robustness 
In this section, the test of robustness of the three algorithms is setup similarly to the 
functionality test described previously, with a total 214 number of samples on the input 
sinusoidal signal, randomly generated initial phase for the fundamental and harmonics and 
given range of harmonic amplitudes (-50dB to -120dB), is also arbitrarily generated 
from -0.5 to 0.5. The input signal purity defined by Eq. (2.6) is tested from -100dB to -50dB. 
In each test input signal purity, a total of 100 different simulations were performed with 
different , noise corresponding to 0.5LSB rms value. The harmonics power and noise power 
are evaluated for different algorithms. For the harmonics power estimation error, the 
estimated harmonics power ˆHarmP is compared with the harmonics power HarmP  when the same 
signal is coherently sampled, shown in dB: ˆ10 log( )Harm HarmP P   and is similar to the one 
used in [2-3]. For reference, the error is compared with noise power in the same number of 
bins. For example, if a total of 10 harmonics are used to calculate THD, then the error should 
compare with 10 times the expected noise power per bin in dB, given by, 
10log(10 / )NoiseP M . Since at each run the noise will be different, the variation is bounded by 
4 12or dB  where is the standard deviation of noise power. For the upper bound of 4 , 
it is 210 log(4 / ) 12 10 log( / )Noise NoiseP M P M     , which is about 12dB above the expected 
noise power per bin. If they are in the similar level ( 12dB ) or if the estimation error is 
much smaller than the reference, the estimation is considered as accurate. 
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Figure 2.10. Harmonics power estimation error for different algorithms versus input signal 
purity (Jint=101) 
Figure 2.10 shows the harmonics power estimation error for the algorithms versus the 
purity of the signal under test. Four solid lines correspond to the error power of different 
algorithms, which is the averaged value of 100 runs at each input signal purity level. The two 
dotted blue lines are the noise reference and its upper bound of 12dB, respectively. It can be 
seen that for the FIRE method (red), it is accurate when the input signal purity is high, which 
validated the assumption mentioned in [32] and in Section III, which states when the 
harmonics power is much smaller than the fundamental power, only removing the leakages 
from the fundamental will result in accurate spectral results. However, as the purity becomes 
worse, the harmonics power becomes larger and the FIRE method gradually shows 
estimation error, which is above the upper bound of the noise reference. For the three 
proposed algorithms, they demonstrate the similar accuracy, as the input signal purity varies, 
and the errors stay within the reference, showing the robustness against different levels of 
input signal purity. 
2.5 Measurement Results 
In addition to the extensive simulation results, the proposed algorithms are verified by 
measurement results, measured from different ADCs and different signals under test. 
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Firstly, an 18-bit ADC (ADS8881) was used to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed 
algorithms. Due to its high resolution and high performance, it is viewed as the ideal digitizer 
which will not introduce a large amount of noise and distortion to the signal under test. 
However, the signal under test is generated by a standard lab function generator (Agilent 
33220A) without any filtering, which has a certain amount of distortion. In the lab, a total of 
5 sets of data were sampled, each with different signal frequency and sampling frequency 
from ADS8881 and M=213. Figure 2.11 shows the spectrum of 1st set, with sampling 
frequency of 20kHz and signal frequency of roughly 1kHz. For the reference, the same input 
signal is generated, except that the input frequency is controlled carefully to achieve coherent 
sampling. It can be seen that the proposed algorithms are able to remove the leakages from 
both the fundamental and harmonics and their spectrums (red, black and blue) overlap with 
the reference well (green). Table 2.3 also confirms the accuracy of the proposed algorithms. 
Similar spectrum results were observed from other test sets, the spectrums are not repeatedly 
shown but their spectral performance are summarized in Table 2.3, which also demonstrates 
the accuracy of the proposed algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 2.11. Spectrum of the sampled signal with different algorithms (ADS8881) 
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Table 2.3. Spectral Performance of 5 data sets using proposed methods (ADS8881) 
Date Set Methods SNR(dB) THD(dB) SFDR(dB) 
 
Test 1 
Reference 81.93 -71.04 76.14 
Algorithm 1 81.85 -70.85 75.98 
Algorithm 2 81.67 -71.24 76.18 
Algorithm 3 82.01 -71.16 73.33 
 
Test 2 
Reference 80.42 -65.85 70.42 
Algorithm 1 80.25 -65.75 70.41 
Algorithm 2 80.21 -65.89 70.26 
Algorithm 3 80.16 -65.92 70.56 
 
Test 3 
Reference 82.45 -73.25 79.52 
Algorithm 1 82.14 -73.04 79.48 
Algorithm 2 82.36 -73.51 79.86 
Algorithm 3 82.52 -73.15 79.37 
 
Test 4 
Reference 79.51 -67.14 71.56 
Algorithm 1 79.34 -67.02 71.52 
Algorithm 2 79.53 -67.34 71.29 
Algorithm 3 79.29 -67.25 71.68 
 
Test 5 
Reference 83.17 -76.85 82.48 
Algorithm 1 83.01 -76.59 82.29 
Algorithm 2 83.24 -76.96 82.36 
Algorithm 3 83.19 -76.72 82.41 
 
To further validate the proposed algorithm, another high-performance 18-bit ADC 
(ADS9110) is used as the digitizer. A similar test setup was used as stated previously. The 
sampling frequency is 500kHz in this case and the input is generated by Audio precision 
without any filtering, whose frequency is roughly 30kHz, 20kHz, and 10kHz, with arbitrary 
level of non-coherency. Similarly, the reference signal is coherently sampled by the same 
ADC. A total of 220 samples were acquired by the ADC, and the spectrum of 30kHz input 
signal is shown in Figure 2.12. As it shows, the proposed algorithms successfully removed 
the leakages and were able to match the reference spectrum well. Table 2.4 summarize the 
test results from all 3 test sets. These demonstrate that the proposed algorithms are accurate 
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and are capable of recovering correct spectral performance with non-coherent sampling and 
various level of signal purities. 
 
Figure 2.12. Spectrum of the sampled signal with different algorithms (ADS9110) 
Table 2.4. Spectral Performance of 3 data sets using proposed methods (ADS9110) 
Date Set Methods SNR(dB) THD(dB) SFDR(dB) 
 
Test 1 
Reference 91.93 -89.47 91.84 
Algorithm 1 91.85 -89.27 91.58 
Algorithm 2 91.69 -89.53 91.69 
Algorithm 3 91.74 -89.38 91.78 
 
Test 2 
Reference 90.65 -85.65 88.74 
Algorithm 1 90.58 -85.48 88.67 
Algorithm 2 90.48 -85.39 88.59 
Algorithm 3 90.68 -85.42 88.91 
 
Test 3 
Reference 91.25 -87.42 90.04 
Algorithm 1 91.05 -87.12 89.78 
Algorithm 2 91.38 -87.63 89.95 
Algorithm 3 91.41 -87.58 90.15 
 
2.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, three algorithms are introduced that deal with non-coherent sampling 
when the signal under test has large distortions. Using the idea of separately estimating and 
removing non-coherent fundamental and harmonics, the issues with overlapping leakage 
power was reduced and accurate spectral results such as SNR, THD, and SFDR can be 
obtained. The novel contribution of this chapter is that it proposes two new algorithms, and 
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explores the advantages and limitations of these algorithms. Based on their trade-offs it 
provides their different fields of applications. In addition, both extensive simulation results 
and measurement results have validated the accuracy and robustness of the proposed 
algorithms. These algorithms are readily available for bench test, characterization test, and 
on-chip implementations. Furthermore, it can be implemented for high-resolution ADC 
spectral testing, to eliminate non-coherent sampling requirement when high-purity input 
signals are not available. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 ACCURATE SPECTRAL TESTING WITH ARBITRARY NON-COHERENCY IN 
SAMPLING AND SIMULTANEOUS DRIFTS IN AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY  
Accurate spectral testing plays a crucial role in modern high-precision ADCs’ 
evaluation process. One of the challenges is to be able to test the continually higher 
resolution ADCs accurately and cost-effectively. Due to its stringent test requirement, the 
standard test method for ADCs can be difficult to implement with low cost. This chapter 
proposes an algorithm that relaxes the requirements of precise control over source amplitude 
and frequency and of the need to achieve coherent sampling. The algorithm divides the 
output data into segments and estimates the drifting fundamental via Newton iteration. By 
removing the estimated drift fundamental and replacing with a coherent, non-drift, 
fundamental in time domain, accurate spectral results can be achieved. Various simulation 
results have validated the accuracy of proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm is capable 
of tolerating various test condition variations such as any-level of non-coherency, various 
input frequency range and different numbers of segmentations. In addition, several 
measurement results from different ADCs have verified the accuracy of the proposed 
algorithm, which is able to accurately obtain spectral performance of an 18-bit high-
resolution ADC. Such an algorithm relaxes the standard test requirement such as precise 
control over source frequency and amplitude, which dramatically reduces the test setup 
complexity and cost. 
This chapter is mainly based on the published paper in IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. 
[1]. Partially results appeared in Journal of Electronic Testing: Theory and Applications [2]. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) provide the link between the analog domain 
and digital world of signal processing, computing, and other digital data collection or data 
processing systems [1]. It is one of the most crucial building blocks in modern signal 
processing [2]. In ADC dynamic testing, obtaining accurate spectral specifications of the 
ADCs such as Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), 
and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), has become a challenging task, especially for high-
resolution, high-precision ADCs [3-4]. These dynamic specifications of the ADC are vital for 
high-speed applications such as communication or audio systems. Such dynamic spectral 
testing is the focus of this chapter. 
Currently, there is a strong need for Built-in-Self-Test (BIST) solutions, which enable 
engineers to test higher integrated circuitry in a more cost-effective way. For standard test 
methods, they must have high-precision, high-linearity stimulus generators. These high-
performance signal generators require a substantial design effort and often need large areas. 
However, with a BIST solution, the test circuitry is designed in the same chip as the Device 
Under Test (DUT). Adding such a large area for the test circuitry alone inevitably 
compromises its primary goal of lower cost. Moreover, as the performance of the ADC 
continues to increase, it is pushing the test solutions to have even better performance, which 
is unavailable for on-chip implementation. In that case, there is longer precise control over 
input signal’s frequency nor its amplitude. This test non-stationarity could result in erroneous 
spectral test results of the ADC under test. Therefore, there is a growing need to develop new 
test algorithms that can obtain accurate spectral test results without requiring precision 
instrumentations/test environment.  
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The rest of the chapter is arranged as follows: Section II introduces the standard 
spectral test of the ADC and their challenges, discussing the issue with amplitude drift, 
frequency drift, and non-coherent sampling. Section III introduces the proposed algorithm 
that is capable of obtaining accurate spectral performance with drift and non-coherent 
sampling, and investigates various error sources with detailed analysis. Section IV presents 
the simulation results in MATLAB, the proposed algorithm is verified by both functionality 
and robustness tests. Section V validates the proposed algorithm by measurement results, and 
Section VI elaborates on the conclusions of this research chapter. 
 
3.2 Standard Test and Drift Issue 
A. Standard Test 
For ADC standard test, the IEEE standards [7-9] describe the ways to ensure accurate 
results are obtained. In the standards, there are five test conditions that are recommended: 
1. The signal should be sampled coherently. 
2. Spectral purity of input signal should be 3~4 bits purer than ADC under test. 
3. The input signal range should be only slightly lower than the ADC input range. 
4. The total number of sampled points should be sufficiently high. 
5. The sampling clock should have relatively low levels of jitter. 
Given an analog sinusoidal signal V(t): 
 1( ) cos 2 iV t A f t   .                (3.1) 
The discrete representation of the ADC output, assuming the gain error and offset 
have been calibrated, is given by: 
1
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where fi and fs are the signal frequency and sampling frequency, respectively. 1A  and   are 
the fundamental amplitude and initial phase, respectively. 
hA  and h  are the h
th harmonic 
amplitude and initial phase, respectively. w[n] is the noise. 0,1,2... 1n M  , and M is the 
total sampled data record length. 
Define the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of total M output as: 
1
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where k represents the frequency bin’s index.  
If the coherent sampling condition is met, the integer number of cycles of the 
waveform in the data record J, the input and sampling frequency, and total number of 
sampled data M, satisfy the following relation: 
s
i
f
f J
M
 .                                         (3.4) 
Under the condition of coherent sampling, it is possible to recover correct amplitude 
and phase information of the fundamental and harmonics. They can be derived from the 
respective bins of the FFT output, given by: 
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X e
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 , 
2
hjh
J h
A
X e

  .                   (3.5) 
 
B. Challenges of Amplitude/ Frequency Drift and Non-coherent Sampling 
If coherent sampling is not achieved, J is not an integer and is given as intJ J   , 
where Jint is the integer part of J, and  is the fractional part of J. This results in severe 
“skirting” effect in the frequency spectrum, known as spectral leakages. In the industry, two 
algorithms: windowing [10-14] and sine fitting [15-18] are currently widely used. The 
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advantages and limitations are described in detail in [20-21, 23-24]. In the literature, many 
algorithms are proposed to resolve non-coherent sampling issue. Interpolating DFT (IpDFT) 
algorithms [19], closed form formula [20], Fundamental Identification and Replacement 
(FIRE) algorithm [21], and the two-step algorithm [22-24] are all capable of handling non-
coherent sampling issue given different fields of applications. However, all these algorithms 
are targeted to resolve non-coherent sampling issue alone, they cannot be used for the test 
condition where the input signal also suffers from amplitude and frequency drift. 
Another issue is the drift in the signal generator, which causes the signal frequency 
and amplitude to drift over time. This non-stationary test environment could be due to 
changes in the test environment’s temperature, humidity, power supply variation, electronic 
instrumentation aging, and other variables. It is challenging and expensive to maintain a 
stable test environment for high-resolution ADC testing, and it is even more challenging for 
on-chip BIST solutions. If there is drift in the input signal, spectrum leakages will show up at 
the ADC output spectrum, which cannot be removed by conventional algorithms that resolve 
non-coherent sampling.  
Non-stationary signal has been analyzed and studied for many years. A considerable 
variety of approaches have been developed to analyze the non-stationary signal in both time 
and frequency domain, such as moving-window method [25-26], or digital equivalent of 
moving-windowing method [27]. However, the use of these methods does not lead to 
sufficient accuracy. In [28], authors used an adaptive linear prediction filter, which can 
provide instantaneous frequency of a signal, but information about the amplitude is 
completely lost. Another approach is to use Short-Time Fast Fourier Transform (STFFT), 
however, the disadvantage lies in its trade-off between time and frequency resolution [29]. In 
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[30-31], an algorithm that can compensate amplitude and frequency drift is proposed. By 
using Adaptive Fourier Analyzer (AFA) and sine fit algorithm, the algorithm can detect and 
compensate amplitude/frequency drift, which is recursive, accurate, and robust. However, the 
algorithm relies on the sine fit and iterations, which is less attractive due to its computational 
inefficiency. In [32], a new algorithm is proposed to resolve frequency drift issue in ADC 
spectral testing. It divides the output of the ADC into segments and averages them after 
initial phase correction. The simulation results verified the accuracy of the algorithm. This 
algorithm requires the frequency drift to be small so that it is almost constant in one segment. 
However, there is no control of how much drift the test environment could have. Moreover, 
when the test environment becomes unstable, not only signal frequency, but amplitude could 
suffer from the drifting issue. 
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Figure 3.1. ADC Spectrum with amplitude/frequency drift and non-coherent sampling 
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Figure 3.2. ADC Spectrum after using averaging algorithm in [32] 
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Figure 3.1 shows the spectrum (red) when ADC’s input signal is non-coherently 
sampled and has amplitude/frequency drift. The blue spectrum is after using the FIRE 
algorithm where there are still leakages around the fundamental bin. The green spectrum is 
after using 4-term Blackman-Harris window, similarly the leakages due to drift are not 
completely removed. Figure 3.2 shows the spectrum of one segment using the algorithm in 
[32], with the same ADC under test. Similar results were observed as it cannot resolve the 
amplitude/frequency drift issue with non-coherent sampling. 
As none of the algorithms described above have the way to effectively and efficiently 
deal with the situation of simultaneous amplitude/frequency drift and non-coherent sampling, 
there is a strong need to develop a low cost and efficient algorithm that resolves this issue. In 
this chapter, a new algorithm is proposed, which is capable of resolving amplitude/frequency 
drift and non-coherent sampling effectively and efficiently. The accuracy and robustness of 
the proposed algorithm is validated by both extensive simulation and measurement results. 
 
3.3 Proposed Algorithm 
A. Drift Segmentation 
The drift is unpredictable, there is no exact form of the drift over time, and it will be 
different during each measurement. Due to its low frequency property, during a short time, 
the drift amount is small and can be treated as a linear varying function versus time (best fit 
line versus time). Within a short time, it is possible to obtain a good estimate of both 
amplitude and frequency drift. Thus, the data sequence is divided into segments. This is 
shown in Figure 3.3, as the blue curve is the normalized drift amplitude with maximum of 
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1% drift, where the scale is from 99% to 101% over the entire sampling period. The x-axis 
is normalized from 0 to 1, which is the time duration ratio t/ttotal, where t is the time and ttotal 
is the total sampling time. After the date sequence is segmented by the green dotted line, the 
drift contained in the data is also divided into segments. In each segment, a linear estimation 
of the drift can be obtained, which is shown in red. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Drift segmentation. 
 
B. Drift Modeling 
Before developing the algorithm that can estimate the drifted fundamental and 
frequency, the drift needs to be modeled in accordance with the real test setup. The input 
signal without drift is given by: 
1 0( ) cos(2 ) ( )inV t A f t w t     ,                                (3.6) 
where A1 is the constant amplitude, f0 is the constant frequency,   is the initial phase and w(t) 
is the noise.  
When the drift is significant or the accuracy requirement is high, such constant 
amplitude and frequency model is not sufficient. In the proposed algorithm, the drifted 
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amplitude and frequency are modeled by Eq.(3.7). When the amplitude is changing with 
time, it is given by: 
1( ) (1 ( ))A t A m t   ,                                     (3.7) 
where m(t) is the time varying component of the drifted amplitude. 
Since any level of non-coherency is allowed, it is assumed that the sampling clock 
and the signal source are independent of each other, meaning that there is no need for 
synchronization between the two. In addition, although both clock and the source can drift, 
only the relative drift is critical, then we assume the clock is ideal and all the drift is due to 
the source. 
Similarly, the input frequency can be modeled as: 
0( ) (1 ( ))f t f t   ,                         (3.8) 
where ( )t  is the time varying component of the drifted frequency.  
The drift input signal is then given by: 
1 0( ) (1 ( )) cos(2 (1 ( )) ) ( )inV t A m t f t t w t          ,                     (3.9) 
where w(t) is the noise inherited in the signal, which is treated as white noise. The sampled 
ADC output is given by: 
0
[ ]
[ ] [ ] cos(2 ) . [ ]out
s
f n
V n A A n n h d W n
f
       ,                      (3.10) 
where
1[ ] (1 [ ])A n A m n   , [ ] (1 [ ])of n f n  , h.d is high order harmonics of the ADC, A0 is 
the DC offset and W[n] is the sampled noise. 
Since the expressions for [ ]m n and [ ]n are unknown, as mentioned earlier, by 
segmentation, the linear approximation of the drift amplitude/frequency becomes possible. 
Assuming total K segments, with equal segment length of L. In kth segment (1 k K  ), 
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[ ]m n has n ranging from (k-1)L to kL. Within kth segment, there is an unknown but best fit 
line. Then [ ]m n can be represented by:  
[ ] [ ( 1) ] [ ]k km n m S n k L m n       ,           (3.11) 
where
km and kS are the offset and slope of k
th segment best fit line, and [ ]m n is the difference 
between best fit line and actual drift.  
By plugging Eq.(3.11) into the amplitude expression in Eq.(3.10), the sampled 
amplitude A[n] can be written as:  
[ ] k Sk nA n A A n A    ,                                 (3.12) 
where 
1k kA A m  , 1Sk kA A S  , and 1 [ ]n kA A m n  . 
Similarly, the drifted frequency can be modeled as  
0[ ] k Sk nf n f f n f    .                        (3.13) 
For the random drift part: 
nA  and nf , they can be treated as noise, in the following 
estimation they are neglected due to their small quantity, this part of estimation error is 
discussed in Section III.D. In addition, the drift on harmonics is small, whose leakage is 
below the noise floor and negligible compared to the fundamental drift. Therefore, the 
harmonics are considered to have no drift in the following derivations.  
 
C. Signal Segmentation & Drift Estimation 
After the drifted amplitude and frequency are modeled in kth segment, the sampled 
ADC output at kth segment is given by: 
, 0[ ] ( ) cos(2 ) . [ ]
k Sk
out k k Sk k
s
f f n
V n A A A n n h d W n
f
 
 
        ,          (3.14) 
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where the kth segment drift fundamental is given by: 
, [ ] ( ) cos(2 )
k Sk
fund k k Sk k
s
f f n
V n A A n n
f
 
 
     .                      (3.15) 
From Eq.(3.15), there are 5 unknowns ( , , , ,k Sk k k SkA A f f ) that need to be estimated. 
Since these are not in the linear combination, direct Least Square cannot be used for the 
estimation of these unknowns. Instead, Newton iteration is used to estimate these parameters. 
The first step is to obtain initial estimation of these parameters. For input frequency f0, it can 
be obtained by four parameter sine fit [7-9], with closed form formula as the initial estimate 
[20]. The initial amplitude 
1A , phase 1 , and fractional part of sampled periods 1 are given 
by: 
int int
int int
int int
int int
1 1
1 2 2
1 1
ln
2
J J
J J
j j
J J M M
J J
X X
X XM
imag
X X
e e
X X
 
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
 

 


  
  
  
  
  
    
  
,                               (3.16) 
1
int 1
2
1 2
1
2
1
j
M
J j
e
M X
e
A





,                                           (3.17) 
1
int
1
2
1 2
0
2 1
ln
1
j
M
J
j
MX e
imag
A e




 

  
  
    
  
.             (3.18) 
Since the closed form formula is close to the true value, only a few iterations would 
be sufficient for sine fit to converge and obtain accurate estimation of f0. 
The initial phase at kth segment can then be given by:  
12 ( 1)k o sf k LT     ,              (3.19) 
where 1/s sT f .  
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For the linear drift component
SkA and Skf , since they are small, their initial estimation 
values are given 0 and DC offset can be obtained from FFT spectrum bin X0. After all initial 
values of unknowns are obtained, Newton iteration is used, the value of y in (i+1)th iteration, 
yi+1, is given by: 
yi+1 = yi – Bi\Fi,                            (3.20)                                                   
where “\” operator is the least squares operator, yi is the vector containing the 5 estimated 
parameters in kth iteration, Fi is shown in Eq.(3.22), which is the difference between 
estimated drift fundamental in Eq.(3.15) and actual output and Bi is the Jacobean matrix 
evaluated using values in yi as shown in Eq.(3.21). 
, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
, , , , ,
i
i
out k out k out k out k out k
k Sk k k Sk
out kL out kL out kL out kL out kL
k Sk k k Sk y
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V V V V V
A A f f
V V V V V
A A f f
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
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     
 
    
 
 
 
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   
    
 
.                          (3.22) 
After 5 to 10 iterations, the Newton iteration always converges to a global minimum 
as the initial points to start the iterations are very close (10-4 accuracy level) to the actual 
values. The accuracy in estimating these 5 unknowns is limited by the noise power per bin 
[21]. This accuracy will reflect how accurate the THD, SNR, and SFDR on the spectrum are 
estimated, which will be shown in detail in Section IV.B-D. 
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After each unknown parameter is accurately estimated, the kth segment estimated 
fundamental can be given by: 
,
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ [ ] ( ) cos(2 )k Skfund k k Sk k
s
f f n
V n A A n n
f
 
 
     .                 (3.23) 
Since the proposed algorithm treats each segment identically, there is no need to 
distinguish different segments. The next step, after estimating all K segment’s drift 
fundamentals, is to combine them consecutively in time domain to obtain the estimated drift 
fundamental: 
_ ,1 ,
ˆ ˆ[ ] [ , , ]fund Dr fund fund KV n V V .                            (3.24) 
Now the estimated drift fundamental has the same length with original ADC output, it 
is subtracted from original output, removing the drift leakage, and the non-drift fundamental 
,fund nomV can be added to the residue. The new output is therefore given by: 
_ ,[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]new out fund Dr fund nomV n V n V n V n   ,                        (3.25) 
where 0
, 1 1
ˆ
ˆ ˆ[ ] cos(2 )fund nom
s
f
V n A n
f
   . 
The final step involves coherency correction. With the drift estimated and removed, 
different non-coherent sampling algorithms can be used. Since harmonics of the ADC are 
much smaller compared with fundamental, they have leakages that are well below the noise 
floor [20-21], and there is no need to correct non-coherency for harmonics. Only the non-
coherent fundamental needs correction. Therefore, the FIRE algorithm is used to remove 
non-coherency on the new output [ ]newV n . The detailed steps for non-coherent fundamental 
identification and replacement are shown in [21] and are not repeated in this chapter. After 
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using FIRE algorithm, the final output [ ]FV n  without the influence of non-coherency, 
amplitude and frequency drift is obtained. 
Alternatively, after subtracting estimated drift fundamental from each segment, 
harmonics and noise can be accurately obtained from the residue in each segment. Moreover, 
by averaging the results from every segment, the averaged result is equivalent to estimating 
them as one sequence mentioned before. Figure 3.4 summarizes the flowchart of the 
proposed algorithm. 
 
Figure 3.4. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm 
 
D. Error Analysis 
The goal is to provide insight of how the drift induced error behaves and how it 
affects the accuracy of the algorithm, so that proper segment length can be selected. The drift 
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induced error 
Le is either nA  for amplitude drift, or nf for frequency drift as defined in Section 
III.B. 
The more segments that are divided, the more accurate model and estimation of the 
drift can be achieved. To illustrate this, one example of drift amplitude is shown in Figure 
3.5, with the same scaling factor and time duration as Figure 3.3. If only one segment is used, 
which is shown in Figure 3.5a, the drift induced error is large. However, when multiple 
segments are divided (Figure 3.5b), the drift can be more accurately modeled and drift 
induced error becomes smaller. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Drift segmentation and modeling with (a) one segment, and (b) eight segments 
 
On the other hand, with more segments divided, each segment will have less samples. 
The estimation accuracy of the drift model, which is the best fit line, depends on the number 
of samples. If more samples are used in each segment for estimation, better estimation 
accuracy can be achieved [33-34]. However, for the whole output data (length of M K L  ), 
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when analyzing the error for estimation, for example, the 2nd harmonic estimation, the error 
is still given by: 2
nVar M , where 
2
nVar  is the total noise variance, and part of the noise is 
Least Square induced error. This shows that the least square induced error should be 
independent of number of segment chosen. 
Extensive simulations are conducted to investigate the drift induced error. Total K 
segments are generated, each segment length L. The drift is generated in MATLAB as 
follows: 
1. Generate a normal distribution sequence z[n] 
2. Take FFT of z[n] to obtain Zk. 
3. Use ideal low pass filter to filter out high frequency component. The bandwidth of 
the ideal low pass filter can be 1/8 of sampling frequency or smaller. 
4. Convert FFT data back to time domain data, and integral it to obtain I[n]. 
5. Normalize the range of I[n] to given range, for example, for amplitude drift, it can 
be 1% of ADC’s full range. 
The final generated drift is given by: 
1[ ] (1 [ ])D n D I n   ,                                 (3.26) 
where D1 is the constant part of the drift, which is either oA or of defined in Section III.B. 
After that, it is divided into total K segments. 
Before investigating the drift induced error, several terms are defined: 
In one segment with length L, there are total L of sampled drift induced errors [ ]Le n , 
and the mean of Le is given by: 
1
( )
L
L L
i
e e i L

 .                                                      (3.27) 
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The standard deviation is given by:  
 
2
1
1
( )
1
L
eL L L
i
e i e
L


 

 .                                             (3.28) 
For total K segments, the mean of all segments’ 
Le is given by: 
1
( ) ( )
K
L L
i
E e e i K

 .                                                 (3.29) 
The mean of all segment’s 
eL  is given by: 
 
1
( )
K
eL eL
i
E i K 

 .                                               (3.30) 
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Figure 3.6. Mean of all segments averaged drift error vs data length 
 
In MATLAB, total 1000 segments were generated, with each segment length L 
ranging from 64 to 8200, and the length increases 3% each time. The drift is normalized up 
to 1% of full scale, which is 1 in the simulation. 
Figure 3.6 shows the statistical results of ( )LE e . The mean value of all segments’ 
mean is very close to 0, which is expected as the drift induced noise is averaged out and the 
mean value is close to 0. 
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Figure 3.7 shows the statistical results of  eLE  , which is also rms value of drift 
induced error. The mean of all segments’ standard deviation is proportional to L . This is 
expected because the drift induced noise has 0 mean, the drift induced noise power is 
proportional to its variance, which is proportional to data length.  
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Figure 3.7. Mean of all segments std drift error vs data length 
 
All these statistical results illustrate the property of drift induced noise, whose mean 
value is small, and the power is proportional to data length. These results provide insight of 
choosing appropriate segment length and it is validated by both extensive simulation and 
measurement results in the next two sections. 
 
E. Segment Length Selection  
There are certain requirements on the length selection in each segment, in addition, 
the appropriate segment length depends on the drift and noise inherited in the ADC output, 
which can be seen from the previous section. Firstly, the length needs to be small so that the 
drift is close to a linear function over time. The drift induced error is also discussed in 
previous section, which recommends small segment length, such as 80-200. Secondly, if the 
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length is small that the noise floor covers harmonic bins on spectrum, the correct spectral 
information of the ADC is lost. Thirdly, to calculate spectral parameters correctly, there are 
minimum number of bins on the spectrum needed. For example, usually for calculating the 
fundamental power on spectrum, the fundamental bin and two bins nearby are included. It is 
calculated similarly for harmonics as 3 bins are used and for DC, 1 bin is used. If 13 
harmonics are included to calculate THD, then minimum number of bins used are 80. In the 
algorithm, the segment length can be chosen from 80 to 200. Finally, although we assume 
equal length previously for derivation convenience, the length in each segment is not 
required to be the same, the algorithm does not depend on equal length for each segment, 
which relaxes the length selection requirement.  
Figure 3.8 illustrates the selection of length in each segment. At first, after discarding 
any unsettled initial points, the starting point p is selected near zero crossing, which has 
largest slope for sinusoidal signals and making it distinctive to select. Starting from p, the 
segment length L is selected between 80 and 200. Among them, 5 consecutive points (q-4 to 
q) are found that match the initial points (p to p+4) the best. The segment length L is then 
determined by q-p+1. Finally, output with data record length of M is divided into K 
segments, with each segment length of Lk, and K is selected such that 
1
K
k
k
L M

 . The 
remaining points
1
K
k
k
M L

 are included into the last segment for estimation. It may seem that 
Lk can be anywhere between 80 and 200, but once L1 is selected, the rest of Lks only differ 
from L1 by 1 . To evaluate the segment length selection, its performance into the proposed 
algorithm is presented in Section IV.B. 
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Figure 3.8. Length selection in each segment. 
 
3.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, extensive simulation results are shown to verify the functionality and 
robustness of the proposed algorithm. 
A. Functionality 
In MATLAB, the proposed algorithm is used to verify the spectral performance of a 
16-bit nonlinear ADC, with INL of 1.8LSB. The input sinusoidal signal suffers from both 
amplitude drift, frequency drift and non-coherent sampling. Drift is modeled similarly in 
Section III.D. For amplitude drift, the maximum drift is up to 2% of the full range of the 
ADC under test. For frequency drift, the drift maximum drift is 100 ppm/s. For non-
coherency,  is randomly generated from -0.5 to 0.5, while Jint is 971. The ADC input 
referred noise is randomly generated with Gaussian distribution and 0.5LSB rms value. The 
true ADC’s SNR, THD, and SFDR are obtained by sending a pure, non-drift sinusoidal 
signal with same level of noise (0.5LSB rms) to the ADC under test, which is coherently 
sampled (sampled periods of 971). It serves as the reference to evaluate the functionality of 
the proposed algorithm, with the expected ADC performance shown in Table 3.1: coloum 
‘Reference’. The proposed algorithm divided the drift data (M=214) into 112 segments. 
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Figure 3.9 shows the following four spectrums: black spectrum, obtained by direct 
FFT of raw ADC output, which suffers from amplitude and frequency drift and non-coherent 
sampling; blue spectrum obtained by FIRE algorithm only; green spectrum, obtained by a 
pure, non-drift input with coherent sampling, and red spectrum, obtained after using the 
proposed algorithm. For the black spectrum, large leakage around the fundamental bin can be 
seen, and it masks the harmonics underneath. In this case, correct noise and harmonics 
information cannot be obtained. For the blue spectrum, after only using the FIRE algorithm, 
the spectrum leakage due to non-coherency is removed, however, there is still leakage left, 
which is due to the amplitude drift and frequency drift that cannot be removed by the FIRE 
algorithm. Although harmonics that are far away from the fundamental bins are recovered, 
harmonics bins that are close to the fundamental bin and noise cannot be successfully 
recovered. After using the proposed algorithm, the leakages due to both non-coherent 
sampling and drift are removed and harmonics and noise information can be accurately 
recovered. The accurate estimation using proposed algorithm can also be seen from Table 3.1. 
Another set of data is acquired, from a different 16-bit nonlinear ADC, with INL of 
2.4LSB, the number of sampled periods is 2351, the segments used in the proposed algorithm 
then becomes 97. Similar results from other tests can be seen from Figure 3.10 and Table 3.2 
which both direct the FFT and FIRE algorithm alone cannot obtain accurate ADC spectral 
performance, and the proposed algorithm is able to recover the correct spectrum as it matches 
well with the reference spectrum and its spectral performance. 
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Figure 3.9. ADC output spectrum using different algorithms (Jint =971) 
Table 3.1. Spectral Specifications of ADC Under Test (Jint =971) 
Input 
Signal 
THD(dB) SFDR(dB) SNR(dB) 
Reference -98.99 100.65 91.63 
Direct 
FFT 
-60.21 61.71 62.27 
FIRE -98.24 99.62 78.04 
Proposed -99.01 100.35 91.18 
 
Figure 3.10. ADC output spectrum using different algorithms (Jint =2351) 
Table 3.2. Spectral Specifications of ADC Under Test (Jint =2351) 
Input 
Signal 
THD(dB) SFDR(dB) SNR(dB) 
Reference -89.62 92.73 91.09 
Direct FFT -58.07 58.06 56.58 
FIRE -89.06 92.06 72.23 
Proposed -89.69 92.59 90.91 
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B. Robustness: Segment Length 
The first characteristic that is examined to validate the robustness of the proposed 
algorithm is the segment length. The following section investigates how different sources of 
errors affect the accuracy of the proposed algorithm as different segment lengths are chosen. 
The THD of the ADC under test is examined. The true total harmonics power hd is measured 
by using the standard way, whose input to the ADC has no amplitude nor frequency drift, and 
is coherently sampled. While the estimated total harmonics power 
esthd is measured by using 
the proposed algorithm, with the drift and non-coherently sampled input. They are given by: 
14
2
_
2
| 2 |Ref Jint h
h
Xhd 

 ,                         (3.31) 
14
2
_
2
| 2 |est Pro Jint h
h
Xhd 

 ,                                    (3.32) 
where RefX  and ProX  are the FFT of the ADC output data obtained by standard way, and by 
the proposed algorithm, respectively.   
The difference between hd and esthd is defined as estimation error in 
dB:10log( )esthd hd . The error is compared with noise power in these same number of bins, 
which serves as a reference. For example, if first 14 harmonics are used to calculate THD, 
then the error should compare with 14 times of the expected noise power per bin in dB, given 
by: 10log(14 / )nP M , where Pn is the ADC’s total noise power. Since at each run the noise 
will be different, the variation is bounded by 4 12or dB  where is the standard deviation 
of the noise power. If they are in the similar level ( 12dB ) or error is much smaller than 
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noise in these bins, the estimation is considered as accurate, otherwise it is considered as 
inaccurate. In MATLAB, different number of segment lengths, from 60 to 2000, are used to 
verify the proposed algorithm. A 16-bit nonlinear ADC is generated and is tested for various 
segment lengths. Other test setups are the same as previous section. The total harmonics 
power estimation error for different segment lengthes is shown in Figure 3.11. 
As it shows, accurate estimation of the total harmonics power is achieved across 
various segment lengths, although there is a slight increase in estimation errors (red triangle) 
due to a lower number of segments, they are still in the similar level ( 12dB ) of the 
reference (blue flat line), which is the expected noise power in the same number of bins. This 
demonstrates that the proposed algorithm is capable of accurately estimating and removing 
leakages caused by the drift & non-coherent sampling, and can recover the correct harmonics 
information, which is robust against different segments lengths. Accurate harmonics 
estimation of the ADC can all be obtained by using different segments lengths.  
 
C. Robustness: Number of Periods 
Another parameter that needs to be examined is the number of the sampled periods. 
Again, THD of the ADC under test is examined and the same criteria is used for evaluating 
the estimation accuracy. The Jint is randomly generated from 101 to 4999, and odd numbers 
are selected. Similarly, given each Jint,   is randomly generated from -0.5 to 0.5 and so does 
signal noise (rms of 0.5LSB), the number of segments is fixed at 128 and M=214. The total 
harmonics power estimation errors for different sampled periods are shown in Figure 3.12. 
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From Figure 3.12, as before, accurate estimations of the total harmonics power are 
achieved for all different number of the sampled periods, as the estimation errors (red 
triangle) are in the neighborhood of the reference (blue flat line). This reveals that the 
proposed algorithm is independent of input signal sampled periods, and it is robust against 
various input signal frequencies. 
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Figure 3.11. Harmonic power estimation error versus segment length 
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Figure 3.12. Harmonic power estimation error versus sampled periods 
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Figure 3.13. Harmonic power estimation error versus non-coherency level 
 
D. Robustness: Non-coherency 
One of the goals of this algorithm is to completely remove non-coherency. To 
investigate the robustness against non-coherency, a total 1000 runs were simulated in 
MATLAB, with randomly generated   from -0.5 to 0.5 and signal noise (rms of 0.5LSB). 
Jint is fixed to 971 and number of segments is fixed to 128. The total harmonics power 
estimation errors are shown in Figure 3.13. 
In Figure 3.13, the harmonic power estimation errors (red triangle) are near the 
reference (blue flat line) across all s , meaning that any level of non-coherency can be 
taken care of by the proposed algorithm. This demonstrates that the proposed algorithm is 
robust against any level of non-coherent sampling. 
 
3.5 Measurement Results 
To further validate the proposed algorithm, several measurement results were 
obtained from different test instruments and different ADCs.  
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The first measurement data is obtained using MSP430 from Texas Instruments. The 
10-bit ADC on board is used as the device under test. The input signal is generated by a 
regular lab function generator (Agilent 33220A function generator), which has a certain 
amount of drift at its output sine wave. The power supply is provided by Agilent E3548A DC 
power supply. To compare the result, the reference input signal to the ADC is generated by 
Audio Precision AP2700, which has high-purity sinusoidal output, precise reference 
voltages, and high-precision clock synthesizer to avoid amplitude and frequency drift, and it 
is coherently sampled by the ADC. The ADC spectral performance obtained using such 
signal serves as the accurate reference result. To observe the drift effect on the signal, a long 
test time is preferred and a total 217 samples were taken to verify the proposed algorithm.  
 
 
Figure 3.14. MSP ADC output spectrum using different algorithms 
 
Table 3.3. Spectral Specifications of MSP ADC Under Test 
Input 
Signal 
THD(dB) SFDR(dB) SNR(dB) 
Reference -71.12 73.96 48.05 
Direct FFT -65.58 70.12 10.67 
FIRE -70.61 73.18 26.17 
Proposed -70.96 73.75 47.66 
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Figure 3.14 shows the ADC output spectrum using different algorithms. For direct 
FFT (black), due to the non-coherent sampling and amplitude/frequency drift, accurate 
spectral performance of the ADC cannot be obtained as there are certain amount of leakages 
around the fundamental bin. Using the FIRE algorithm alleviates the leakage problem as the 
blue spectrum shows less leakage, but the leakage due to amplitude and frequency drift is not 
removed. After using the proposed algorithm (red), leakages due to both non-coherent 
sampling and drift are removed, and it matches with the reference spectrum (green) well. 
Correct noise and distortion information of the ADC can be recovered. The spectral 
performance of the ADC using different algorithms are shown in Table 3.3, which also 
verifies the accuracy of proposed algorithm. 
In addition, an 18-bit commercial ADC (ADS9110) was used to further validate the 
proposed algorithm. Two different input frequencies were tested: 2kHz and 4.17kHz 
sinusoidal signals, with 2.5V peak-to-peak value. The reference signal is also generated by 
Audio Precision. The test signal is generated by low precision signal generator with filtering, 
which has less stable reference voltages, so there was a small amount of drift in the signal, 
and it is non-coherently sampled by the ADC.  
Upon testing the ADS9110, for the reference signal, the signal frequency has to be 
precisely controlled to 2.00081kHz and 4.16946kHz to achieve coherent sampling. In 
comparison, the test signal’s frequency is roughly controlled around 2kHz and 4.17kHz, 
which requires much less effort to achieve. The DAS9110 spectrum at different input 
frequencies are shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, respectively. Direct FFT (black) 
cannot obtain accurate spectrum performance of the ADC because of the leakages due to the 
non-coherent sampling and amplitude and frequency drift. After applying only the FIRE 
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algorithm, the leakages due to non-coherency are removed, but there are still some leakages 
around the fundamental bin that is caused by amplitude and frequency drift (blue). Also from 
Table 3.4 and 3.5, the FIRE algorithm can obtain estimate the THD and SFDR marginally 
well, but the SNR estimation is not accurate. For the proposed algorithm, as it can be seen 
from red spectrum that the leakages due to both non-coherency and drift are successfully 
removed, and it matches well with the green spectrum, which is the reference. Both results 
have demonstrated that the proposed algorithm can accurately test a high-performance ADC, 
with non-coherent sampling and amplitude and frequency drift at the input signal. 
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Figure 3.15. ADS9110 (fi =2kHz) spectrum using different algorithms 
 
Table 3.4. Spectral Specifications of ADS9110 (fi =2kHz) 
Input 
Signal 
THD(dB) SFDR(dB) SNR(dB) 
Reference -120.28 127.37 97.97 
Direct FFT -79.54 83.15 62.63 
FIRE -119.86 126.65 86.47 
Proposed -120.05 127.11 97.63 
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Figure 3.16. ADS9110 (fi =4.17kHz) spectrum using different algorithms 
 
Table 3.5. Spectral Specifications of ADS9110 (fi =4.17kHz) 
Input 
Signal 
THD(dB) SFDR(dB) SNR(dB) 
Reference -118.94 126.31 96.87 
Direct FFT -80.89 82.28 67.46 
FIRE -116.56 125.09 88.79 
Proposed -118.78 126.42 96.55 
 
3.6 Conclusion 
A new algorithm that can achieve accurate spectral testing with simultaneous 
amplitude, frequency drift, and arbitrary non-coherency is proposed. The algorithm uses 
segmentations to divide the ADC output into multiple segments and accurately estimates the 
drift by the Newton iteration. By removing the drifted fundamental from original output, and 
replacing with a coherent, non-drift estimated fundamental, accurate spectral results can be 
obtained. Extensive simulation results and error analysis have validated the accuracy of the 
proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm can tolerate various test condition variations 
such as any-level of non-coherency, a wide input frequency range, and different numbers of 
segmentations, demonstrating that it is accurate and robust. In addition, several measurement 
results from different ADCs have verified the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, which is 
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able to accurately obtain spectral performance of an 18-bit high-resolution ADC. Such an 
algorithm dramatically relaxes the traditional test requirement such as precise control over 
test signal frequency, amplitude, which greatly reduces the test setup difficulty and test cost. 
Given that the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is in the order of 
O(2M*log2M)+O(M*4
2), where the Newton iteration takes much less time compared with 
dominating consuming part: FFT and 4 parameter sine fit [21], the proposed algorithm can be 
implemented for future on-chip BIST solutions. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 HIGH-PURITY SINE WAVE GENERATION USING NONLINEAR DAC WITH 
PRE-DISTORTION BASED ON LOW-COST ACCURATE DAC-ADC CO-TESTING  
Data converters are among the most widely used components in modern integrated 
devices and systems. A major challenge is to characterize their performances accurately and 
cost-effectively. The ADC standard test requires the input sinusoidal signal to be 3-4 bits 
better than the ADC under test. Such high-quality sine waves are extremely difficult to 
generate and challenging to implement cost effectively. This chapter presents a novel method 
that is capable of generating a high-purity sine wave using a low-cost nonlinear DAC. The 
purity of generated sine wave is significantly better than the original DAC output. In 
addition, with the aid of the low-cost DAC-ADC co-testing method, both DAC and ADC 
linearity information are accurately obtained with only 1 hit per code. Therefore, it is 
possible to add DAC linearity information to the DAC input codes, which cancels the 
nonlinearity of the DAC at output to achieve high purity. The proposed method has been 
validated by extensive simulation and measurement results, which demonstrated its accuracy 
and robustness against different resolutions, structures, or performance of the ADCs/DACs. 
With its low cost and easy test setup, such high-purity sine wave can be widely used for 
various applications where precision testing is required. In addition, the ADC and DAC 
linearity information are accurately obtained at the same time without any precision 
instrumentation, which is suitable for accurate DAC-ADC co-testing. 
This chapter is mainly based on the paper accepted by IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. 
[1]. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Data converters characterization and testing have become more important in industry, 
due to their wide applications and usage. In recent years, data converter performance is 
improving rapidly, along with the need to test or measure such precision devices accurately 
[2-4]. The standard test involves high-precision instruments, such as Automatic Test 
Equipment (ATE) [5], Audio Precision x555 [6], and Data Converter Test Module (DCTM) 
[7], which can be quite expensive. Such stringent requirements have become increasingly 
difficult to meet, especially for high-precision testing, where a high-quality test stimulus or 
system is either extremely difficult to design or to implement cost effectively. Such 
instruments meant for today’s data converter testing may not be able to test future devices 
accurately, since data converter performance improves rapidly. Therefore, alternative cost-
effective solutions are needed to generate high-purity test stimulus to serve high-precision 
testing. 
There are many cases when there are both Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) and 
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) present in some integrated systems, which could be of 
great advantage to use both together to test the characteristics of the ADC as well as the DAC 
without any extra test stimulus or instruments. If DAC is used as the test stimulus for the 
ADC, its performance or linearity, needs to be 3-4 bits better than the ADC [8-10] because 
the DAC’s nonlinearity will be at the same relative level as the ADC’s. Thus, the resulting 
spectrum of the ADC output will include extra distortions coming from the DAC as well as 
those generated by the ADC under test. Similarly, for the DAC under test, an ADC with 
much better performance is needed to sample the DAC output, so the ADC nonlinearity is 
negligible and the DAC performance can be captured accurately. However, it is evident both 
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ADC and DAC performances cannot be evaluated simultaneously, and in most cases, the 
DAC and ADC have similar performances, so it is impossible to use traditional methods to 
accurately test the desired performance of the ADC using the DAC as a signal generator or 
use ADC to characterize the DAC. 
In the past, there have been many studies regarding this issue. One approach is to use 
a low-cost, lower quality test stimulus to obtain accurate test results of the high-precision 
device under test (DUT), such as ADC. In [11], a Stimulus Error Identification and Removal 
(SEIR) method was developed and validated by numerous industrial data. It no longer 
requires a high-quality/purity source to test the ADC. Rather, a nonlinear signal source can 
be utilized to accurately determine the integral nonlinearity (INL) and differential 
nonlinearity (DNL) characteristics of the ADC under test. However, this method targets ADC 
testing alone and assumes the input signal is spatially smooth and approximates them via low 
order polynomial or sinusoidal functions. In [12], the nonlinear test signal was passed 
through two different filters, and the ADC under test sampled the two outputs separately. 
Since two different filters create different amplitude and phase shift for input harmonics at 
different frequencies, the source nonlinearity can be separated from ADC nonlinearity. Both 
simulation and measurement results have validated the accuracy and robustness of the 
method. However, the filters must be carefully designed, since they cannot introduce extra 
nonlinearity to the signal. 
Another approach is to generate a high-purity test signal to characterize the DUT. 
Many approaches focus on using an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) [13-19]. Some 
of these methods are achieved by applying correction codes to cancel harmonics and spurs. 
AWG can generate high-purity sine wave for many applications, but the generated harmonics 
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frequencies cannot exceed the AWG’s limit. In [17], pre-distortion codes were applied to an 
AWG, including an internal DAC, to measure an ADC more accurately. However, this 
method’s goal is to attempt to move un-wanted spurs and push them to a higher frequency for 
filtering. This method requires more rigorous calculations as well as the addition of filters at 
the output of the DAC. Another study in [18] showed how pre-distortion codes were applied 
to a DAC to help correct spectral impurities in a radar system. However, this method uses 
several filters as well as attempts to correct for other spectral impurities in the entire radar 
system, not considering the spectral impurities of the DAC and ADC used. In [19], another 
approach was taken by changing the program of AWG using shift switching technique. With 
this technique, the 3rd harmonic is cancelled and a low-distortion sine wave is generated by 
filtering out other high order distortions. However, besides the 3rd harmonic, other low order 
harmonics might also limit the dynamic range of the generated sine wave. In [20], a novel 
method that uses two DACs and an ADC is proposed. This method iteratively removes 
unwanted harmonics from the main DAC output using Cal DAC and generates ultra-pure 
sine wave after two iterations. However, this method targets the audio frequency application, 
since it cannot generate ultra-pure sine waves at higher frequencies. Interpolation is another 
easy way to improve DAC performance. In [21], the authors proposed a linear interpolation 
approach to improve DAC performance, but the main task was to increase the resolution of 
the DAC and make the output waveform much smoother than the original signal, not to 
improve the spectral purity of the output waveform.  
As stated above, previous studies suffer from several drawbacks regarding the 
generation of cost-effective high spectral purity test stimuli, such as sine waves. No previous 
studies are available for embedded applications, where no accurate instruments are available 
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to measure DAC distortions and no accurate signal sources are available to test measurement 
devices (ADC). In this chapter, the proposed method is an attempt to characterize both DACs 
and ADCs in a single test, with only 1 hit per code, and using the nonlinear DAC on board to 
generate a high-purity sine wave signal for accurate testing applications, by means of pre-
distortion codes obtained without any accurate devices for generating such codes. 
Furthermore, the proposed method is based on a simple testing system that requires no extra 
filtering of higher frequency components to achieve accurate test results. This chapter also 
presents several options for implementing the proposed method based on trade-offs between 
accuracy requirements, the amount of hardware, and timing overhead that can be sacrificed 
in the test setup.  
The remainder of the chapter is arranged as follows: Section II discusses standard 
spectral testing and linearity testing of data converters, and their challenges. Section III 
introduces the proposed method to generate high-purity sine waves using nonlinear DAC, the 
ways to generate pre-distortion codes, based on accurate linearity estimation of ADC and 
DAC. Section IV presents the simulation results in MATLAB. Both functionality and 
robustness of the proposed method are verified. Section V presents the measurement results 
that validate the proposed method and Section VI concludes this chapter. 
 
4.2 Challenges of the Standard Test 
This chapter focuses on the cost-effective approach to generate high-purity sine 
waves. To achieve this, we need to obtain accurate linearity performance of the ADC and 
DAC used to generate such high-purity sine waves. In IEEE standards [8-10], there are two 
ways to characterize the linearity performance of the ADC or DAC: linearity testing and 
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spectral testing [2,3,22]. The linearity test, or full code linearity testing, requires testing all 
transition levels, DNL and INL associated with these transition levels. The standard method 
for linearity testing is the histogram method, where a pure sine wave or ramp is used as the 
test stimulus to the DUT. The purity of such sine waves or ramp must be significantly better 
than DUT. Typically, dozens of samples per code are used for the histogram method to 
average out the effects of noise in the test stimulus. As the performance of the data converter 
increases, it pushes the test stimulus to have an even better performance in purity, which 
would be extremely difficult to design a high-performance source generator that meets such 
requirements and is costly to achieve. If such requirements are not met, using a low purity 
test stimulus to test the data converters would result in erroneous test results. 
Spectral testing, or dynamic testing, is another common test approach to characterize 
the data converters. The data converters are generally specified in terms of ac performance 
characteristics, such as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), 
Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), etc. The sine wave is used as the test stimulus, and 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed to obtain 
spectral results. There are several requirements to ensure accurate results. One is the stimulus 
purity needs to be 3-4 bits better than DUT. For ADC testing, if DAC is used to generate a 
sine wave to the ADC, its nonlinearity must be much smaller than ADC nonlinearity, so that 
at the ADC output spectrum, the nonlinearity is truly the ADC’s. Similarly, for the DAC 
under test, the ADC that samples the DAC output waveform must have a much better 
performance, so its own nonlinearity will not show up as part of the DAC nonlinearity at the 
output spectrum. Due to the same limitations mentioned previously, it has become more and 
more challenging to perform accurate spectral testing. To demonstrate this issue, Figure 4.1 
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shows a 16-bit ADC spectral test using pure and nonlinear sine waves. The extra nonlinearity 
from the nonlinear sine wave is lumped together with the ADC nonlinearity, and showed up 
at the ADC output spectrum (green). For the spectrum using pure sine waves, true ADC 
nonlinearity is shown in red. Figure 4.2 shows a 16-bit DAC output spectrum, sampled by 
two 20-bit ADCs. ADCa shows much better linearity performance than DAC’s, and ADCb 
shows a similar linearity performance to DAC’s. Similarly, erroneous results caused by the 
extra nonlinearity from the ADC is shown in red, compared with blue, which is sampled by 
ADCa. Therefore, both linearity and spectral testing require a high-purity source to achieve 
accurate test results. In addition, for DAC ADC co-testing, if the standard method is utilized, 
the DAC and ADC performances cannot be evaluated at the same time without any extra test 
stimulus or instruments, because either DAC can be accurately estimated using a better ADC 
or vice versa. Therefore, there is a strong need for alternative solutions to obtain accurate 
ADC and DAC test results. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. ADC spectral testing using: pure and nonlinear sine wave 
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Figure 4.2. DAC output sampled by different ADCs 
 
4.3 Proposed Method 
The proposed method is described in detail in this section.  
A. ADC Nonlinearity Estimation 
 The first part of the proposed method involves calculating the ADC’s full code 
INL/DNL, two different ramp signals were applied to an ADC. The ramp signals were both 
generated identically by the same DAC to produce the voltage Vout. The DAC input codes are 
given by: 
 ( ) 2 DACNDACC n round n  ,                                   (4.1) 
where 0,1,2... 1,n M  M is total data record length; n is the linear part of the ramp signal; 
the DAC output range is  0 RDACV  and has resolution of DACN bit. 
Since the board will add additional gain and offset between the DAC output and the 
ADC input, we can lump the offset and gain error of the DAC and the board together. This 
allows the convenience to assume the DAC has no offset and gain error. Hence, the DAC 
output can be viewed as below: 
( ) ( ) ( )outV n n F n w n   ,                            (4.2) 
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where the first two terms on the right-hand side represent the ideal DAC output, F(n) 
captures the low spatial frequency part of the DAC output errors, and w(n) captures the 
remaining errors after F(n). 
Since F(n) is low frequency, we can use any low frequency basis functions such as 
polynomials and sinusoids. For example, we choose to approximate F(n) by a finite 
expansion of sine basis functions, given by: 
1
( ) sin( ) ( )
H
j
j
F n a j n e n

   ,                   (4.3) 
where only the first H basis functions are included, and e(n) is the residue of nonlinearity that 
is not modeled by H basis functions. 
On the first ramp signal the output voltage of the DAC had a gain factor G and a 
voltage level shift Vos applied to it. On the second ramp signal, only a gain factor was 
applied. The gain factor is small but identical. The two ramp voltages that are sampled by the 
ADC can be represented by Eq.(4.4) and Eq.(4.5). 
1( ) ( )out osV n G V n V    ,              (4.4) 
2( ) ( )outV n G V n  .            (4.5) 
These two voltages will serve as the two different inputs to the ADC. From the 
corresponding two ADC output codes, the ADC INL/DNL can be calculated.  
The ADC transition level is defined as Tk, and the transition time tk is defined as the 
time at which the value of the analog ramp signal equals to Tk, and k=0,1,…2N-1, where N is 
the resolution of the ADC. They are related by: 
( )k out kT G V t  .                     (4.6) 
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tk can be obtained by using the traditional histogram test. Assume Ck is the histogram counts 
for each ADC code, tk can be obtained by: 
 1
2 2
1
N
k
i
i
k
i
i
C
t
C






.                    (4.7) 
Then INL(k) of the ADC can be estimated by: 
1
( ) (2 2) sin( )
H
N
k j k
j
INL k t a j t k

    .            (4.8) 
Since a nonlinear input stimulus is used to test ADC, which has the nonlinearity part 
of
1
sin( )
H
j k
j
a j t

 , if they can be estimated accurately, then the INL(k) of the ADC can 
therefore be accurately estimated. From the two DAC outputs and two ADC outputs, Tk can 
be expressed as:  
1( )k out kT G V t  ,              (4.9) 
2( )k out k osT G V t V   ,              (4.10) 
where 1
kt and
2
kt are transition times obtained from two ADC output histogram counts, 
respectively. 
For the same ADC under test, the transition level is the same, by equating Eq.(4.9) and 
Eq.(4.10), Eq.(4.11) can be obtained: 
1 1 2 2
1 1
(2 2) sin( ) (2 2) sin( )
H H
N N
k j k k j k os
j j
t a j t t a j t V 
 
       .                (4.11) 
Moving all known terms to the left and all unknown terms to the right, Eq.(4.12) can be re-
written as: 
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1 2 1 2
1
(2 2) ( ) sin( ) sin( )
H
N
k k j k k os
j
t t a j t j t V 

        .                    (4.12) 
Since H is much smaller than 2N, the number of equations is much larger than the number of 
unknowns, Least Square can be used to estimate the unknowns ja and Vos, given by: 
 
1 2
2
1 2
1 2
1
(2 2) ( )
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ, , , arg min
sin( ) sin( )
N
k k
k
HH os
j k k os
j
t t
a a a V
a j t j t V 

   
 
 
   
         


.           (4.13) 
After the Least Square, the estimated ADC INL(k) is then given by: 
1 1
1
ˆ( ) (2 2) sin( )
H
N
k j k
j
INL k t a j t k

    .                (4.14) 
 
B. DAC Nonlinearity Estimation 
 With the ADC nonlinearity estimated, it is possible to estimate the DAC’s 
nonlinearity. This is generated as the output voltage of the DAC, which can be viewed as two 
components. First, the ideal component of this output voltage is due to the input code to the 
DAC. The second part is the nonlinearity of the DAC, along with the noise of the DAC. Due 
to the random nature and small quantity, noise is ignored in the following derivations. This 
second part will then contribute to an error in the output voltage at each input code that 
corresponds to the INL of each code. These two components consist of the output voltage 
that will have a gain and/or shift applied to it. From the previous relationship in Eq.(4.2) and 
Eq.(4.3), Eq.(4.15) and Eq.(4.16) can be combined to relate the input code of the DAC to the 
output code of the ADC. 
  1 1( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))DAC DAC DAC os ADC ADCC n INL C n G V C n INL C n     ,           (4.15) 
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  2 2( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))DAC DAC DAC ADC ADCC n INL C n G C n INL C n    .               (4.16) 
From these equations, the DAC code, ADC code, and ADC INL are already known. 
The shift has already been calculated by Least Square in Eq.(4.13). The gain can be 
calculated as shown by: 
1 1
ˆ (2 ) (1) 2N NADC ADCG C C    .                (4.17) 
Once the gain and shift are calculated, either Eq.(4.4) or Eq.(4.5) can be used to solve 
for the INL of the DAC for each DAC code. This will lead to two supposedly the same 
solutions as in Eq.(4.18) and Eq.(4.19).  
 1 1 1 ˆ( ) ( ) ( ( ))DAC ADC ADC osINL n C n INL C n V G n    ,                       (4.18) 
 2 2 1 ˆ( ) ( ) ( ( ))DAC ADC ADCINL n C n INL C n G n   .                    (4.19) 
In reality, due to noise, the two solutions might be slightly different. To improve 
precision, the calculated INL of the DAC can be determined by averaging the two different 
INL calculations.  
1 1( ) ( )( )
2
DAC DAC
DAC
INL n INL n
INL n

                (4.20) 
Once the INL of the DAC is estimated, the DAC INL can be added to what the ideal output 
levels of the DAC. These updated output levels of the DAC will now allow for a better 
selection of the codes to pass to the DAC to obtain the value closest to the desired output 
value. 
The knowledge of these more accurate output levels is insufficient by itself. It is also 
necessary to somehow be able to apply this extra knowledge in order to improve the purity of 
the DAC output. Therefore, different implementation methods are needed in order to 
accomplish this. 
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C. Pre-distortion 
Now the updated output levels are known, it is possible to select better codes to send 
to the DAC as pre-distortion codes to obtain new DAC output with significantly improved 
purity. There are many different methods to apply these pre-distortion codes. The general 
strategy that should be employed when calculating the pre-distortion codes is to minimize the 
difference between the calculated output levels of the DAC and the desired analog value. 
When this minimization process is optimized, then the best performance can be 
achieved. To achieve this minimization process there are trade-offs between the increase in 
performance, and the extra hardware and timing overhead to implement the method. After 
research and experimentation, two main methods seemed to have the greatest tradeoff 
potentials. 
The first method is to calculate and store all the calculated output levels of the DAC. 
Then, when a certain output voltage is desired, a search algorithm will find the closest 
calculated output level to the desired level and then send this code to the DAC. This will 
have the greatest performance, since it will achieve the best implementation of the 
minimization of the difference of the calculated output level and the desired analog output. 
However, it can cause extra overhead, such as area overhead for storing all output voltage 
levels in memory as well as implementing the search method. Additionally, it costs lots of 
design effort for hardware implementation, which is not the focus of this chapter. Therefore, 
this method is not implemented in this chapter. 
The second method is to add the estimated DAC’s INL at the particular code, then 
round them to obtain the pre-distortion codes to the DAC. This method can be described by 
Eq.(4.21) for every nth code that is desired to be seen at the DAC output, where the new 
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DAC codes ( )DACnewC n , consist of the original code from the user ( )userC n , plus the estimated 
DAC INL at nth code ( ( ))DAC userINL C n . In addition, not only the sine wave, but other 
waveforms can be generated accordingly, like ramp signal, and the output signal purity is 
significantly improved. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ( ))DACnew user DAC userC n round C n INL C n  .                 (4.21) 
In our implementation on board, which will be described in section V, the ADC 
output data are transferred from FPGA to MATLAB, and the proposed method is processed 
in MATLAB to obtain the estimated ADC, DAC INL, and the pre-distortion codes to the 
DAC. For implementations where the data are processed on chip or on board, since the 
estimated INL after the round function is only a few values in LSBs, they can be stored easily 
without using much memory space. As an option, only the MSB part of the original code can 
be used to save more memory, and the estimated INL stored can be saved only for the MSB 
part as well, but as a trade-off, the quantization noise would increase compared with the 
original code. 
The reason for the effectiveness of this method is that the DAC INL curve should be 
approximately continuous locally. By adding the INL at the originally desired code, this 
should move the new code very near the most optimal code that was found in the previous 
method. If the INL was constant across this small range, these methods would be identical. 
However, since this will not be exactly true, there will be some small deviations from the 
optimal method. This method will still have increased performance, but not as good as the 
first method. It will remove most of the harmonic distortions as the systematic error is 
removed, but there will still be some small errors. This will lead to a little more distortion 
and noise than the previous method one. It does have some advantages in implementation. 
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However, if the number of data points for the FFT data is less than the number of codes of 
the DAC, then the number of INL codes that need to be calculated will be the number of data 
points. Also, no additional memory would be needed to store the values as they can just be 
directly added to the previously desired code while sending the data to the DAC, instead of 
storing and then reading in a search algorithm later.  
Figure 4.3 summarizes the flowchart of the proposed method. 
 
 
Figure 4.3. Flowchart of the proposed method 
 
4.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, simulations results will be shown in order to verify the accuracy of the 
proposed method in this chapter.  
A. Functionality 
Firstly, different types and resolutions of DACs and ADCs are used to validated the 
functionality of the proposed method. In this section, one representitive result is shown. One 
set of result is simulated with a 14-bit nonlinear DAC and ADC, with similar linearity 
performance. If the standard test method is used, it is impossible to estimate their 
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performance without using any additional precision test instruments. Using the proposed 
method, the two nonlinear ramp signals are generated with the DAC and sampled by the 
ADC, with only 1 hit per code. Then the ADC’s INL and the DAC’s INL are estimated. 
From this information and using Eq.(4.21), the DAC’s input codes are pre-distorted by 
DAC’s INL information. Figure 4.4 shows the DAC INL estimation and Figure 4.5 shows 
the ADC INL esimation, respectively. It can be seen that both DAC and ADC linearity 
information are estimated accurately and they overlap well with their true INLs. 
 
Figure 4.4. DAC INL estimation and estimation error 
 
Figure 4.5. ADC INL estimation and estimation error 
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The DAC’s spectral performance is then tested using a perfect ADC with high 
resolution for the cases when there are no pre-distortion and when pre-distortion codes are 
applied. The spectrum can be seen in Figure 4.6. As it shows, most of the harmonic 
distortions at DAC output are removed after applying the pre-distortion codes, the dynamic 
range as well as purity is significantly improved. Table 4.1 further confirms the test results. 
As expected, the THD & SFDR can be greatly improved by using the proposed method. The 
SNR stays at the same level compared to no pre-distortion being applied. 
 
Figure 4.6. Spectrum of the original DAC output versus the spectrum of the pre-distortion 
DAC output. 
 
Table 4.1. Spectral Specifications of DAC output 
DAC Characterization 
Measurement THD 
(dB) 
SFDR 
(dB) 
SNR (dB) 
Original -66.27 70.12 77.58 
Pre-distortion -88.67 96.36 77.39 
 
B. Robustness:  
For further verification purposes, it is also necessary to look at the robustness and 
repeatability of the proposed method. The proposed method is validated by different test 
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conditions such as different types, resolution, performance of the converters and different 
frequencies of generated sine waves. 12, 14 and 16-bit DACs and ADCs are chosen. The 
ADC is modeled with flash, pipeline and SAR structure, while the DAC is modeled with R-
string, R-2R and capacitive binary-weighted structure. For each resolution, 200 cases were 
simulated, with randomly generated DAC, ADC nonlinearity, different structures and 
different frequencies of generated the sine wave in each case. The THD and SFDR are used 
as the criteria to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. For comparison, in each 
case, the original DAC output without pre-distortion is also plotted, to serve as a reference 
and to demonstrate the improvement using the proposed method. 
At first, the THD of the DAC output is shown in Figure 4.7, before and after using the 
proposed method. It is evident to see that after applying the pre-distortion code, the THD of 
the DAC sine wave output is improved at least 15dB, and the improvement increases as the 
resolution increases, at 16-bit level, the improvement is even greater, about 30dB.  Since 
most of the harmonics are reduced by the pre-distortion codes, thanks to the accurate 
estimation of DAC nonlinearity, the DAC output harmonics tend to reduce to the noise floor 
level. As the resolution increases, the noise floor is reduced, leaving more room for purity 
improvement.  
The SFDR of the DAC output is shown in Figure 4.8. Similarly, after the pre-
distortion, the dynamic range is improved significantly. Similarly, as the resolution increases, 
the improvement increases as well. This is the similar trend seen in Figure 4.7. All of these 
results have demonstrated that the proposed method is robust against various test setup and 
test conditions, the estimation to the ADC, DAC nonlinearity are accurate, and the purity of 
the DAC output after pre-distortion has greatly improved. 
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Figure 4.7. Scatter plot showing the THD of various DAC outputs. 
 
Figure 4.8. Scatter plot showing the SFDR of various DAC outputs. 
 
4.5 Measurement Results 
To further validate the proposed method, several measurement results were taken 
from a custom designed PCB board. The board mainly consists of a 16-bit ADC and multiple 
DACs. A 20-bit DAC generates the signal that serves as the accurate input stimulus for the 
ADC testing. To generate the pre-distortion code and validate the proposed method, the 16-
bit ADC on board is used to capture the output analog waveform and digitize it to measure its 
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purity. The test setup with the custom designed board and FPGA board is show in Figure 4.9. 
The FPGA board is used as the interface between the host computer and the custom designed 
board. MATLAB first generates the sine wave binary codes for the DAC. Then, the codes are 
loaded into the FPGA board. After the Verilog code and data are loaded into the FPGA, the 
FPGA will control the custom designed board and start the testing process. In each 
conversion, the FPGA transfers a code to the DAC input and the ADC will start the sampling 
and conversion once the DAC output is ready. After the ADC conversion is complete, the 
ADC will output an end-of-conversion (EOC) signal for the FPGA to read the ADC outputs. 
The data received at the FPGA will be saved into the memory in the FPGA board. After all 
conversions are completed, the data in the FPGA memory will be transferred to the computer 
as a binary file for the MATLAB to decode. 
 
 
Figure 4.9. Measurement setup with the custom designed board and FPGA. 
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Figure 4.10. ADC INL estimation and estimation error 
 
At first, two nonlinear ramp signals, with an offset in between, are generated by the 
16-bit DAC, with only 1 hit per code. After this, the INL of the ADC and INL of the DAC 
are estimated, respectively based on the proposed method. The calculated INL of the ADC is 
compared with the traditional histogram measurement results using the 20-bit DAC, with 32 
hits per code, which serves as the reference. Their comparison is shown in Figure 4.10, along 
with the estimation error (lower part). It can be seen that the estimated ADC INL matches 
well with the reference, the estimation error is mostly within  1LSB.  
After the ADC INL is estimated accurately, the DAC INL is estimated to the 16-bit 
level, which will serve as part of the pre-distortion code to the DAC.  
Next comes the validation of the pre-distortion code. Different than the simulation, 
there is no so-called perfect ADC that can be used to capture the DAC output spectrum. 
Instead, the 16-bit ADC on board is used to measure the purity of the pre-distorted DAC 
output, which has 14 and 12 bit resolution. The distortion is worse than the ADC, so the 
ADC’s nonlinearity and quantization noise are much lower, which are negligible compared 
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with those of the DAC. Then at the ADC output, the spectrum purity is dominated by the 
DAC output’s purity. To relax the input frequency selection requirement, an arbitrary level of 
non-coherency is allowed. The methods in [23-24] can be utilized to resolve the non-
coherency leakage at the output spectrum. 
Several sets of data were captured with different input frequencies, DAC resolution, 
and total data record length, which validated the proposed method. Two preventative results 
are shown in this section. The first set of data uses 12-bit DAC, with 210 total data record 
length, and Jint=97. The ideal sine wave codes generated by MATLAB are sent to the 12-bit 
DAC, which generates the DAC output captured by the ADC on board. It is shown in Figure 
4.11 that the original ADC output spectrum (blue) suffers severe spectrum leakage caused by 
non-coherent sampling. After implementing the non-coherency correction method [23-24], 
the leakage is removed, and the true noise and harmonics are revealed from the red spectrum. 
A certain amount of the harmonic distortions can be viewed from the spectrum and the SFDR 
of the coherent signal is only 43.12dB. Then, the estimated INL of the DAC quantized to the 
12-bit level, is added to the previous ideal sine wave codes. This set of data is the pre-
distortion data using the proposed method. The DAC output is captured by the same ADC, 
whose output spectrum is shown in green, with leakages removed by the same method [23-
24]. Most of the harmonic bins are lowered or removed, demonstrating the effectiveness of 
the proposed method to improve the purity of the DAC signal. The spectral parameters are 
listed in Table 4.2. The SNR improves before and after using the methods in [23-24], mainly 
due to the removal of the spectral leakages. However, the dynamic range and THD are still 
limited by low order harmonics. Although the SNR is in the same level with or without pre-
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distortion codes, the THD and SFDR are improved significantly. The SFDR increases to 
85.24dB as the dynamic range almost doubles compared with the original DAC output. 
 
Figure 4.11. 12-bit DAC output spectrum before and after pre-distortion 
 
Table 4.2. Spectral Specifications of the 12-bit DAC output using different methods 
Measurement SNR 
(dB) 
THD 
(dB) 
SFDR(dB) 
Original N.C. 
output 
16.92 -39.26 42.65 
Raw output + N.C. 
Algorithm 
59.45 -39.57 43.12 
Pre-distortion + 
N.C. Algorithm 
60.99 -82.73 85.24 
 
 
Figure 4.12. 14-bit DAC output spectrum before and after pre-distortion 
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Table 4.3. Spectral Specifications of the 14-bit DAC output using different methods 
Measurement SNR 
(dB) 
THD 
(dB) 
SFDR(dB) 
Original N.C. 
output 
19.74 -42.58 43.89 
Raw output + N.C. 
Algorithm 
65.56 -58.43 62.28 
Pre-distortion + 
N.C. Algorithm 
65.85 -89.94 92.45 
 
Another set of data is shown, using 14-bit DAC, total data record length became 211 
and Jint =109. Similar results are shown in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.3. The dynamic range or 
the purity of the DAC output improved significantly, which again demonstrates the proposed 
method can generate pre-distorted codes that dramatically improve the purity of the DAC 
output. All of these measurement data have verified the proposed method is capable of 
accurately obtaining linearity performance of the ADC, as well as that for the DAC. 
Moreover, the information for the DAC allows pre-distortion codes at the input for the DAC, 
significantly improving the dynamic range of the DAC output. Such improvement exceeds 
the performance of the reported methods mentioned in Section I and is achieved with a low-
cost test setup using the proposed method. 
In addition, performance comparisons of the proposed method with state-of-the-art 
methods (measurement results) are summarized in Table 4.4. It shows that the proposed 
method has achieved better results than most of the state-of-the-art methods except for [20], 
which requires a more complicated test setup, more calibration, and low frequency operation 
only. The proposed method has a much simpler, low-cost test setup, without using any 
precision instruments. 
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Table 4.4. Comparisons of performance of the proposed method with state-of-the-art 
methods 
Methods THD (dB) SFDR(dB) 
[13] NA * 77 
[14] NA * 70 
[16] -72 NA 
[17] NA * 41 
[19] NA * 85 
[20] -120 124 
This work -90 92 
* Approximate value, obtained from graph; NA: not provided in the paper 
 
4.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a new method capable of generating high-purity sine waves using 
nonlinear DAC was proposed. The proposed method does not require high-precision 
instruments to generate high-purity sine waves. Instead, it uses pre-distortion codes to the 
DAC, with accurately estimated DAC linearity information that cancels nonlinearity of the 
DAC at output and significantly improves the purity. In addition, both DAC and ADC can be 
tested accurately at the same time, eliminating the co-testing need for precision instruments 
or high-quality test stimulus. Extensive simulation results have validated the accuracy and 
robustness of the proposed method. In addition, the proposed method has been verified by 
several measurement results and has no requirement on resolution, or performance of the 
ADC and DAC. With its low-cost test setup, it can serve multiple purposes, such as 
generating high-purity sinusoidal for high-accuracy applications and accurate testing of data 
converters. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 LOW COST ULTRA-PURE SINE WAVE GENERATION WITH SELF-
CALIBRATION  
As data acquisition systems’ performance continues to increase, so does the need for 
a test and characterization solution with a purity input test signal that exceeds currently 
available state-of-the-art instruments. This chapter presents a new method for generating 
ultra-pure sine waves used in such applications. The pure sine wave is generated by readily 
available Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) with distortions that may be thousands time 
worse than the required system’s purity. Readily available Analog-to-Digital Converter 
(ADC) with similar purity as the DAC is utilized to measure the distortions generated by 
these DACs. An innovative algorithm is used to remove distortions present in the generated 
sine wave iteratively. Simulation results verify the proposed method by generating a -140dB 
ultra-pure sine wave using two DACs and an ADC with -85dB Total Harmonic Distortion 
(THD). A test circuit board has been designed and measurement results demonstrate the 
generated sine wave has a high purity capable of testing an ADC with -120dB THD 
accurately. 
This chapter is mainly based on the paper published to IEEE Int. Test Conf. 2016 [1]. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Data Converters play a crucial role in electronics field as they bridge the analog world 
with the digital domain and vice-versa in modern Integrated Circuits (ICs). Over the last 
decade, significant progress has been achieved in designing high-precision data converters 
[2]. Currently, 16-bit ADCs and DACs are commonly used in IC design. Applications, such 
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as precision measurement, seismic signal conditioning, and precision analog 
microcontrollers, push the designer to achieve even higher performance of data converters 
[3]. To characterize such sophisticated devices, high-end Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) 
are now widely used in industrial and consumer products. Among many test mechanisms to 
quantify the performance of data converters, spectral testing is one of the widely-used 
mechanisms. Spectral testing involves testing the data converter for dynamic specifications 
key to determining its performance.  Both IEEE standard 1241 [4] and IEEE standard 1057 
[5] list several requirements to perform spectral testing accurately. One of the requirements is 
the input signal for the ADC under test must be 3-4 bits purer than the ADC. This 
requirement becomes more challenging when the resolution for the ADCs becomes higher. 
In the literature, many researchers have proposed methods to generate high-purity, 
low distortion sine waves. In [10], a high-purity sine wave is generated with an Arbitrary 
Waveform Generator (AWG). By removing unwanted harmonics and spurs, and applying the 
correct signal, a high-purity sine wave is generated. Later, Maeda proposed a method to 
generate very low distortion, high-frequency sine waves [11]. By applying reverse vector 
calibration signals to the harmonics at output to cancel distortions, a very low distortion sine 
wave is created. In [12], by changing the AWG program to suppress the third order 
harmonics and filter spurious components, a low distortion sine wave is generated. In [13], 
Elsayed et al. proposed an architectural solution for designing low THD oscillators with a 
digital harmonic-cancellation-block and passive filter; hence, a THD of –73dB is shown at 
10MHz. In [14], a method is proposed to generate an ultra-pure sine wave from the outputs 
of a phase shift oscillator by cancelling the harmonics using weighing and summing of the 
outputs. A THD smaller than -100dBc was reported. All these methods have demonstrated 
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their effectiveness via measurements and are easily implemented in standard labs at low cost. 
However, the generated sine waves’ purity, although greatly improved, is still insufficient to 
meet the current, stringent test requirements. 
In industry, several high-performance equipment are widely used to test high-
resolution ADCs. The latest Audio Precision APx series signal generator, such as the APx 
555, generates very low distortion sinusoidal signals with purity levels of -120dB [6]. This 
demonstrates its high performance as an analog source and its applications in various high-
precision test environments. The Data Converter Test Module (DCTM) instrument also 
provides capabilities to meet the requirements of a high-precision data converter test. It 
produces a -120dB low distortion sine wave by utilizing stringent test diagnostics and 
calibrations [7].   
However, such purity level is achieved either through sophisticated circuitry design or 
complicated calibrations, which require a plethora of design efforts and careful design 
considerations. This test equipment, although accurate, is large and extremely costly, which 
limits practical usage in standards labs. 
Although costly, such signal generators may not meet stringent requirements, since 
the device’s performance under test becomes higher. For example, an 18-bit ADC would 
require at least -130dB purity for the input signal. In addition, when the resolution becomes 
higher, the signal generation equipment may not be available for such high purity. In this 
case, the ADC output spectrum will no longer contain just ADC nonlinearity, but also 
contain nonlinearity from the input. The ADC’s specifications, such as THD and Spurious 
Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), cannot be obtained accurately from the output spectrum. 
Therefore, a method is needed to generate high-purity sinusoidal signals at low cost. This 
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chapter proposes a signal generator that provides ultra-pure sine waves through novel 
iterative algorithms with readily available devices. The method is computationally efficient 
with self-calibration and readily implemented to applications that require high-purity sine 
waves.  
The chapter is arranged as follows. Section II describes the proposed method for 
generating ultra-pure sine wave. Section III presents the simulation results in MATLAB. 
Section IV validates the proposed method by measurement results and Section V concludes 
the chapter. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Test setup diagram of proposed method 
 
5.2 Proposed Method 
The proposed setup is shown in Figure 5.1: two DACs, the Main DAC and the 
Calibration (Cal) DAC are summed together to achieve the buffered output. The Cal DAC 
output is attenuated by a simple RR attenuator with an attenuation factor of 0 / 1G r r , 
whose role is discussed later. Then, two different filters, RR attenuator and RC filter, are 
connected after the summed buffer. The output for these filters will be the ADC inputs. 
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When one filter is connected, the other filter is switched off, so the input of both filters is the 
same, but ADC will have two different inputs spectrally-related, based on the transfer 
functions of both filters. These two ADC outputs are acquired for further processing. 
 
A. Signal Derivation 
At first iteration, the Main DAC generates its nonlinear output signal, later used as the 
ADC’s input signal. The Cal DAC is turned off, so ( ) 0FDAC IC  . The Main DAC input codes 
( )MDACC t  are given by: 
( ) | | cos( ) 2
2
DACNRDAC
MDAC o
V
C t round A t 
  
     
  
 ,                       (5.1) 
where [ , ( 1) ), 0,1,2... 1, sDAC sDAC DACt iT i T i M     TSDAC stands for DAC sampling period, 
MDAC is the data record length of DAC input codes, | |
2
RDACVA  , the DAC output range is 
 0 RDACV  and has resolution of  DACN  bit,   is the initial phase of the input signal, and 
2
o
sigf


  is the input frequency of the input signal. 
The ideal DAC analog output signal is given by: 
_
( )
( ) | | cos( )
2 2DAC
in RDAC
out ideal o DACN
C t V
V t A t Q      ,                      (5.2) 
where the quantization error of the DAC is given by: 
| | cos( ) 2 | | cos( ))
2 2
DACNRDAC RDAC
DAC o o
V V
Q round A t A t   
  
        
  
.      (5.3) 
In reality, noise and nonlinearities are added to the DAC’s output. Since the algorithm cannot 
distinguish nonlinearities from the Main DAC and its buffer, their noise and nonlinearities 
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are combined for algorithm estimation and calibration. Therefore, combined with Main DAC 
and the buffer at output, the output signal is given by 
2
( ) | | cos( ) cos( ) ( )
2
RDAC
outM o DAC k o k
k
V
V t A t Q A k t w t   


       ,        (5.4) 
where w(t) is the combined noise of Main DAC and the buffer. Eq. (5.4) is rewritten in 
exponential form: 
0
1
( ) | | ( )o k
H
j k t j
Buffer k MDAC
k
V t D D e e W t
 

 

   ,                             (5.5) 
where 0
2
RDACVD  , 1 1
| |
| | | |
2
A
D D  ,
| |
| | | |
2
k
k k
A
D D  , and 1, k   are fundamental and k
th 
harmonics phase, respectively. ( )MDACW t  is the total noise, including quantization and output 
noises for the Main DAC and buffer. 1,2,...k H , and first H harmonics are considered for 
analysis, assuming higher order harmonics have negligible power.    
After the buffer, two filters are connected between the Main DAC and the ADC. The 
filter outputs are given by: 
 
1 1 1
1
( ) | ( ) | ( )k ko
H
jj k t
Filter k o
k
V t D D H jk e e W t
 

 

   ,                      (5.6) 
 
2 2 2
1
( ) | ( ) | ( )k ko
H
jj k t
Filter k o
k
V t D D H jk e e W t
 

 

   ,                    (5.7) 
where D is the offset voltage—approximately the same for both signals. The frequency 
responses for the filters are 
1( )H j  and 2( )H j , respectively: 
( )
1 1( ) | ( ) |H j H j e
           (5.8) 
3 4
1 2 3 4
||
||
R R
R R R R

 
.                       (5.9) 
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( )
2 2( ) | ( ) |H j H j e
        (5.10) 
2
1 1 21 2
4 1 2 1 2
4 4
2 1 2
1
( 1)
( 1) ( )
( )
R
R CR R
Rj j R R C C
R R
C R R
 

 
     
 
   
.                       (5.11) 
Detailed descriptions regarding these filters will be discussed later. 
 
B. Fundamental Amplitude Match 
For the algorithm to work properly, both fundamental signals (the two input signals 
for the ADC after the two filters) must have the same amplitude. To achieve this, the 
measured resistor and capacitor with values close to the designed values are selected. Since 
any level of non-coherency is allowed, by adjusting the input frequency and comparing the 
two ADC outputs, the two output amplitudes are matched with only several ADC LSBs error. 
Caution must be taken to avoid signal amplitude clipping when the ADC is sampling both 
filter outputs.  
In designing the filters, passive components are used on the circuit board, these 
devices are likely from the specification by about 5%. This is not a problem, since input 
frequency adjusts for fundamental amplitude matching. The exact resistors/capacitors’ values 
are not critical, because in the algorithm, the measured values for the filters will be used to 
calculate filter transfer function in Eq. (5.8)-(5.11) with sufficient accuracy, which minimizes 
the estimation error. However, the mismatch between measured and designed 
resistors/capacitors’ values determines how much deviation between designed and actual 
corner frequencies. In addition, the algorithm has no restriction over input frequency, capable 
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of generating a wide frequency range of high-purity sinusoidal signals. An array of capacitors 
can be implemented to adjust filter response according to input frequency. 
Another requirement for the filters is the chosen resistors and capacitors must have a 
good linearity performance because the algorithm cannot differentiate the nonlinearities of 
the filter from the nonlinearities of both the DAC and the ADC. As a result, if the filters 
introduce non-negligible nonlinearities, the estimation results could be erroneous. 
With amplitudes matched, the ADC outputs are given by 
 
 1 1
1 1
1
1
2
[ ] | ( ) |
| | [ ]
k ko sADC
ko sADC
H
jj k nT
out k o
k
H
j kj k nT
k ADC
k
V n D D H jk e e
HD e e W n
 
  


 


  

 
 


,                       (5.12) 
 
 1 1
2 2
1
2
2
[ ] | ( ) |
| | [ ]
k ko sADC
ko sADC
H
jj k nT
out k o
k
H
j kj k nT
k ADC
k
V n D D H jk e e
HD e e W n
 
  


 


  

 
 


,                       (5.13) 
where higher order harmonics caused by the interactions between harmonics of the source 
and the ADC are neglected, since they contribute smaller harmonics terms compared with 
source and ADC harmonics. This is also analyzed and verified in [15]. 
 
C. Fundamental Phase Match 
For the algorithm to work correctly, the fundamental phase also must be matched for 
both ADC outputs. Since the input codes for the Main DAC for these two sets of data are the 
same, the output after both filters is different due to different phase shifts of the filter transfer 
function. To achieve the best phase matching possible, first, after acquiring the RR attenuator 
output from the ADC 
1[ ]outV n , the first five consecutive points are chosen—
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1 1 1 1 1[1], [2], [3], [4], [5]x x x x x . This phase must be chosen from the data points that are settled, 
which means the initial data points in the transient process are discarded. Second, after 
acquiring the RC filter output of the ADC with the same length compared with the RR 
attenuator output for the ADC, the first quarter portion of the data is chosen. Among these 
data points, the best matching the first five points of the RR attenuator are determined by 
minimizing the square root mean: 
     
   
2 2 2
2 1 2 1 2 1
min 2 2
2 1 2 1
[ ] [1] [ 1] [2] [ 2] [3]
[ 3] [4] [ 4] [5]
Min
x i x x i x x i x
x
x i x x i x
      

     
.              (5.14) 
After the index, i, is calculated, the new RC filter output data start from i to the end, 
M, the total data record length. The data record length, M-i+1, and the RR attenuator output 
are also shortened to M-i+1 from 
1[1]x  to 1[ 1]x M i  . Here, the phase difference introduced 
by harmonics are sufficiently small to be considered negligible compared with the phase 
difference for the fundamental. Therefore, once the ADC output data’s phase is matched, it 
means the fundamental initial phase is matched. Two new sets are given by: 
   
   
1 1 1 1
1 1
1_ 1 1 1 1
1 1
2 2
[ ] | ( ) | | ( ) |
| ( ) | | | [ ]
o sADC o sADC
k k ko sADC o sADC
j jj nT j nT
out new o o
H H
j j kj k nT j k nT
k o k ADC
k k
V n D D H j e e D H j e e
D H jk e e HD e e W n
    
     
 

   

 
     
 
   
   
,     (5.15) 
   
   
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
2_ 1 2 1 2
( )
2 2
2 2
[ ] | ( ) | | ( ) |
| ( ) | | | [ ]
o sADC o sADC
k k ko sADC o sADC
j jj nT j nT
out new o o
H H
j k j kj k nT j k nT
k o k ADC
k k
V n D D H j e e D H j e e
D H jk e e HD e e W n
    
       
 

   

 
        
 
   
   
. (5.16) 
Now, the initial phase is matched, meaning the fundamental of these two different 
filter outputs entering the ADC are approximately the same, but with different nonlinearities. 
Since the nonlinearities’ power is small compared with that of the fundamental, the 
differences caused are sufficiently small to be negligible. Therefore, it is assumed the two 
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filter output signals entering the ADC are approximately the same. As a result, the errors 
caused by the ADC, mainly nonlinearities, are the same. 
 
D. Non-coherent Fundamental Identification 
The first step of the algorithm involves fundamental identification and removal, like 
the FIRE method [9]. The FIRE method is developed under the assumption the harmonics 
powers are smaller than the power of the fundamental. Although the harmonics power 
leakage, due to non-coherent sampling, will be overlap with the fundamental power leakage, 
their spectral leakage is below the noise floor. Thus, the fundamental estimation will not be 
affected by harmonics leakage. In addition, the error in estimating the harmonics power using 
DFT is mainly due to the non-coherency of the fundamental [8]. However, this assumption is 
no longer true if the harmonics power reaches a certain level. In this case, the harmonics 
power leakage will be above the noise floor and will introduce error to the fundamental 
estimation. If the fundamental estimation is inaccurate, the fundamental removal is not 
complete, which, in return, will introduce error to harmonics power estimation. Thus, an 
iterative method introduced in [16] is used for fundamental and harmonics estimations. The 
detailed steps are not repeated in this chapter. 
After identification, the estimated fundamental is given by: 
int
ˆ2 ( )ˆ ˆˆ [ ] sin( ) osFund
J
V n A n V
M
 


   ,                         (5.17) 
where Jint stands for the integer part of the sampled periods, ˆ is the estimated fractional part 
of the sampled periods, Aˆ  is the estimated fundamental amplitude, ˆ is the estimated initial 
phase, and osV  is the estimated DC offset. 
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E. DAC Nonlinearity Estimation 
After the fundamentals in both outputs are estimated, they are subtracted from the two 
outputs. 
1 1_
ˆ[ ] [ ] [ ]out new Fundr n V n V n  .                                        (5.18) 
2 2_
ˆ[ ] [ ] [ ]out new Fundr n V n V n  .                                        (5.19) 
Since the two outputs have the same ADC nonlinearities, when subtracting the two 
residues, the ADC nonlinearities are subtracted, leaving only DAC’s nonlinearities. 
3 1 2[ ] [ ] [ ]R n r n r n  .                       (5.20) 
Now, 
3[ ]R n  is viewed as the summations of a fundamental and harmonics in the form 
of sines and cosines. By using least squares again without the error introduced by the leakage 
of the fundamental, the accurate estimation for each harmonic component is obtained 
similarly. Again, the detailed steps are not repeated here. The estimated harmonics are given 
by: 
int int
2
2
ˆ ˆ( ) ( )ˆˆ[ ] cos(2 ) sin(2 )
H
k k
k
J J
xh n a k n b k n
M M
 
 

  
  
 
 .                 (5.21) 
The estimated kth harmonic component is given by
2 2ˆˆ| | kjk ka b e
  , where 1
ˆ
tan ( )
ˆ
k
k
k
b
a
   . 
By subtracting Eq. (5.15) and (5.16) from Eq. (5.6) and (5.7), respectively, the ADC 
introduced errors are subtracted, as well as the fundamental and DC components, leaving 
only subtractions of nonlinearities from these two outputs. For 2,3...k H , each kth 
nonlinearity subtraction is obtained by 
2 2ˆˆ| | kjk ka b e
  , derived above.  Ignoring the noise 
effect and re-arranging terms, the DAC nonlinearity is estimated: 
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   1 1
2 2
ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
1 2
ˆˆ| |ˆ2 | |
ˆ ˆ| ( ) | | ( ) |
k
k
k k
j
j k k
k j k j k
o o
a b e
D e
H jk e H jk e


   
 

   



,                         (5.22) 
where kth DAC’s harmonic amplitude and phase is ˆˆ2 | |,k kD  , respectively. 
 
F. Cal DAC Calibration 
Now the Cal DAC input codes are the estimated Main DAC nonlinearity divided by 
an estimated attenuation factor Gˆ .  
2
ˆ ˆˆ( ) ( 2 | | cos( ) 2 )
2
DAC
H
NRDAC
CDAC k o k
k
V
C t round G D k t 

 
      
 
 .          (5.23) 
Similar to Main DAC output, the Cal DAC output is given by  
 
2
2
ˆ ˆˆ( ) 2 | | cos( )
2
cos( ) ( )
H
RDAC
outC k o k
k
H
CDACk o CDACk CDAC
k
V
V t G D k t
A k t W t
 
 


    
  


,                      (5.24) 
where ( )CDACW t  contains noise and quantization errors of the Cal DAC. 
After attenuation, the buffered Cal DAC output is given by: 
ˆ
_
2
ˆ
ˆ( ) | | ( ) /o k
H
j k t j
Buffer C C k CDAC
k
G
V t D D e e E t G
G
 

 

    .                   (5.25) 
2
( ) cos( ) ( )
H
CDAC CDACk o CDACk CDAC
k
E t A k t W t 

   .                       (5.26) 
Eq.(5.25) shows the error introduced by the Cal DAC is attenuated by the factor G, 
the error introduced by Cal DAC is sufficiently small, so the combined DAC output signal 
will not be affected by the Cal DAC errors. 
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Note that the attenuation must be controlled to certain level so the input codes’ range 
will near the full range of the Cal DAC input. However, if the attenuation factor is too large, 
the Cal DAC input will be clipped and lead to incorrect output. Not only the nonlinearities 
for the Main DAC will not be cancelled, but extra distortions to the combined signal will be 
introduced.  
After attenuation, the combined DACs output is given by 
0 1
ˆ
2
( ) | | ( )
ˆ
ˆ| | (1 ) | | ( ) ( ) /
o o k
o k o k
j k t j k t j
C C
H
j k t j j k t j
k F k MDAC CDAC
k
V t D D D e e e
G
D e e GE D e e W t E t G
G
  
   
   

   

   
  
           
  

. (5.27) 
Once the input codes are fed into the Main DAC and the devices are turned on 
accordingly, the entire iteration for generating Cal DAC codes will be automatically 
performed to produce ultra-pure sine wave. Thus, the proposed method is capable of self-
calibration. 
 
G. Ultra-pure Signal Capturing 
The combined signal now should have most of the nonlinearities cancelled. A high-
resolution ADC is used to capture this high-purity combined signal. A band-pass filter also is 
used to filter output from other frequency components except for fundamental signals. If the 
purity of the combined signal is beyond the purity of the ADC used to capture it, 
alternatively, the high purity of the combined signal is demonstrated by accurately evaluating 
the performance of high-performance ADC under test. 
If the signal still has residual nonlinearities, as mentioned previously, more iterations 
is utilized to improve signal purity. 
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H. Iterations and Convergence 
In this section, a mathematical analysis will demonstrate the iteration process is 
guaranteed to converge and the source nonlinearity will eventually calibrate that only limited 
by noise. Let ,k iHD  stands for k
th input harmonic distortion in ith iteration ( 1,2,i  ). At the 
first iteration, the true value of kth input harmonic distortion is ,1 | |
o kj k t j
k kHD D e e
   . 
The estimated kth input harmonic distortion is given by: 
,1
ˆ
,1 ,1
ˆ| | k
j
k kHD D e

                                                (5.28) 
    
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1 1
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ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
1 2
ˆˆ| |
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At the second iteration, the true value of kth input harmonic distortion is given by: 
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Therefore, at the (i+1)th iteration, the kth harmonic distortion is: 
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Assume: 
,, ,k ik i k iHD HD HD   ,                 (5.32) 
where ,k iHD  contain the i
th iteration’s estimation. Then, Eq. (5.31) is rewritten as: 
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,k iHD  also is given by 
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where _HD ADC NW   contains the ADC harmonics and noise subtraction between the two ADC 
outputs, and error from the true and estimated filters values. On the numerator, 
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Similarly, let ˆ     , ˆ    .   contains the estimation error from a 
minor inequality of the two outputs for ADC nonlinearity;   contains the estimation error 
from FIRE and least squares computational errors.  
Then, Eq. (5.34) is written as:  
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Inserting Eq.  (5.36) into Eq.  (5.33), we have:  
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small error term due to various error sources mentioned previously. Therefore, we have:  
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This demonstrates as the iteration process continues, eventually the source nonlinearity will 
be calibrated and converge. 
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5.3 Simulation Results 
The proposed method is first validated by simulations done in MATLAB. A 16-bit 
nonlinear ADC with THD of -85dB and two 16-bit nonlinear DACs (THD of -85dB) are 
modeled in MATLAB. The input codes are also generated in MATLAB: the ideal sinewave 
with amplitude near the full range of ADC and DAC. The number of period J in the input 
codes is integer 331. Later, the resistors and capacitors are modeled with 5% value mismatch, 
which serve as the RR and RC filter components in the actual circuit. The output of the Main 
DAC is then transformed via FFT to the frequency domain and multiply the transfer function 
of both filters. The time domain output of both filters is acquired by taking the IFFT of the 
modified output data. These steps will model the output time domain signal after the filters, 
which is the input of the ADC. Because the filter component has a mismatch after obtaining 
two outputs from the ADC, the calibration steps described in Section II.B are used to match 
the amplitude of both ADC outputs. The frequency of the input is now changed, meaning J 
will no longer be an integer. The signal will be non-coherently sampled by the ADC. This 
will not introduce additional problems, since the algorithm can tolerate any level of non-
coherency. After using the algorithm, two DAC outputs are combined to obtain the combined 
ultra pure signal and the two iterations are performed in the simulation.  
 
Figure 5.2. Spectrum of the generated sine waves 
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Figure 5.3. Zoomed spectrum of the generated sine waves showing fundamental and first 10 
harmonics in Figure 5.2 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the spectrum of the original Main DAC output (red), and the 
generated ultra-pure signal output by the proposed method (blue and green), 2 iteration 
results are shown, respectively. Figure 5.3 shows the zoomed spectrum for fundamental and 
the first 10 harmonics. In simulations, the true spectrum of the signal is obtained by taking 
the FFT of the signal, assuming the ADC capturing these signals has infinite resolution. In 
actual measurment, discussed in detail in Section IV, this generated ultra-pure signal is used 
to test a commerial high-performance ADC. Figure 5.2 shows after the first iteration, most of 
the harmonics are cancelled, but still there are some at higher frequencies not accurately 
estimated and complelely removed (blue). After the first iteration, the residue harmonics that 
failed capture are removed during the second iteration (red), resulting in a signal purity 
(THD) around -140dB. 
 
5.4 Measurement Results 
A Print Circuit Board (PCB) is designed to validate the proposed method, Figure 5.4. 
The motherboard is shown (Figure 5.4) with an Opel Kelly FPGA connected to the PC via a 
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USB 2.0 connector. This FPGA is used to generate common mode signals and other control 
signals. The ultra-pure sine wave board is the circuit board custom-designed for this project 
housing two DACs (DAC8831), filter block and an 18-bit ADC (ADS9110). The Main DAC 
(DAC8831) is used for a 2kHz and 4.169kHz impure sinusoidal signal with 1.25 or 2.5Vpp. 
High-precision/low distortion capacitors and resistors are used to design the RR and RC 
filters. For the RR attenuator, the resistor values are R1=R2 =1.1k, R3=2.2k; for RC filter, 
the capacitor values are C1=C2=47nF. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Designed printed circuit board: motherboard with FPGA (above) and custom 
ultra-pure sine wave board with DACs/ADC (below) 
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Figure 5.5. Test setup of the board 
 
For DACs, the Main DAC serves as the signal generator and the Cal DAC serves as 
the calibration device. These two DACs are not relevant to this study because they serve 
different purposes. They could be in different structures or provide different resolutions. The 
selection of the DACs depends on the frequency of the generated ultra-pure sine wave and 
should generate sine waves of such frequency. There is a trade-off between speed and 
accuracy of the DAC. For the best performance of the DAC, the DAC’s maximum output 
frequency is more than 10 times the generated sine wave. Thus, the sine wave is viewed as 
pseudo static. For the ADC, depending on how many orders of harmonics needed for the 
sample, it should be capable of sampling fundamental and harmonics of the input sine wave. 
Similarly, there is a trade-off between speed and accuracy of the ADC. The buffers must 
have good linearity performance, especially the one before the ADC. It should contribute 
negligible nonlinearity to the system compared with source nonlinearity and ADC 
nonlinearity. The op amps that serve as buffers at the output of DAC and input of the ADC 
are OPA211. 
Figure 5.5 shows the test setup to validate the proposed method. The steps for 
running the test are described as follows: 
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1. The first step involves filter characterization, sine waves, and various harmonics 
frequencies generated that pass through the filters. Accurate filters that transfer function is 
obtained.  
2. Using the approach described in Section II.B, the fundamental amplitude can 
match the accuracy level. Labview™ is used to generate 216 unique points for a sine wave 
feed to the Main DAC using SDI with the help of FPGA. This output is first passed through 
the RR attenuator and then the RC filter. These two outputs are captured using the ADC and 
frequency is adjusted slightly so the two fundamentals have the same amplitude. Once this 
frequency is determined, the test can begin.  
3. The sine waves with the previously adjusted frequencies were generated by the 
Main DAC, Cal DAC is fed with all zeros once the DACs are settled. The two DAC outputs 
are combined and then pass through the RR and RC filters, respectively. ADC is used to 
capture these two outputs, respectively. 
4. The proposed algorithm is used to obtain an estimation of the Main DAC 
nonlinearity and generate the Cal DAC calibration code accordingly.  
5. The same input codes are given to Main DAC, while the Cal DAC’s input is 
estimated Main DAC nonlinearity. Then, the combined output is passed through the RR and 
RC filters, and the ADC captures the two outputs, which are sent to the proposed algorithm. 
This iterative process is repeated until the purity of the generated sine wave is sufficiently 
high. 
Since the generated sine waves possess a high purity that no lab equipment can 
accurately characterize to evaluate the generated sine wave and claim its high purity, the 
ADC on board (ADS9110) is used as a measurement device. The ADC output spectrum 
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using the generated sine wave as an input source is compared with the reference spectrum 
that uses the state-of-the-art test setup, including high-purity source, coherent sampling, etc. 
The ADC on board has a low distortion, which has optimized the THD of -120dB level at 
2kHz input frequency. If this ADC is tested accurately by the generated sine wave, the input 
source purity is 15~20dB beyond distortions of the ADC. Hence, it is demonstrated to have 
an ultra-high purity. 
Figure 5.6 shows the spectrum results for ADS9110, using the generated sine wave 
and state-of-the-art source, which serves as the reference. The input frequency is around 
2kHz for the generated sine wave with 1.25Vpp. For reference, the input frequency must be 
precisely controlled (2.00081kHz) to achieve coherent sampling. Figure 5.6 shows both blue 
and red spectra match well on fundamental harmonics bins and noise level. Table 5.1 further 
validates the accuracy of the proposed method as the spectral performance of the ADC under 
test is close to the reference. Figure 5.7 shows another set of results and Table 5.2 shows the 
spectral performance of ADC under test, whose input frequency is around 4.17kHz with 
2.5Vpp, while the reference frequency is precisely controlled as 4.16946kHz. Similarly, 
spectrum and the spectral performance of ADC under test matches well after using generated 
ultra-pure sine waves with the reference. These two sets of measurement results 
demonstrated that generated sine waves possess ultra-high purity beyond -120dB and 
accurately obtained spectral performance of high-performance ADCs. 
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Figure 5.6. ADS9110 (fin=2kHz) spectrum using: (blue) reference, (red) generated sine waves 
as input 
 
Table 5.1. Spectral Specifications of ADS9110 (fin=2kHz) 
Input Signal THD(dB) SFDR(dB) SNR(dB) 
Reference -120.42 124.85 97.13 
Proposed -120.05 124.31 96.74 
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Figure 5.7. ADS9110 (fin=4.17kHz) spectrum using: (blue) reference, (red) generated sine 
waves as input 
 
Table 5.2. Spectral Specifications of ADS9110 (fin=4.17kHz) 
Input Signal THD(dB) SFDR(dB) SNR(dB) 
Reference -115.61 118.05 97.35 
Proposed -114.98 117.64 96.88 
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5.5 Conclusion 
A new method capable of generating ultra-pure sine waves using two DACs and an 
ADC with distortions thousands time worse than the generated signal was proposed. This 
method performs in-situ calibrations by innovatively estimating and removing distortions 
present in the generated sine waves through iterations. Simulation results demonstrated the 
generated signal purity approaches -140dB. Measurement results showed the generated sine 
waves test an ADC with -120dB THD accurately, which demonstrates its high purity. The 
proposed method can also tolerate any level of non-coherency, making it robust against non-
coherent sampling. The main advantage of this method is it performs in-situ calibration and 
generates an ultra-pure sine wave using low-cost DACs and ADCs, which is utilized in 
various high-precision circuitry and systems with much lower test setup cost. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 ACCURATE SPECTRAL TESTING WITH NON-COHERENT SAMPLING FOR 
MULTI-TONE TEST 
The multi-tone test has gained popularity among current test methods, since it offers 
flexibility in characterizing systems whose nonlinearities vary over signal frequency. Thus, it 
is impractical to test using the single tone test. For multi-tone, non-coherent sampling is the 
major issue to perform accurate spectral testing, since precise control over each test tone 
frequency is very challenging to achieve. Such control may not be possible for on-chip 
testing. This chapter proposes a new method to resolve such issues. Based on the closed form 
initial estimation of non-coherent fundamentals, more accurate estimation of non-coherent 
fundamentals is obtained. By replacing non-coherent fundamentals with coherent 
fundamentals, accurate spectral results are achieved. The accuracy and robustness of 
proposed method are examined extensively by simulation and measurement results. 
Comparisons are made with the different methods. Combined with high accuracy, robustness, 
and computational efficiency, the proposed method is implemented for high-precision 
spectral testing, which relaxes the requirement of coherent sampling for multi-tone tests. In 
addition, this new method is also suitable for accurate signal spectral analysis when coherent 
sampling is not achieved. 
This chapter is mainly based on the paper published to IEEE in Proc. IEEE Int. Symp. 
Circuits Syst. [1] and IEEE Trans. Circuit & Systems II [2]. 
6.1 Introduction 
Spectral testing has become a major way of characterizing circuits and systems, such 
as amplifiers and Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) [3-4]. Both single tone and multi-
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tone are widely used for spectral testing. Since ADC nonlinearity is known to vary with 
signal frequency [5], if the single tone test is performed, it cannot cover other frequencies. To 
test other frequency ranges, the single tone sweep test is used, which consists of dozens of 
frequencies over the signal bandwidth. However, before starting each measurement, it has to 
wait for settling of the system. This can be time consuming and impractical for laboratory 
use. Rather, a multi-tone test can reduce the test time required.  One example of multi-tone 
test is for the digital TV tuner, where each ADC is required to sample many different 
channels with each channel tested using multiple tone. Therefore, it is important to perform 
accurate multi-tone spectral testing.  
To perform accurate spectral testing, the IEEE standards [6-7] recommend coherent 
sampling. As the performance of the ADC improves, the requirements for the test setup, 
especially for coherent sampling, becomes more challenging. For the multi-tone test, it is 
even more difficult to maintain coherent sampling for each tone, since selecting the 
appropriate frequencies and their ratios of multi-tone can become tedious and time 
consuming. Locked frequency synthesizers are required to maintain the exact frequency 
ratios, which makes the test setup more difficult when compared with the single tone test. In 
addition, such solutions may not be possible for future on-chip low cost tests. If the ADC is 
non-coherently sampled, fundamental signals will produce spectrum leakages. They mask the 
true harmonics and noise information of the ADC and produce erroneous spectral results of 
the ADC. The situation is worse for multi-tone tests, as multiple fundamentals have leakages 
that overlap each other, making it difficult to resolve and obtain accurate, ADC spectral 
performance. 
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Currently, there are two methods widely used to resolve the non-coherent sampling 
issue: windowing and four-parameter sine fit. Windowing relies on the power of its 
secondary lobes on the spectrum to remove spectrum leakage, which is challenging for high-
resolution and high-performance ADCs [8]. Prior knowledge about the different types of 
windows is needed to obtain accurate results. This makes the results window dependent 
[8,14]. Thus, all of these properties compromise the practical usage of windows for high-
accuracy spectral testing. The advantage of the four-parameter sine fit lies in its accuracy and 
robustness to the noise [9,10]. It is computationally inefficient when the full spectrum test is 
performed to find non-harmonics components [14]. In the past few years, 2-D FFT [11], filter 
bank method [12], interpolating DFT (IpDFT) method [13], the Fundamental Identification 
and Replacement (FIRE) method [14], and the two-step method [15-16] were proposed to 
resolve non-coherent sampling issues. These methods are accurate and robust to any level of 
non-coherency, which demonstrates their capability for high-accuracy spectral testing. 
However, none of these methods is applied to the multi-tone test where multiple fundamental 
leakages are present at the output spectrum instead of only one fundamental leakage, and the 
overlap of these leakages makes it more difficult to resolve. Therefore, a new method is 
needed that can work with a multi-tone test situation where coherent sampling is not 
achieved for the ADC under test. 
This chapter introduces a new method that serves such a purpose. First, the closed 
form estimations for each fundamental’s amplitude, phase, and frequency are obtained to 
serve as an initial estimation. Then, comparing output with the estimated fundamentals, a 
more accurate estimation of the fundamentals is obtained simultaneously by a Newton 
iteration. After all the non-coherent fundamentals are estimated, they are replaced with 
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coherent fundamentals to obtain a new output, which will have no leakages. Hence, 
performing FFT on such output will result in correct spectral performance for the ADC. The 
functionality and robustness of the proposed method are verified in depth by both simulation 
and measurement results. 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section II discusses the multi-tone spectral 
testing issue with non-coherent sampling. Section III introduces the proposed method. 
Section IV provides extensive simulations of the proposed method for both functionality and 
robustness. Section V presents the measurement results and Section VI concludes the 
chapter. 
 
6.2 Non-Coherent Sampling for Multi-Tone Test 
For the L tone sinusoidal, the input for the ADC, the time domain representation is: 
1
( ) cos(2 )
L
i i i
i
x t A f t 

  ,                              (6.1) 
where i=1,2,…L,  Ai is the amplitude of the ith tone’s fundamental, fi is the input signal 
frequency for the ith tone, and 
i is the initial phase of the i
th tone.  
 
Figure 6.1. Spectrum of an ADC output with coherent sampling (blue) and non-coherent 
sampling (blue) (Jint1=2179, Jint2=5827). 
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The input frequency, fi, sampling frequency of ADC, fs, total number of data record 
lengths, M, and number of periods, J, satisfy such relations: 
i
i S
S
fJ J
f f
M f M
   .                               (6.2) 
If coherent sampling happens, J is an integer and co-prime with M. If not, J is no longer be 
an integer. 
Define x[n] as the analog interpretation of the digital output of the ADC whose gain 
error and offset have been calibrated. x[n] is given by 
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where 0,1,... 1n M  , H.D. is the harmonics distortions of the ADC, I.M.D. is the inter-
modulation of the ADC, and w[n] is the noise at the output.  
By taking the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the spectral parameters are 
obtained. The DFT of x[n] is given by 
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where 0,1,... 1k M  , which represents the frequency bin’s index. If coherent sampling 
conditions are met, for example, k=hJi is the frequency bin of the h
th harmonic for the ith 
fundamental and k=Ji is the frequency bin for the i
th fundamental. 
As mention previously, if the coherent sampling is not satisfied, meaning J is not an 
integer, then it is separated into two parts: the integer part intJ  and fraction part 
 ( 0.5 0.5   ), where intJ J   . The effects of non-coherent sampling are shown in 
Figure 6.1, with the two-tone test. Severe leakages may be observed from each fundamental 
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bin. The leakages overlap each other, which makes fundamental identification and removal 
difficult for traditional methods, such as windowing and FIRE method.  
 
6.3 Proposed Method 
In this section, the proposed method is described in detail in the following sub-
sections to resolve non-coherent sampling issue for the multi-tone test. 
A. Fundamentals Initial Estimation  
Since the main leakages source comes from the non-coherent fundamentals, 
estimating them accurately and efficiently is the main goal. For high-performance, high-
resolution ADCs, the power of harmonics and inter-modulations are smaller than the 
fundamentals, whose effects on estimating fundamentals are sufficiently small to be ignored 
[15,17]. 
Expanding Eq. (6.3) into Eq. (6.4), and neglecting the noise from the following 
derivations, Xk is given by  
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where ( 1)a M M  . 
As initial estimations to obtain the closed form solution for the fundamentals’ 
amplitudes, phases, and frequencies, the terms containing 
 ( )i ij a J ke
  
are very small so they 
are ignored [14]. However, these terms are later considered in the expression to calculate 
more accurate estimations in the next step. Then, Eq. (6.5) is simplified to: 
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The hth fundamental bin and its two nearby bins, k = Jint,h, Jint,h +1 and Jint,h -1, is 
expressed as 
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For total L tones, there are 3L equations with a total of 3L unknowns—
iA , i , and 
i for i=1,2,…L. Solving these equations, the initial estimated values for these unknowns are 
given by 
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Inserting the i s into Eq.  (6.6), the amplitudes, iA s, are given by  
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Then
i is obtained: 
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B. More Accurate Estimation of the Fundamentals 
The initial estimated fundamentals were obtained by ignoring the terms containing 
 ( )i ij a J ke
  
 for the high-performance, high-resolution ADC test. Thus, the accuracy of the 
initial estimations do not meet the requirements. Therefore, they are included in this step for 
more accurate estimation of the fundamentals. Without neglecting these terms,
int,hJ
X is given 
by 
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Equation (6.13) can also be written as real part,
int,hJ
R , and imaginary part
int,hJ
I : 
int, int, int,h h hJ J J
X R j I   .                                            (6.14) 
Similarly, all other 2L equations are rewritten this way, constructing a total of 6L 
equations: 
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From the actual non-coherent output, 
int,
( )
iJ
real X  and
int,
( )
iJ
imag X represent the real and 
imaginary part of
int,iJ
X , respectively. 
By minimizing these 6L nonlinear equations, the differences between calculated and 
actual output values are minimized. A total 3L unknowns
iA , i , and i for i=1,2,…L, are 
more accurately estimated by Newton iterations. At (k+1)th iteration, the value for yk+1 is 
given by 
yk+1 = yk – Bk\Fk,                             (6.21) 
where y is the matrix containing 3L unknowns, Fk is the vector of 
1~6
( , , )
L i i if A   , Bk is the 
Jacobean matrix, and ‘\’ is the least squares operator. They are shown below: 
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The initial estimated values are used for the initial value of y. Since the initial 
estimated value is close to actual values, the proposed method needs only a few iterations to 
reach global minima, and the number of operations are on longer dependent on total data 
record length M. At each iteration, the proposed method only compute 6L equations with 3L 
unknowns, which makes it computationally efficient compared with sine fitting method. In 
addition, the estimation error is only limited by the noise power per bin as the estimations 
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only relies on the output data. This will be shown in Section IV to demonstrate that the 
accuracy of the proposed method is only limited by noise. 
 
C. Coherent Spectrum Construction 
After the accurate estimation of all 3L unknowns, the estimate non-coherent 
fundamentals are constructed: 
int
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They are subtracted from the original ADC output, by adding the estimated coherent 
fundamentals, the new output without the influence of non-coherent sampling is given by 
_ _[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]new F nc F cx n x n x n x n   ,                               (6.25) 
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Figure 6.2. Flow chart of the proposed method 
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Performing FFT on the new output will result in accurate spectral performance of the 
ADC. The most time-consuming component of the algorithm is performing FFT. The 
Newtown iteration has less variables to compute compared with the standard sine fitting and 
the overall time complexity of the method is in the order of O(Mlog(M)). Figure 6.2 shows 
the flowchart for the proposed method. 
 
6.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, extensive simulations are conducted in MATLAB to evaluate the 
proposed methods. Comparisons are made with respect to estimation accuracy for the 
different methods. 
A. Functionality 
In MATLAB, a 16-bit nonlinear ADC is modeled as the device under test with the 
full range normalized from 0 to 1 and total data record length (M) of 214. A multi-tone 
sinusoidal signal is generated as the input signal to the ADC, whose phases are randomly 
generated and the total amplitude of the signal is 99% of the full range of the ADC to avoid 
clipping. The signal noise is modeled as Gaussian noise with rms of 0.5LSB of the ADC. 
Jint1=2003, Jint2=4999, for each tone, the non-coherency, , is randomly generated between [-
0.5 0.5].  
 
Figure 6.3. ADC output spectrum using different methods (case 1). 
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Table 6.1. Spectrum performance of the ADC (case 1). 
Methods SNR (dB) THD (dB) IMD (dB) 
Direct FFT 17.51 -53.26 -48.72 
Windowing 77.68 -98.51 -98.14 
FIRE 27.65 -67.24 -59.05 
Reference 88.79 -101.16 -100.23 
Proposed 88.65 -101.35 -100.01 
 
 
Figure 6.4. ADC output spectrum using different methods (case 2). 
 
Table 6.2. Spectrum performance of the ADC (case 2). 
Methods SNR (dB) THD (dB) IMD (dB) 
Direct FFT 11.51 -55.26 -50.11 
Windowing 68.92 -99.01 -96.58 
FIRE 26.74 -68.62 -61.24 
Reference 89.15 -100.53 -99.61 
Proposed 89.23 -100.42 -99.52 
 
Figure 6.3 shows the ADC output spectrum using different methods. The reference 
(blue) is obtained when ADC is coherently sampled. Applying direct FFT to the output will 
result in severe leakage; hence, erroneous spectrum results (red). Applying windowing (pink) 
will not achieve correct spectrum results. There are still some leakages around the 
fundamentals and the noise floor is higher. While the FIRE method (black) can remove 
leakages on one of the fundamentals, it cannot remove leakages from the other fundamental. 
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The proposed method (green) removes the leakages from both fundamental bins and matches 
the reference spectrum well. Table 6.1 shows the spectrum parameters using the different 
methods, which also demonstrate the proposed method can accurately recover the spectrum 
after non-coherent sampling. 
Another nonlinear ADC was modeled in MATLAB using a similar test setup, 4 tones 
instead of 2 tones are generated as the input to test the ADC (Jint1=757, Jint2=3137, Jint3=5077, 
Jint4=7351). Similar results are seen in Figure 6.4. Applying direct FFT will results in severe 
spectrum leakages around each fundamental bin. Both windowing and the FIRE method do 
not result in accurate spectra. The proposed method matches the reference spectrum well and 
an accurate spectral performance of the ADC is provided in Table 6.2. 
 
B. Robustness 
To further validate the proposed method versus different test conditions, the 
robustness of the proposed method is extensively examined. The errors are shown in power 
scale (dB). The estimated fundamental amplitude,
estA , and est are chosen and compared with 
actual values— A and  . The equations are given by 
20 log( ), 20 log( )est estA A      .           (6.26) 
In the first examination, the proposed method is tested against various levels of non-
coherency. For the two-tone test, a total of 1000 runs are simulated. One of the is randomly 
generated from [-0.5 0.5] and fixed for all 1000 runs. However, the other  is randomly 
generated at each run from [-0.5 0.5]. The input is randomly generated with 0.5LSB rms at 
each run as well. Other simulation setups are similar to the functionality simulation. Figure 
6.5 shows the fundamental amplitude estimation error using the proposed method versus a 
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different . Similar results are shown in Figure 6.6, where the  estimation error is plotted 
versus  . It is seen that all errors are in the level of 10-7 (<-120dB) or smaller for 
different , which is the level of added noise. This demonstrates that the estimation on the 
non-coherent fundamental is accurate and only limited by the noise at the output. The 
proposed method is robust against any level of non-coherency. 
Another set of examinations is performed. Since the proposed method is tested for 
robustness against non-coherency, this time, for two-tone test, both  s are randomly 
generated at each run, and so does input noise. One of the input tone’s sampling periods Jint 
is changing at each run from 3 to M/2, while the other one is fixed. Both Jints are selected 
from prime numbers. Other simulation setups are similar to previous simulations. Figures 6.7 
and 6.8 show the fundamental amplitude and  estimation errors using the proposed method 
versus different Jint. Similarly, the errors are only limited by the noise (in the level of 10
-7 or 
smaller). This shows the estimations are accurate for various input signal frequencies, 
meaning the proposed method is insensitive to various input signal frequencies and are used 
for a wide range of input frequencies. 
 
 
Figure 6.5. Delta estimation error vs. delta (Jint1=2089, Jint2=5171). 
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Figure 6.6. Amplitude estimation error vs. delta (Jint1=2089, Jint2=5171). 
 
Figure 6.7. Delta estimation error vs. delta (Jint1=2411, Jint2=3~8191). 
 
Figure 6.8. Amplitude estimation error vs. delta (Jint1=2411, Jint2=3~8191). 
 
6.5 Measurement Results 
Several sets of data are taken from different ADCs and verified the proposed method. 
Due to space limitations, one set of spectrum taken from ADS8881 is shown. A total of 8192 
points are sampled for a two-tone test. With 20kHz fs, the input frequency is roughly 
controlled, 0.5kHz and 5kHz, while for the reference they are precisely controlled to avoid 
non-coherent sampling. Both Figure 6.9 and Table 6.3 verified the proposed method, since its 
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spectrum and spectral performance matched the reference well. Additional data are 
summarized in Table 6.4. 
 
 
Figure 6.9. ADS8881 output spectrum. 
 
Table 6.3. Spectrum performance of ADS8881. 
Methods SNR (dB) THD (dB) IMD (dB) 
Direct FFT 16.45 -48.36 -61.68 
Reference 82.12 -106.69 -104.81 
Proposed 81.85 -106.34 -104.52 
 
Table 6.4. Spectrum performance using proposed method. 
Date Set Methods SNR(dB) THD(dB) IMD(dB) 
Set 1 Reference 81.36 -100.52 -102.42 
Proposed 81.24 -100.41 -102.23 
Set 2 Reference 80.65 -95.87 -97.69 
Proposed  80.52 -95.68 -97.86 
Set 3 Reference 82.68 -102.84 -102.42 
Proposed  82.74 -102.72 -102.63 
Set 4 Reference 78.63 -94.26 -93.58 
Proposed 78.54 -94.21 -93.41 
Set 5 Reference 75.42 -89.58 -88.47 
Proposed 75.21 -89.37 -88.54 
 
In addition, another 5 sets of data were generated with different input frequencies and 
sampled based on different ADCs using different sampling rates. Their spectral performances 
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using the proposed method achieved accurate results compared with the reference and are 
summarized in Table 6.4. This also validated the accuracy and robustness of the proposed 
method under different test environments and different ADCs under test. 
 
6.6 Conclusion 
A new method was proposed to relax the non-coherent sampling requirements for 
multi-tone spectral testing. Using vigorous mathematical derivations, this new method 
estimates the non-coherent fundamentals accurately in two steps and remove them from the 
original output to eliminate spectrum leakages. The advantages compared to windowing and 
FIRE methods are shown. Both simulation and measurement results validated the accuracy 
and robustness of the proposed method, which is robust against any level of non-coherency 
and capable of tolerating a wide range of input signal frequencies. Combined with its 
computational efficiency, this new method can be readily implemented into accurate spectral 
testing and eliminate the need for coherent sampling. This will dramatically relax the test 
setup for the multi-tone test. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 ACCURATE SPECTRAL TESTING WITH IMPURE TEST STIMULUS FOR 
MULTI-TONE TEST 
Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) are among one of the world’s largest volume 
devices. ADCs are a necessary, vital mixed-signal integrated circuit (IC) component in 
almost every electrical device and system. One of the challenges is to accurately and cost-
effectively test the continually better performance ADCs. For spectral testing of the ADC, 
one of the goals is to obtain dynamic performance of the ADC under test. The conventional 
test has become extremely difficult to implement accurately and cost-effectively, since the 
test stimulus to the ADC must have an even better purity than ADC under test with 
continuously higher performance. In addition, multi-tone tests require harmonics and spur, as 
well as the intermodulation must be accurately tested without influence from impure test 
stimuli. To resolve this issue, this chapter proposes a new method. This method uses the low 
purity test stimulus instead of a high-precision test stimulus, passes the signal to two different 
cost-effective filters, and the output signals are then sampled by the ADC, by separating the 
nonlinearity from the source, the true ADC nonlinearity is accurately estimated. Then the 
dynamic performance of the ADC under test can be obtained. Extensive simulation results 
validate the functionality and robustness of the proposed method with different levels of 
impure test stimulus and different types or resolutions of the ADC under test. The proposed 
method greatly reduces the requirements on the test stimulus and is implemented into the 
board level or on-chip high-performance ADC spectral testing and characterization. 
This chapter is mainly based on the paper submitted to IEEE VLSI Test Symp. 2018 
[1]. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Recent advancements in semiconductor technologies have enabled designers to 
economically and efficiently design a device with continuously better performance. As the 
one of the most widely used mixed-signal ICs, ADC testing represents one of the most 
challenging tasks in mixed-signal testing. Spectral testing has become a major method to 
characterize ADCs. Due to its advantages, the frequency domain analysis method is widely 
employed to determine the dynamic performance of the ADCs under test [2-3]. Although the 
single tone is commonly used in spectral testing of the ADCs, multi-tone is still a necessary 
testing approach, especially when ADC nonlinearity must be tested at different frequencies 
and intermodulation must be quantified. Since ADC nonlinearity is known to vary with 
signal frequency [4-5], for the single tone test, a single test cannot cover other frequencies. 
To test other frequency ranges, instead of using the single tone to test each frequency 
multiple times, the multi-tone test is utilized to reduce the test time and cost.  
To perform accurate spectral testing, the IEEE standards [6-7] require the input 
stimuli to the ADC have 3-4 bit better linearity performance. This means about an extra 20dB 
higher purity for the sine wave. For example, an ADC with a Total Harmonic Distortion 
(THD) of 100dB would require a test stimulus of about 120dB. This is extremely difficult for 
the test stimulus to achieve and the test cost would increase substantially. Moreover, as the 
device performance increases dramatically, especially for Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) 
solutions, there are no available source on-chip with better purity. Therefore, alternative 
solutions are needed to solve this bottleneck of high-performance, multi-tone, spectral 
testing. 
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In the past, some work has been achieved to relax this difficult requirement. There are 
mainly two approaches: one approach is to remove the effects of nonlinearity caused by the 
test stimulus and recover the correct linearity performance for the device under test (DUT). 
In [8-9], an algorithm was described to use filters on the input signal to obtain accurate 
results. Simulation results were shown to validate the method. In [10], a novel, robust method 
is proposed that greatly reduces the test stimulus purity requirements. Another main approach 
is to generate a high-purity test signal as a test stimulus to test the high-performance DUTs. 
Many approaches focus on using an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) [11-14] by 
applying correction codes or using phase shift to cancel harmonics and spurs in the signal to 
generate high-purity sine waves that serve high-performance testing. In [15], a novel 
approach is proposed to generate high-purity sine waves using two DACs. All these 
approaches have their fields of application and some have been widely adopted for years. 
Yet, some lack sufficient purity performance, others achieved at a high cost, and, most 
importantly, many of these methods are targeted for the single tone test. None of the 
approaches can be directly applied to the multi-tone test. Therefore, a new method is needed 
to relax the test stimulus purity requirement for the multi-tone test. 
The chapter is organized as follows: Section II discusses the issue of impure test 
stimulus for the multi-tone test. Section III describes the proposed method. Section VI 
provides extensive examination of the proposed method for both functionality and 
robustness. Section V concludes the chapter. 
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7.2 Impure Test Stimulus for Multi-Tone Test 
Since sine waves are commonly used for spectral testing, in the following analysis the 
multi-tone sine wave is the focus. For the ideal L tone sine wave, the time domain 
representation is given by 
1
( ) cos(2 )
L
os l l l
l
x t V A f t 

   ,                                     (7.1) 
where
osV is the offset of the signal, Al , fl, and l are the amplitude, signal frequency, and 
initial phase of the lth tone’s fundamental, respectively.  
With the impure test stimulus, harmonics, intermodulation and noise will show up in 
the signal. Then Eq. (7.1) is re-written as: 
1
( ) cos(2 ) . . . . .
L
os l l l
l
x t V A f t H D I M D w 

      ,                          (7.2) 
where H.D., I.M.D., and w stand for harmonics distortion, intermodulation distortion, and 
noise present in the multi-tone signal, respectively. 
Eq.(7.2) can also be represented by an exponential form as follows, with 2 f  , 
, ,
,
1 2 ( , )
( ) | | | | k I k Il l
L K
j t jj t j
os l k I
l k I E k L
x t V A e e D e e w
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
  
  
       ,                  (7.3) 
where , ,,k I k ID  are k
th order tone amplitude and initial phase, respectively. 
1 ,( , ) {[ ], 0, 1 , | | },L l k I l lE k L i i i L i k i          . I is the index in the set E, and 
this E contains combinations of L tones, i1 to IL, for both harmonics and intermodulation 
tones up to Kth order.  
For example, the third order tone where k=3, | | 3li   can be the third harmonics 
from any of the L tones. This means only one i is 3, and the remainder are 0. The frequency 
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is , 3 , 1,...k I l l L   . Or, it can be the third order intermodulation among these L tones, 
such as
1 21, 2i i  , with the remainder 0. This third order intermodulation tone frequency is 
, 1 22k I     . Therefore, at the third order, this index, I, has multiple values, depending 
on the combination of different tones. 
After this test stimulus is sampled by the ADC, the ADC output is then given by 
 
 
Figure 7.1. Spectrum of an ADC output with pure stimulus (green) and impure stimulus 
(blue). 
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
    ,                            (7.4) 
where n=0,1,…M-1, M is the total data record length, Ts is the ADC sampling period, N.L. 
contains all nonlinearities from both ADC and the test stimulus, and W[n] is the sampled 
noise, including signal noise, w, ADC noise, and its quantization noise. 
The input frequency,
lf , sampling frequency of ADC, fS, the total number of data 
record length, M, and number of periods, J, satisfy such relations [5-7]: 
l
l S
S
fJ J
f f
M f M
   .                 (7.5) 
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For coherent sampling, J is an integer. It is recommended to choose the input 
frequency so that J is co-prime with M. By taking Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the 
spectral parameters can be obtained. The DFT of x[n] is given by 
21
0
1
[ ] [ ]
mM j n
M
n
X m x n e
M
 

  ,                  (7.6) 
where 0,1,... 1m M  , which represents the frequency bin’s index.  
To demonstrate the problem of impure test stimuli, an example is provided in Figure 
7.1 with a 16-bit ADC under test. The impure stimulus is generated by a low quality DAC, 
whose nonlinearity is larger than for the ADC. In comparison, the accurate test spectrum 
(blue) for the ADC is achieved by using the pure test stimulus to the ADC. Clearly, many of 
the harmonics and intermodulation bins from the green spectrum are higher than those from 
the blue spectrum, indicating nonlinearity from the impure stimulus corrupts the ADC test 
results. 
 
7.3 Proposed Method 
In this section, the proposed method is described in detail in the following sub-
sections. First, the multi-tone impure stimulus is generated, which will pass through two 
filters with different amplitudes and phase shift at different frequencies. Second, the ADC 
under test samples these two signals passed from the filters. Finally, the proposed method 
uses two ADC outputs, separates the nonlinearity from the stimulus, and obtains the 
estimated ADC nonlinearity and the spectrum. Figure 7.2 shows the proposed method’s test 
setup. 
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Figure 7.2. Test setup of the proposed method 
 
A. Impure Stimulus  
There are several ways to generate the impure test stimulus cost-effectively. One way 
is to use a nonlinear DAC to produce the impure test stimulus. Since the DAC takes the 
digital input code, the multi-tone sine waves can be easily programmed with a given 
amplitude, frequency, and initial phase. In the proposed method’s test setup, the nonlinear 
DAC is used, as shown in Figure 7.2. For two inputs to the filters, Vin1 is essentially x(t) in 
Eq. (7.3); on the other hand, Vin2 has the phase shift for each fundamental tone, 
 , ,1, ,( )
2 ,
1 2 ( , )
( ) | | | |
k I k Il l k Il
L K
jj j tj t
in os l k I
l k I E k L
V t V A e e D e e w
   

   
  
      ,                 (7.7) 
where 1,l is the phase shift for each fundamental, ,k I is the phase shift on each 
harmonic/intermodulation, , 1,k I l li  , similar to the case of ,k I  in the previous section. 
 
B. Two Filters 
After the nonlinear DAC generates two outputs, they are passed through two filters. 
For filter 1, essentially no filtering,
1( ) 1H j  , the signal goes directly to the ADC. Filter 2 
is an all pass filter with its transfer function given by 
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
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


.                          (7.8) 
It can be seen that the amplitude of the filter 2 is always 1 for different frequencies, but the 
phase shift will be different. 
After two DAC outputs pass through two filters, VF(t) is obtained: 
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where W1 and W2 are the noises from each filter output, including noise from the DAC and 
the filters.
,
,
,
1
1k I
k I
k I
j RC
j RC





 

 is the phase shift filter 2 at different frequencies. 1,l  is the 
phase shift of filter 2 at the lth fundamental frequency. This is the same phase shift in each 
fundamental tone when generating the multi-tone stimulus in the DAC. Thus, it will cancel 
the phase shift. At filter 2 output, the fundamentals have no phase shift and their phases are 
the same as filter 1 output. So, both outputs have the same fundamental when sampled by the 
ADC under test. 
Next, both filter outputs are sampled by the ADC under test. The two outputs for the 
ADC are given by 
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where ,k IA and ,k I are the amplitude and initial phase of the ADC’s k
th order harmonics or 
intermodulation, respectively. Since the fundamentals entering the ADC are the same, the 
excited ADC nonlinearity is approximately the same for both outputs, despite the small 
differences of nonlinearity in the impure stimulus.  
 
C. Proposed Method 
After the ADC produced two outputs from two filters, the first step is to perform DFT 
or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) using Eq. (7.6). Then, the spectrums for the two outputs can 
be obtained, 1 2[ ], [ ]X m X m . 
Since both ADC and the stimulus nonlinearity can be seen at the ADC output on the 
spectrum, they are lumped together in the same frequency bins, and the true ADC dynamic 
performance cannot be directly obtained. To separate the nonlinearity and obtain the correct 
ADC performance, the second step subtracts the two output spectrum. The residue R[m] is 
given by: 
1 2[ ] [ ] [ ]R m X m X m  .             (7.13) 
This subtracts the fundamental and nonlinearity of the ADC, leaving only the 
nonlinearity from the impure stimulus with different phase shifts from the two filter outputs. 
Since coherent sampling is satisfied at either output spectrum, the multi-tone fundamentals 
can be easily identified by finding the bins with the largest power except for the DC bin. By 
using Eq. (7.5), the input frequencies can be calculated. Then, the harmonics and 
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intermodulation frequencies, ,k I , are known. Using Eq. (7.5), their bin indices on the 
spectrum defined as ,k IZ  are known. Caution is required for frequencies that exceed half of 
the sampling frequency, when the frequency bins will be aliased back to the first half of the 
spectrum [0 fs/2] [5-7]. 
Assuming the noise is excluded, using Eqs. (11)-(13), the subtraction on the spectrum 
at ,k IZ will result in: 
 , , ,,
, , , 2 ,[ ] | | | ( ) |
k I k I k Ik I
jj
k I k I k I k IR Z D e D H j e
  

  
  .                   (7.14) 
When designing the filters, the component values can be accurately obtained, and thus the 
transfer function in Eq. (7.8) can be determined. 
At each frequency ,k I , namely each frequency bin ,k IZ  on the spectrum, with the 
help of Eq. (7.13) the nonlinearity from the impure stimulus can be given by 
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.                         (7.15) 
The final step of the proposed method is to remove the estimated nonlinearity from 
the spectrum. Since
1[ ]outV n has no phase shift from the source (DAC) or the filter at its output 
spectrum, X1, the estimated nonlinearity from the impure stimulus is removed, given by  
,
ˆ
, 1 , ,
ˆ[ ] [ ] | | k I
j
new k I k I k IX Z X Z D e

  .                     (7.16) 
Other spectrum information for the ADC, such as the fundamentals, nonlinearity from 
the ADC and its noise remain intact. Therefore,
,[ ]new k IX Z contains the correct spectral test 
results of the ADC under test. Figure 7.3 summarizes the flowchart of the proposed method. 
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D. Discussion 
In the proposed test setup, an impure stimulus: a nonlinear DAC with nonlinearity 
that can be worse than the ADC under test, is used to test the ADC. This cannot be completed 
by using a conventional method. Designing a cost-effective filter that creates different phase 
shifts and uses ADC to sample two outputs, the nonlinearity from the impure stimulus can be 
separated from the ADC nonlinearity to obtain the ADC’s spectral performance. 
For the proposed method to work properly, there are several requirements for the 
filters. They include the designed filter component must possess good linearity, so that it will 
not add extra nonlinearity to the system. Another critical step is to estimate the phase shift for 
given nonlinearity frequency. This requires knowledge of the designed filter transfer 
function. When designing the filter, the value for each component is known to the designer. 
Therefore, the filter transfer function is known. Other requirements are discussed in detail in 
[10,15] and will not be repeated here. 
Another recommendation is generating the multi-tone sine waves. Besides coherent 
sampling, each tone’s frequency or J is selected such that when considered to Kth order 
nonlinearity, no harmonic bins overlap with intermodulation bins at the same location. Thus, 
each nonlinearity bin (harmonics and intermodulation) will have its individual frequency and 
bin on the ADC output spectrum and their phase shift is unique, due to the filter. Otherwise, 
if a frequency bin on the spectrum belongs to a certain harmonic bin as well as an 
intermodulation bin, the phase shift cannot be determined using the proposed method. This 
can be easily avoided by calculating the harmonics and intermodulation bin locations before 
signal generation by the DAC, given the certain order of harmonics/intermodulation 
considered in the proposed method.  
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As it shows, the proposed method has no prior knowledge of the stimulus’ purity or 
knowledge on the ADC. This provides much flexibility as different types, resolutions, or 
performances of the ADC can be tested accurately, given various levels of purity of the 
impure stimulus. This will be validated in the next section. 
 
Figure 7.3. Flowchart of the proposed method 
 
More in-depth discussions regarding error analysis and limitations can be done in the 
future. Hardware implementation is under investigation to obtain more measurement results 
to further validate the proposed method. Due to space limitation, these are outside the scope 
of this chapter. 
 
7.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, extensive simulations were performed using MATLAB to validate the 
proposed method. 
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A. Functionality 
First, the functionality of the proposed method is validated, which provided two 
representative results. In MATLAB, a 16-bit, nonlinear ADC is modeled as the device under 
test with the full range normalized from 0 to 1 and total data record length (M) of 214. A two-
tone sine wave was generated by a 16-bit nonlinear DAC, whose nonlinearity or purity is 
worse than the ADC under test. The DAC output will serve as the impure stimulus to the 
ADC. In comparison, the true ADC performance is tested by an ideal 16-bit DAC with no 
nonlinearity to serve as the reference result. The ADC sampling frequency is set at 2MHz 
with Jint1=2003, Jint2=4999, at each tone. For filters, the resistors are 100kΩ and the capacitor 
is 12.7pF with 1% mismatch. In the proposed method, up to the 20th order of harmonics and 
5th order of intermodulation are included for estimation. Figure 7.4 shows the ADC output 
spectrum with impure stimulus (green) and pure stimulus (blue). Many harmonics and 
intermodulation bins can be seen at the ADC output spectrum caused by the impure stimulus. 
Figure 7.5 shows the ADC output spectrum after using the proposed method and the 
successful removal of nonlinearity from the impure stimulus. The red spectrum matches well 
with the reference spectrum (blue) for fundamentals, noise, and nonlinearity bins. Table 7.1 
further validates the proposed method, as the THD and Intermodulation Distortion (IMD) 
using proposed method agree with the reference. 
 
Figure 7.4. Two-tone ADC output spectrum using impure stimulus. 
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Figure 7.5. Two-tone ADC output spectrum using impure stimulus with the proposed 
method. 
Table 7.1. Spectrum performance of the ADC (case 1). 
Methods THD (dB) IMD (dB) 
Impure 
Stimulus 
-88.01 -74.93 
Proposed -95.14 -90.67 
Reference -95.07 -90.94 
 
 
Figure 7.6. Five-tone ADC output spectrum using impure stimulus. 
 
Figure 7.7. Five-tone ADC output spectrum using impure stimulus with the proposed 
method. 
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Table 7.2. Spectrum performance of the ADC (case 2). 
Methods THD (dB) IMD (dB) 
Impure 
Stimulus 
-80.64 -66.41 
Proposed -93.09 -84.25 
Reference -93.32 -84.14 
 
Another set of results is shown with five-tone impure sine waves generated by 
another 16-bit nonlinear DAC, and an 18-bit ADC is tested with M=215 and five 
fundamentals Js: 2711, 5437, 8209, 10927, and 13933. Another test setup is similar as 
previously. Similar results can be seen from Figures. 7.6 and 7.7. The green spectrum using 
the impure stimulus generated many nonlinearity bins, where the correct ADC spectrum 
information cannot be obtained. After using the proposed method, the red spectrum removed 
nonlinearity from the impure stimulus similar to the previous test results and matched well 
with the reference. Table 7.2 also confirmed the proposed method’s accuracy in estimating 
the THD and IMD. 
 
B. Robustness 
The robustness of the proposed algorithm must also be verified. Different types, 
resolutions, and performances of the DACs and ADCs are generated to validate the 
robustness of the proposed method under these different test conditions. For DAC, 12–16-bit 
resolutions were generated with an R-string, R-2R, and binary capacitive DACs, whose 
nonlinearity varies as well. For ADC, 16–20-bit ADC were generated with pipeline SAR 
ADCs. M also varies from 213 to 215. For each test, since high-precision instruments are not 
available, the DAC nonlinearity is designed worse than the ADC under test, so its 
nonlinearity will corrupt the test results. The estimated ADC THD and IMD are compared 
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with their reference values tested by the pure stimulus. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the results, 
which are ordered by the purity of the stimulus, namely the purity of the DAC output signal 
in dB. These figures show only low purity test stimuli from -90dB to -60dB, the estimated 
THDs (blue triangles in Figure 7.8) and IMDs (blue triangles in Figure 7.9) lie very closely 
with the reference values shown as red crosses in both Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9, 
respectively. These demonstrate after using the proposed method, it is capable of obtaining 
correct THD and IMD information for the ADC, given different purity for stimuli, different 
types, resolutions, or performance of DACs and ADCs. 
 
 
Figure 7.8. THD estimation using the proposed method. 
 
 
Figure 7.9. IMD estimation using the proposed method. 
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7.5 Conclusion 
This chapter proposed a new method for a cost-effective test system to dramatically 
relax the linearity requirements for multi-tone spectral testing. This proposed method can 
separate harmonics and intermodulation of the impure test stimulus from the ADC output 
spectrum. The design requirements for this cost-effect test system are discussed in detail. 
Both functionality and robustness of the proposed method are validated, and accuracy and 
robustness against various test conditions are demonstrated. By using such a cost-effective 
test system and the proposed method, the need for high-precision, high-purity and costly test 
stimulus in multi-tone spectral testing is eliminated, which can be implemented into board or 
chip level multi-tone high-precision spectral testing. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 MULTI-TONE SINE WAVE GENERATION ACHIEVING THE THEORETICAL 
MINIMUM OF PEAK-TO-AVERAGE POWER RATIO  
Multi-tone signals have been widely used in various applications. One of the 
bottlenecks is how to maximize the signal power given a certain peak range, namely 
achieving the minimum peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). In this chapter, a novel strategy 
is proposed to achieve the minimum PAPR for multi-tone sine waves. By properly selecting 
each tone’s frequency and initial phase, the multi-tone sine waves can achieve the minimum 
amplitude, while maintaining total signal power, without power loss during signal generation. 
It is rigorously proved that the proposed method can achieve the theoretical minimum of 
PAPR. Extensive simulation results for various cases are presented that validate the desired 
property of the generated waveform. Guidelines are provided for practical implementation of 
the multi-tone sine waves, such as signal and system spectral testing, maximizing power 
amplifier transmission efficiency, multi-career transmission, orthogonal frequency-division 
multiplexing (OFDM), and other wireless communication systems. 
This chapter is mainly based on the paper submitted to IEEE Trans. Circ. Syst. I [1]. 
 
8.1 Introduction 
Sine waves are among the most widely used signals in communications, system 
analysis, and many other applications. Often, single-tone sine waves are used, such as the test 
stimulus for dynamic testing of data converters, transceivers, power amplifiers (PAs), other 
devices, systems, etc. [2-5]. They also serve as a career wave in a global system for mobile 
(GSM) transmissions [6], as well as the fields of material and chemical spectroscopy 
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measurements. For the multi-tone signal, especially the multi-tone sine wave, has attracted a 
lot of attention during the past decades. For example, characterizing a wideband circuit and 
system often requires the frequency response across the entire bandwidth, which is 
challenging for single-tone test [7]. One widely adopted approach is using the multi-tone test 
signal, since it reduces the test time compared with multiple measurements using a single 
tone. Moreover, as the performance of the circuit and system tends to vary with frequency, 
using a multi-tone signal is more practical in real laboratory and production testing. In 
communications systems, intermodulation distortion (IMD) is a key specification to 
determine the linearity performance of the systems, which also requires multi-tone signals [8-
10, 33]. As the interest in multi-carrier transmission grows, multi-carrier modulation (MCM) 
and OFDM have been proposed and deployed in many wireless communication standards 
[11-13], where the carriers and the representation of the transmitted signals in the time 
domain are often multi-tone sine waves. 
Apart from the wide applications for multi-tone sine waves, how to reduce and 
minimize the PAPR is still a challenging task. One example would be the usage of PAs in the 
transceivers normally working in a linear region to achieve best power efficiency, and to 
prevent spectral growth of multi-carriers in the form of intermodulation among subcarriers 
and out-of-band radiation. If the PAs are operating beyond the linear region due to high 
PAPR of the input signal, many distortions will be created in the transmitted signal and the 
drawbacks of high PAPR often outweigh the benefits of multi-carrier transmission systems. 
Therefore, it is vital to control the signal peak values within the PA’s saturation region, while 
maximizing the output power for transmission. Another example is in the testing of systems 
like transceivers, data converters, operational amplifiers, etc., to achieve best Signal-to-Noise 
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Ratio (SNR) possible. The signal’s power must be maximized, so the test stimulus often 
reaches the full range of the system input. If the multi-tone signal has a high PAPR without 
clipping the signal at the input, it would compromise the signal power; hence, decrease the 
measured performance of the systems. Therefore, it is crucial to find solutions that can 
achieve minimum PAPR for multi-tone signals, especially for multi-tone sine waves. 
In the past, many methods have been proposed to deal with the PAPR issue [14-30]. 
In the application of OFDM, some use amplitude clipping and filtering [16-17]. Coding [18-
22], tone reservation, and tone injection [23] are used to reduce PAPR. Selected mapping 
(SLM) [24-25] and partial transmit sequences (PTS) are also used [26-27]. Based on [14-16], 
these methods are capable of reducing PAPR, but at the cost of data rate loss, increasing 
computational complexity, average power increase, etc. A novel circuit for reducing the crest 
factor of a multi-tone data signal is proposed [28], where the correction signal is subtracted 
from the original multi-tone signal. In [29], a novel, improved method for generating the 
reduced peak amplitude high data rate channels is proposed. This consists of several lower 
rate channels with phase rotated before summed and transmitted. However, none of these 
methods discussed the application for multi-sine waves amplitude reduction. In [30], an 
optimal multi-sine design is proposed with either logarithmically or equally-spaced 
frequencies. It appropriately selected the phases to compress the amplitude; however, it 
becomes more difficult as the number of tones increases to select the optimal phases. In 
industry, to create low PAPA multi-tone signals, one of the most widely used approaches is 
to vary the phase from 0 to 360 degrees between adjacent single tones and it is recommended 
to vary the tone phases randomly. This approach has been adopted for many years and been 
used by many researchers and engineers. However, it is time consuming, especially with 
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more tones. Therefore, a new method is necessary and vital to find the optimal PAPR for 
multi-tone sine waves.  
The remainder of the chapter is arranged as follows. Section II discusses multi-tone 
sine waves and their challenges to achieve small PAPR. Section III introduces the proposed 
method to generate multi-tone sine waves with the theoretical minimum PAPR. Section IV 
presents the simulation results in MATLAB to validate the proposed method to generate 
multi-tone sine waves with minimum PAPR. Section V concludes this chapter. 
   
8.2 Multi-tone Sine Waves and PAPR 
In this section, the definition of multi-tone sine waves and PAPR are provided. The 
problems of a high PAPR for multi-tone sine waves are illustrated. 
OFDM signals can be written as: 
1
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   ,                                       (8.1) 
where N is the number of symbols, X is the block of N symbols: { , 0,1,... 1}kX X k N   in 
the frequency domain with each symbol modulating one set of subcarriers: 
kf k f  , 
1/f NT  , and T is the original symbol period. 
This low-pass signal can be either real or complex. Real valued low-pass equivalent 
signals are typically transmitted at baseband, such as wireline applications. For wireless 
applications, the transmitted signal is up converted to carrier frequency, fc. In general, the 
transmitted signal can be written as: 
2
( ) { ( ) }c
j f t
s t R x t e
 .                                                  (8.2) 
It can also be represented as: 
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1
0
( ) | | cos(2 | / | arg[ ])
N
k c k
k
s t X f k T t X


   .                               (8.3) 
The transmission signal can be viewed as a summation of N-tone sine waves with 
different frequencies, namely multi-tone sine waves. For simplicity in this chapter, each 
considered tone has an equal amplitude, but arbitrary initial phase.  
In the time domain, the N-tone sine wave with normalized amplitude is given by: 
1
( ) cos(2 )
N
i i
i
x t f t 

  ,                                                (8.4) 
where
if and i are each tone’s frequency and initial phase, respectively. 
The PAPR is defined as the peak amplitude squared divided by the rms value 
squared: 
2
2
| |peak
rms
x
PAPR
x
 .                                                     (8.5) 
It can also be expressed in dB: 
2
10 2
| |
10log
peak
dB
rms
x
PAPR
x
 .                                      (8.6) 
For a single-tone sine wave, whose amplitude is normalized to 1, the rms value 
is1 2 , while its peak value is 1. Then, the PAPR is 2 or 3.01dB. For multi-tone sine 
waves, the rms value is 2N  and the peak value at worst case scenario becomes N. Then, the 
PAPR comes to 2N or
1010log 2N in dB, which worsens as the number of tones increases. For 
the best case where the power remains the same, while the peak reaches the theoretical 
minimum of N , the PAPR reaches the minimum like for the single-tone case: 2 or 
3.01dB. Therefore, the goal essentially is to find the minimum peak value of the multi-tone 
sine wave, while maintaining the signal power.  
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In recent years, such multi-tone signals are achieved by Arbitrary Waveform 
Generators (AWGs) and Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs). In Automatic Test 
Equipment (ATE) the signal generation pattern is by digitized or sampled signal with low-
pass or band-pass filtering. In the future, it can be envisioned that all waveforms will be 
digitally-generated or synthesized. 
The sampled or discrete multi-tone sine wave is given by: 
1
[ ] cos(2 ) [ ]
N
i i
i
x n f nTs w n 

   ,                                        (8.7) 
where 0,1, 1n M  , M is the total data record length, Ts is the sampling period, fs is the 
sampling rate and 1 sTs f , w[n] contains signal noise, input referred noise from the 
digitizer, and quantization noise of the digitizer. Since it is not related to this chapter’s focus, 
for simplification purposes the noise term is ignored in the following derivations. 
If the coherent sampling condition is met [31-33], the integer number waveform 
cycles in the data record is J, the input and sampling frequency, and the total data record 
length satisfies the following relationship: 
s
i
f
f J
M
  .                                                        (8.8) 
Therefore, frequency selection is essentially selecting the J and M is usually selected 
as a power of 2 for faster processing of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Usually, fi is 
selected not to be a sub-harmonic of fs, then the quantization error is random and 
uncorrelated with fi. If this condition is not satisfied, it will cause the quantization noise 
energy to be concentrated at harmonics of the fundamental frequency, thereby producing 
distortion—an artifact of the sampling process rather than nonlinearity of the Analog-to-
Digital Converter (ADC) or signal [3]. J is preferred chosen to be an odd number. In 
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addition, if the input frequency exceeds half of the sampling frequency, aliasing will occur on 
the spectrum and the fundamental tone will be reflected back according to |n.fs-fi| at 
frequency range: [0 fs/2], viewed as a low frequency fundamental. For this reason, in the 
following analysis, only the non-aliasing input frequency is selected, meaning J is smaller 
than M/2. From this discussion, it can be seen that to satisfy these conditions, J cannot be 
arbitrarily selected. Hence, the frequency for each tone cannot be arbitrarily selected either.  
 
 
Figure 8.1.  8-tone sine wave maximum and minimum peak values. 
 
Using Eq. (8.8), replace fi with Ji, Eq. (8.7) can be re-written as: 
1
[ ] cos(2 )
N
i
i
i
J
x n n
M
 

  .                                              (8.9) 
In the following derivations, the frequency selection essentially becomes selecting the 
proper J. Using Eq. (8.9) as a starting point, derive all the following multi-tone cases. To 
illustrate the issue of high PAPR, namely the high peak value, an 8-tone sine wave is 
generated. Each tone’s J is selected for coherent sampling and odd numbers are randomly 
selected among [0 M/2]. A total of more than 1800 test cases were performed. Once the 
frequencies are selected, their initial phases are randomly generated from [0 2 ]  for a total of 
10,000 runs to generate 1000 8-tone sine waves with different peak values. This is the 
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conventional method mentioned in Section I. Figure 8.1 shows the maximum and minimum 
peak values for these 10,000 sine waves at each test case. Even though each case has 10,000 
runs with different initial phases, for many test cases the maximum peak values are near 8. 
However, minimum peak values never reach the theoretical minimum of 8 . This implies 
without the careful selection of the tone frequency and their initial phases, it would be 
extremely difficult to calculate the minimum PAPR for multi-tone sine waves.  
 
8.3 Proposed Strategy 
The statement in the previous section leads to the need for the proposed method to 
generate the multi-tone sine wave with minimum PAPR, which will be described in detail in 
this section. Since the rms of the signal needs to maintain the same level of 2N without 
losing power to reach the theoretical minimum PAPR, the generated multi-tone signal 
amplitude must be N . Therefore, the proposed method seeks a way to generate a minimum 
peak value of N without losing power. 
A. 2z Multi-Tones 
The first part of the proposed method focuses on finding the minimum PAPR for 
multi-tone sine waves, using 2z number of tones, since this number of tones is commonly 
used in communication applications such as OFDM. 
1) 2-tone 
Starting with a 2-tone sine wave x2[n]: 
2 1 1 2 2[ ] cos( ) cos( )x n n n       ,                                   (8.10) 
where 11 2
J
M
   and 22 2
J
M
  . 
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x2[n] can be written as: 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
2
( ) ( )
[ ] 2cos( )cos( )
2 2
n n
x n
            
 .                 (8.11) 
We propose the 2-tone has the relationship given by
1 2 2J J M  . x2[n] is then 
given by: 
1 1 2 1 2
2[ ] 2cos(2 )cos( )
2 2 2
J n
x n n n
M
     

  
   .                    (8.12) 
Since the goal is to find the peak value for the first cos term, the peak value is 1. The 
second cos term, given a different n, can be categorized into four groups: 
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
cos( ), 0,4,8...
2
sin( ), 1,5,9...
2
cos( )
2 2
cos( ), 2,6,10...
2
sin( ), 3,7,11...
2
if n
if n
n
if n
if n
 
 
  
 
 



 

  
 

 
 

.                               (8.13) 
 
 
Figure 8.2.  Illustration of Eq. (8.13) for minimum peak value 
 
For the peak value, it is evident for the cos term or the sin term, the value is 1. Since 
we are looking for the minimum peak value, due to its symmetry in Eq. (8.13) without loss of 
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generality within one period [0 2 ] , assume 1 2cos( ) 0
2
 
 and 1 2sin( ) 0
2
 
 . The peak 
value is illustrated in Figure 8.2 along the red curve, whose minimum value occurs at 
4

, 
which is 
1
2
. By symmetry, the minimum peak also occurs at
5
4

, meaning that if 
1 2
2 4
j
  


  , 0, 1, 2j    . Since the sine waves are periodic, for simplicity in the 
following derivations, assume the first tone’s initial phase is 0:
1 0  . Then 2 can be
2

. A 2-
tone sine wave will have a minimum peak value of 2 , if each tone’s amplitude is 1. 
 
2) 4-tone 
For the 4-tone case: 
' ' ' '
4 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2[ ] cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )x n n n n n               .           (8.14) 
Similarly, we propose two pairs of frequencies: '1 1 2J J M  and
'
2 2 2J J M  , 
whose initial phases sum to either 0 or . If 1 0  , then assume
' '
1 2 2,      , x4[n] is 
given by: 
11
4
2 '2
2 2
2[ ] cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2cos(2 ) cos(2 )
M JJ
x n n n
M M
M JJ
n n
M M
  
   

  

   
,                          (8.15) 
which can be further simplified to    4 1 2 2[ ] cos 1 cos( 1) cos( ) 1 cosx n n n n n          . 
If n is an even number, x4[n] becomes 2 22cos( )n  . If n is an odd number, x4[n] 
becomes
12cos n . Therefore, the proposed 4-tone sine wave can achieve a minimum peak 
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value of 2. 
 
3) 8-tone 
For the 8-tone sine wave, the Js will have four pairs. Each sums to 
M/2: '
1 1 2J J M  , 
'
2 2 2J J M  ,
'
3 3 2J J M  and
'
4 4 2J J M  . For their initial 
phases, we propose such a relationship: ' '1 1 2 2 30, 0, , ,
2

           
'
3
2

   ,
4 0  ,
'
4   . Using this information, the 8-tone sine wave is given by: 
1 21 2
8
3 43 4
2 2[ ] cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2 2cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2 2
M MJ JJ J
x n n n n n
M M M M
M MJ JJ J
n n n n
M M M M
    
 
    
 
    
 
      
. (8.16) 
To further simplify the frequency terms, we propose: 
3 1 4
MJ J  ,                                                    (8.17) 
4 2 4
MJ J  .                                                    (8.18) 
Then, Eq. (8.16) can be written as: 
1 1 2 2
8
1 1
2 2
[ ] cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ( 1) )
4 4cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2 2
4 4cos(2 ) cos(2 )
J J J J
x n n n n n n n
M M M M
M MJ J
n n
M M
M MJ J
n n
M M
     
 
 
  
      
 
   
 
  
. (8.19) 
Further simplification leads to: 
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 
 
8 1 1
2 2
( 1)
[ ] cos( ) cos( ) 1 cos
2
cos( ) cos( ) 1 cos( 1)
2
n
x n n n n
n
n n n

  

  
 
    
 
 
     
 
.                       (8.20) 
The 8-tone sine wave can be categorized into four groups: 
1 1
2 2
8
1 1
2 2
2cos 2sin , 0,4,8...
2cos 2sin , 1,5,9...
[ ]
2cos 2sin , 2,6,10...
2cos 2sin , 3,7,11...
n n if n
n n if n
x n
n n if n
n n if n
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
.                                (8.21) 
It is evident each of these four groups will lead to a peak value of 8 for the proposed 8-tone 
sine wave. 
 
4) 16-tone 
A similar theory is applied to the 16-tone sine wave, where we have eight pairs of Js. 
Each sums to M/2. For initial phases, we propose: ' ' '1 1 2 2 3 30, 0, 0, ,             
'
4 4
2

    , '5 5 0   ,
'
6 6 ,    
'
7 70, ,   
'
8 8
2

   . 
The 16-tone sine wave can be given by: 
1 21 2
16
3 43 4
5 65 6
7
2 2[ ] cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2 2cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2 2
2 2cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
cos(2 ) cos(2
M MJ JJ J
x n n n n n
M M M M
M MJ JJ J
n n n n
M M M M
M MJ JJ J
n n n n
M M M M
M
J
n
M
   
 
    
     
 
 
   
 
      
 
     
 
7 882 2) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2 2
MJ JJ
n n n
M M M
 
  
 
    
.  (8.22) 
If only the first four terms are examined: 
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1 21 2
16,1
2 2[ ] cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
M MJ JJ J
x n n n n n
M M M M
   
 
    .      (8.23) 
If J2 is related to J1 given by: 
2 1 4
MJ J  ,                                                    (8.24) 
Then Eq. (8.23) can be simplified to: 
16,1 1[ ] cos( )(1 cos )(1 cos )
2
n
x n n n      .                             (8.25) 
It is clear to see that its peak value only equals 4, if n=0,4,8…, and the remainder of 
the ns will result in 0. Similarly, the second four terms will produce the peak value of 4 with 
a different frequency, if n=1,5,9…. Thus, x16[n] is simplified to: 
1
3
16
5
7
4cos , 0,4,8...
4cos , 1,5,9...
[ ]
4cos , 2,6,10...
4cos , 3,7,11...
n if n
n if n
x n
n if n
n if n







 

 
.                                  (8.26) 
By dividing the 16 tones into four groups, each group is only non-zero at 1 of every 4 
ns. There are no non-zero values summing among different groups, which is similar to the 
idea of interleaving among the four different sine waves. Moreover, as shown in Eq. (8.26), 
there are no relationships among the four group frequencies and
1 3 5 7, , ,    will have many 
selection choices. This adds flexibility to the proposed strategy, as more frequency choices 
can be selected that will lead to the minimum peak value of 4 for the 16-tone sine wave. 
 
5) 32-tone 
Then for the 32-tone case, we can use a similar approach as for the 8-tone case: with 
term 
1cos n . Find 1sin n  that can add a peak value of 2 . Since we know from the 16-tone 
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that it can be divided into four groups, each group has a peak value of 4 and only shows 
every 1 of 4 n. We can again divide the 32-tone into four groups, each with eight tones. 
Assume the first group already has 4-tone 1 1 1cos( ) cos( ) cos( )
2
n
n n n n

        
1cos( ),
2
n
n

  equivalent to Eq. (8.25). Another 4-tone configuration is needed to obtain 
the 
1sin n term. Then, like Eq. (8.25), the proposed additional 4-tone 
is 1
2
cos( )[1 cos ][1 cos ]
4 2
n n
n n   

   . Expanding this term leads to: 
1
1 1 1 1
2
cos( )[1 cos ][1 cos ]
4 2
2 3 2 3 2 2
cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )
4 4 4 4
n n
n n
n n n n
n n n n
   
       

  
   
       
.  (8.27) 
Hence, another four sine waves in this group can be determined with their Js related to J1 
given by: 
3 1 8
MJ J  ,                                                  (8.28) 
4 2 8
MJ J   .                                                 (8.29) 
These four sine waves can be paired to two pairs. Each adds up to M/2 like all previous 
cases: '3 3 2J J M  and
'
4 4 2J J M  . With all known information, the first group of 8-
tone sine waves can be given by: 
32,1 1 1
2
[ ] cos( ) cos( ) (1 cos )(1 cos )
4 2
n n
x n n n n    
 
     
 
.             (8.30) 
This only equals to 4 2 at n=0,4,… The remainder are 0. From Eq. (8.30), the initial 
phases can be obtained: '1 1 0   ,
' ' '
2 2 3 4 3 40, ,
2 2
 
            . 
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The remaining three groups can be constructed in a similar way. The 32-tone sine 
wave is therefore given by: 
1 1
5 5
32
9 9
13 13
4cos 4sin , 0,4,8...
4cos 4sin , 1,5,9...
[ ]
4cos 4sin , 2,6,10...
4cos 4sin , 3,7,11...
n n if n
n n if n
x n
n n if n
n n if n
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
.                             (8.31) 
Therefore, the proposed 32-tone sine wave can generate the minimum peak value of 4 2 . 
 
6) 64-tone 
Based on the 4-tone and 16-tone results, use the same idea by adding another term 
to: (1 cos )(1 cos )
2
n
n    and making it only non-zero at 1 of every 8 n. Thus, for 64 tones, 
by dividing them into eight groups, each group is only non-zero at 1 of every 8 n, with no 
non-zero values summing among the different groups. The proposed solution in the first 
group can be: 
64,1 1[ ] cos( )(1 cos )(1 cos )(1 cos )
2 4
n n
x n n n       .                     (8.32) 
By expanding Eq. (8.32), the end result is a group of eight tones: 
64,1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
[ ] cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )
2 2
3 3
cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )
4 4 4 4
n n
x n n n n n n
n n n n
n n n n
      
       
      
       
.            (8.33) 
Then, we propose their frequency relationships similar to previous cases with each pair sums 
to M/2: '1 1 2J J M  ,  
'
2 2 2J J M  ,
'
3 3 2J J M  and
'
4 4 2J J M  . In addition, an 
offset of M/4 and M/8 are among J2, J3 and J4, represented by Eqs. (8.24), (8.28)-(8.29). 
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Their initial phases are all 0 for this group. Then, the remaining of seven groups can be 
constructed similarly, which leads to the proposed 64-tone sine waves: 
1
5
9
13
64
17
21
25
29
8cos , 0,8...
8cos , 1,9...
8cos , 2,10...
8cos , 3,11...
[ ]
8cos , 4,12...
8cos , 5,13...
8cos , 6,14...
8cos , 7,15...
n if n
n if n
n if n
n if n
x n
n if n
n if n
n if n
n if n











 


 

 


 
.                                      (8.34) 
From Eq. (8.34), it is clear to see the proposed 64-tone sine wave can achieve a minimum 
peak value of 8. 
From these results, we hypothesis:  
1. For 4y number of tones where y=1,2,3…, we categorize them into 2y groups 
according to different ns. They are non-zero only at certain locations, none of the groups 
show as non-zero at the same time. This can be accomplished by multiplying the 
term1 cos
2y
n
  to Eq. (8.32). With proper frequency and phase selection, this will guarantee 
the multi-tone sine waves with a minimum peak value of 2y. 
2. For other cases 2.4y, such as 8, 32…, they can be separated into 2y groups. With 
proper frequency and phase selection, they sum similar to the 2-tone case in the form 
of  2 cos siny n n   to achieve a minimum peak value of 2 2y . 
 
B. Low Order Multi-Tones 
In addition to multi-tones with 2z number of tones, other low order multi-tone sine 
waves are studied, such as the commonly used 3-tone and 5-tone. 
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1) 3-tone 
The 3-tone can be derived from the 2-tone case. Two tones are paired 
with
1 2 2J J M  , and the third tone’s J3 has an offset of M/4 with J1, which can be 
represented by Eq. (8.17). Their initial phases include: first two tones sum to 
2

 and the third 
tone has an offset of 
4

 with the first tone. Assuming the first tone has
1 0  initial phase, 
then 2 3,
2 4
 
   . Thus, the 3-tone is given by: 
1 1 1
3[ ] cos(2 ) cos(2 ) cos(2 )
2 2 4
J J J n
x n n n n n
M M M
 
           .           (8.35) 
It can be categorized into four groups: 
1 1 1
1 1 1
3
1 1 1
1 1 1
cos sin cos( ), 0,4,...
4
cos sin sin( ), 1,5,...
4
[ ]
cos sin cos( ), 2,6,...
4
cos sin sin( ), 3,7,...
4
n n n n
n n n n
x n
n n n n
n n n n

  

  

  

  

   

    

 
    


    

.                            (8.36) 
From Eq. (8.36), it is evident each group can be combined into a single sine wave, 
with the peak value of 3 . Therefore, the proposed 3-tone sine wave can achieve the 
minimum peak value of 3 given proper frequency and phase selections. 
 
2) 5-tone 
The 5-tone case is derived from the 4-tone case, where it has two pairs of tones, 
'
1 1 2J J M  and
'
2 2 2J J M  , whose initial phases add to either 0 or  . If 1 0  , then 
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we assume ' '1 2 20,
2

      . If we assume
1 23 4J J M  and 3 1 24 2 3J M J M J    , 
with initial phase of
2

 , the 5-tone can then be given by: 
5 1 2 2[ ] cos (1 cos ) cos( )(1 cos( 1) ) cos(3 )
2 2
x n n n n n n n
 
              .   (8.37) 
It has two categories: 
1 2
5
2 2
2cos sin 3 , 0,2,4,...
[ ]
2sin sin 3 , 1,3,5,...
n n n
x n
n n n
 
 
 
 
 
.                            (8.38) 
When n is even, the first term in Eq. (8.38) can be re-written as: 
5 2 2[ ] 2cos(3 ) sin 3 , 0,2,4,...
2
n
x n n n n      ,                    (8.39) 
which will lead to 
2 22cos3 sin3n n   and eventually becomes one sine term, with peak 
value of 5 . When n is odd, we know:  
3
2 2 2sin3 3sin 4sinn n n    .                              (8.40) 
Substitute Eq. (8.40) into the second term in Eq. (8.38), which will be: 
3
5 2 2[ ] 4sin 5sin , 1,3,5,...x n n n n     .                             (8.41) 
By finding the maximum value when
21 sin 1n   , it can be proven the maximum value 
is
5 15
9
and smaller than the peak value of 5 when n is even. Therefore, the proposed 5-tone 
sine wave can achieve the minimum peak value of 5 . 
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C. Discussion 
In this section, several examples of the commonly used multi-tone sine waves are 
studied, and the strategies to achieve the theoretical minimum peak value are provided and 
proven mathematically. This is accomplished by appropriately selecting each tone’s 
frequency and the initial phase, instead of randomly varying the tone phases randomly and 
selecting the one with the minimum peak value. Since they are generated digitally, such 
multi-tone sine waves can be easily generated by a DAC or AWG. This will reduce most of 
the computation time and complexity to generate such multi-tone sine waves. In addition, 
there are many frequency and initial phase choices that meet the proposed strategy’s criteria, 
which provide much better flexibility to implement the proposed strategy, if the user wants to 
generate multi-tones with evenly spaced frequencies that can also be completed using the 
proposed strategy. Since the proposed tone frequencies are not fixed, simple calculations and 
validation on the multi-tone sine wave spectrum can lead to frequency selection with evenly 
spaced frequencies. One exception in our example is the 5-tone case, due to its unique 
frequency relationship of the five tones. All discussions are validated in section IV. In 
addition, the user can also select the logarithmically-distributed multi-tone sine wave, it can 
be achieved with the flexibility of the proposed strategy. Detailed discussions are not in the 
scope of this chapter. 
Although this section provided several examples of multi-tone sine wave generation, 
based on these strategies a more detailed study regarding other low order multi-tones can also 
be done in the future.  
Table 8.1 summarizes the proposed strategy for generating different multi-tone sine 
waves, assuming the first tone has 0 initial phase. 
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Table 8.1. Proposed strategy for multi-tone sine wave with minimum PAPR 
Tone Frequency Initial Phase 
2 1 2 2J J M   1 20, 2     
3 
1 2 3 1
2, 4J J M J J M   
 
1 2
3
0, 2
4
  
 
 

 
4 
' '
1 1 2 2
2, 2J J M J J M   
 
'
1 1
'
2 2
0
2
 
  
 
 
 
5 
' '
1 1 2 2
1 2 3 1
2, 2
3 4, 4
J J M J J M
J J M J M J
   
   
 
'
1 1
'
2 2 3
0
2
 
   
 
   
 
8 
'
3 1 4 2
2, 1, 2,3, 4
4, 4
l l
J J M l
J J M J J M
  
   
 
' '
1 1 2 2
'
3 3
'
4 4
0,
2 , 2
0,
    
   
  
   
  
  
 
16 
'
1
2, 1, 2,...8
4, 1,3,5,7
l l
l l
J J M l
J J M l

  
  
 
'
'
1 1
0, ( 1) 2
( 1) 4
1,3,5,7
l l
l l
l
l
l
  
  
 
  
   

 
32 
'
1
2
3 1
2, 1, 2,...16
4, 1,5,9,13
8, 1,5,9,13
8, 1,5,9,13
l l
l l
l l
l l
J J M l
J J M l
J J M l
J J M l


 
  
  
  
  
 
'
'
1 1
2
'
2
3
'
3
0, ( 1) 4
( 1) 8
2 ( 1) 16
2 3( 1) 16
2 ( 1) 16
2 3( 1) 16
1,5,9,13
l l
l l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
  
  
  
  
  
  
 




  
   
  
   
   
  

 
64 
'
1
2
3 1
2, 1, 2,...32
4, 1,5,...29
8, 1,5,...29
8, 1,5,...29
l l
l l
l l
l l
J J M l
J J M l
J J M l
J J M l


 
  
  
  
  
 
'
'
1 1
'
2 3
'
2 3
0, ( 1) 4
( 1) 8
( 1) 16
3( 1) 16
1,5,9,...29
l l
l l
l l
l l
l
l
l
l
l
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
  
   
   
   

 
 
8.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, simulations results are shown to verify the generated multi-tone sine 
waves by the proposed strategy. Both time and frequency domains of the generated multi-
tone sine waves are shown to verify their minimum peak values as well as their powers on 
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the spectrum. Figures 8.3–8.10 show the results for each of the multi-tone sine waves 
mentioned in Section III, from 2-tone through 64-tone. It is clearly shown in the time 
domain, each of the generated sine waves achieved the theoretical minimum peak value 
of N . The spectrum in the lower part of each figure shows they are all near the 0dB level, 
meaning each tone in the generated multi-tone sine wave has the same power and there is no 
power loss in any case. These demonstrate the proposed strategy generates multi-tone sine 
waves with minimum PAPR. In addition, every spectrum is shown to have evenly spaced 
tones except for Figure 8.6, the 5-tone case, as mentioned in Section III.C. So, by properly 
selecting the frequencies, the proposed strategy can generate evenly spaced multi-tones. 
Additionally, the user can generate other multi-tone sine waves with different frequencies 
based on the proposed strategy, which offers more flexibility in generating multi-tone sine 
waves with minimum PAPR. 
 
 
Figure 8.3. Proposed 2-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
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Figure 8.4. Proposed 3-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
  
Figure 8.5. Proposed 4-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
 
Figure 8.6. Proposed 5-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
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Figure 8.7. Proposed 8-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
 
Figure 8.8. Proposed 16-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
 
Figure 8.9. Proposed 32-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
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Figure 8.10. Proposed 64-tone sine wave in both time and frequency domain. 
 
8.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a new strategy for generating multi-tone sine waves with theoretical 
minimum PAPR is described. By properly selecting each tone’s frequency and initial phase, 
the multi-tone sine waves can achieve the theoretical minimum amplitude without signal 
power loss. Rigorous mathematical analysis and simulation results both validated the 
effectiveness of the proposed strategy, which showed the proposed strategy can generate 
different numbers of multi-tone sine waves. Moreover, it also generalized the strategy of 
generating a high order of multi-tone sine waves beyond 64 tones and offers much flexibility 
in its frequency selection. Such strategy can be readily implemented into various fields of 
applications, such as signal and system testing, PA power efficiency improvement, OFDM, 
and other wireless communication systems. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 ACCURATE LINEARITY TESTING USING LOW PURITY STIMULUS ROBUST 
AGAINST FLICKER NOISE  
Accurately characterizing linearity performance of high-resolution Analog-to-Digital 
Converters (ADCs) has been a challenging task for many years, since providing input signals 
whose purity is beyond ADC under test becomes more difficult as the ADC performance 
becomes better. Previously, the Stimulus Error Identification and Removal (SEIR) method 
used two low purity ramps with an offset in between. It can achieve accurate linearity test 
results for a high precision ADC, but it is vulnerable to flicker noise inherited in the input 
signals. This chapter proposes two novel methods that eliminate the influence of flicker noise 
and accurately obtain linearity performance of ADC under test. Using only -40 to -70dB 
purity sinusoidal signals, or simple interleaved ramps, the proposed methods are easier to 
implement and can tolerate the influence of flicker noise, while achieving about 1 least 
significant bit (LSB) estimation error—the similar level when a pure sinusoidal is used for 
the same ADC linearity test. The proposed methods are analyzed in detail and comparisons 
are made between the previous SEIR method. The effectiveness and robustness of the 
proposed methods against flicker noise are verified through various simulations. The 
proposed methods help reduce production test cost and simplify the test setup for high-
resolution ADC linearity test, suitable for cost-effective on-chip implementation. 
This chapter is mainly based on the published paper in IEEE IEEE Int. Midwest. 
Symp. 2015 [1] and IEEE VLSI Test Symp. 2016 [2]. 
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9.1 Introduction 
Significant progress has been made for high-resolution data converters in past 
decades. Accurately characterizing such high-performance ADCs has become more 
challenging in the semiconductor industry. One of these tests is accurate linearity testing of 
ADCs. To test the linearity performance of the ADC, the traditional histogram ramp test uses 
a linear ramp or sine signal as a stimulus [3-5]. IEEE standard 1057 and 1241 [6,7] require 
input signal purity be 3-4 bits more than the ADC under test. As ADC performance continues 
to increase, so does the need for test stimulus that exceeds such high performance. Achieving 
accuracy as well as reducing test costs and time has been a well-known problem. In the past, 
the SEIR method was proposed to resolve this issue [8]. It uses two 7-bit linear ramps as 
input stimulus of the ADC under test with a constant offset voltage between them. Both 
simulation and experimental results validated the effectiveness of this method. However, this 
SEIR method requires the voltage offset be constant during the entire test process, which is 
vulnerable to a non-stationary test environment. In [9], a new method was proposed to 
effectively cancel environmental non-stationarity using a CSI pattern [10]. Despite its 
effectiveness and high accuracy, the complexity of generating such patterns of input ramps 
and ineffectiveness in canceling flicker noise in the input signals have led us to seek an 
alternative approach. 
In this chapter, two new methods are proposed: the first method involves using 0th 
order interleaving pattern and chopping input ramps into segments [1]. Compared with SEIR, 
better results were achieved against flicker noise inherited in the input signals. Nevertheless, 
using nonlinear interleaved ramps as input did not completely resolve the flicker noise 
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influence on SEIR, since the flicker noise still accumulates over time and corrupts the 
accuracy of the Integral Nonlinearity (INL) estimations.  
The second method involves using low purity sinusoidal—two sine waves with either 
offset in between or different amplitudes [2]. The influence of the flicker noise on ADC 
linearity estimation is further reduced.  
The remainder of the chapter is arranged as follows. Section II summarizes the effect 
of flicker noise on the SEIR method, along with its vulnerability. Section III introduces the 
proposed methods. Section IV presents MATLAB simulation results and Section V 
concludes the chapter. 
 
9.2 Flicker Noise Effect on SEIR 
Flicker noise is a type of electronic noise with a 1/f or pink power density spectrum. 
There are two major theories to explain the physical origins of flicker noise in metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs): the number fluctuation theory based on 
the McWhorter’s charge trapping model [11] and the bulk mobility fluctuation theory based 
on Hooge’s hypothesis [12]. A model that incorporates both the number of fluctuations and 
the correlated surface mobility fluctuation was described by Hung et al. [13]. Based on this 
model, the MATLAB simulation results of the sampled flicker noise in both time domain and 
frequency domain are shown in Figure 9.1. The mean is 0 and the rms value is V, which 
corresponds to 0.5 LSB for a 16-bit ADC with full input range normalized to 1. The same 
flicker noise is used later in simulations.  From Figure 9.1, flicker noise is a slowly changing 
function over time. The 1/f behavior of flicker noise continues as far as can be seen to lower 
frequencies with no flattening at low frequency. If this continues to zero frequency, then the 
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integrated fluctuation is infinite or arbitrarily large, i.e., flicker noise can accumulate to very 
large numbers over time. This effect is demonstrated by simulation in Figure 9.2. 
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Figure 9.1. Flicker noise in time & frequency domain 
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Figure 9.2. Accumulation of flicker noise in time domain 
 
Although flicker noise has zero mean and a small rms value, its accumulation over 
time can be as large as four times the ADC full input range. The transition level estimation 
error of SEIR is given by: 
                               
0
1
( ) ( )
t
F t N d 


  ,                                                  (9.1) 
where  is the offset between two input ramps and N is the general error term in the SEIR 
method introduced by all environment error sources. Flicker noise inherited in N  will accrue 
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because of accumulation over time. This accumulation will contribute to a nontrivial amount 
of error in the SEIR method, as its accrual over time will cause a drift in the constant offset 
between the two ramps. The INL estimation error can be as large as 12 LSBs as shown in 
Figure 9.2. 
 
9.3 Proposed Methods 
In this section, two methods are proposed to deal with the effects of flicker noise on 
accurate linearity test. 
A. Method 1 
 First, the original SEIR method was calculated using two nonlinear ramps with a 
constant offset between them. Two input ramps were modeled the same as in [8]. 
                          21( ) ( ) ( )x t t t t n t       ,                                           (9.2) 
                     22 ( ) ( ) ( )OSx t V t t t n t        ,                                      (9.3) 
where ,  are unknown to the method. To identify the input nonlinearity, sinusoidal basis 
functions were utilized.  
In [10], CSI was introduced to cancel nonlinear gradients. This CSI pattern was 
implemented in [9] instead of generating two ramps with an offset. Many triangle waves or 
short ramps are generated with phase shift and the offset is added to some of them following 
a given CSI pattern. A third order CSI pattern is implemented in triangle waves shown in 
Figure 9.3(a). The pattern is “0110100110010110,” where “0” corresponds to a shifted 
triangle wave and “1” to a non-shifted wave. Now, the input of the ADC is a periodic 
triangular wave instead of two long ramps. The linearity of these short fast ramps is easier to 
guarantee compared to the original long ramps. By chopping one long ramp into multiple 
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triangle waves, flicker noise cannot accumulate over a long period to reduce its accumulation 
effect on the SEIR method. 
 
Figure 9.3. Input ramps with CSI pattern (a) and interleaving pattern (b) 
 
As mentioned previously, the CSI pattern can cancel polynomial function drift, but 
since flicker noise is not polynomial, CSI will not benefit SEIR in canceling flicker noise. 
Hence, another method, called proposed method 1, to deal with the flicker noise is introduced 
in Figure 9.3(b), which uses a repeated zero order CSI. This is called interleaving pattern for 
simplicity in this chapter. Instead of shifting the ramps following the CSI pattern, the triangle 
wave is shifted every other time. 
 
B. Method 2 
Aside from using ramps as input signals, sinusoidal signals are also widely used as a 
signal source for the ADC linearity test, known as Sinewave Histogram Test (SHT). 
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Sinusoidal signals, being periodic, inherently have the merit of dispersing time domain 
samples into different ADC transition levels. This feature is similar to triangular waves, but 
sinusoidal is much easier to generate. In this case, because consecutively sampled points will 
be scattered to different ADC transition levels, their sampled flicker noise cannot accumulate 
over a long period. They are averaged during the sine wave histogram test. This is illustrated 
in Figure 9.4.  
 
Figure 9.4. a) Sine Wave Histogram compared with b) Ramp Histogram 
 
For ramp input, consecutively sampled points will be in nearby transition levels of the 
ADC: , , ,a b c dH H H H . In addition, for the real ramp histogram test, one transition level will 
have several hits per code, like 16, or 64. This will cause the flicker noise to accumulate and 
affect accuracy of SEIR method. However, for a sinusoidal input, consecutively sampled 
points are usually in different transition levels that could be far away. When using the 
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histogram method to estimate transition levels, sampled points from different times are in one 
transition level. Therefore, their sampled flicker noise will be averaged in the process. 
Therefore, using sine waves as the input stimulus holds the advantage of reducing the effect 
of flicker noise on the SEIR method. 
This sine wave will replace ramp or interleaved ramps as inputs. To test the high-
resolution ADC, high-purity sine waves are still difficult and costly to achieve. To accurately 
characterize the transition voltages of the ADC, the most critical requirement is the purity of 
the stimulus. The IEEE standard 1241 requires the input signal to be 3-4 bits purer than the 
ADC under test. This has become more challenging to achieve, especially when testing high-
resolution ADCs. If the stimulus signal exhibits harmonic distortions, the accuracy of the 
ADC linearity test will be seriously affected. Instead, the proposed method 2 uses two low 
purity sine wave signals with a constant offset 
osV  in between, shown in blue and red, 
respectively, in Figure 9.5. 
 
Figure 9.5. Two input signals using proposed method 2 
 
The proposed method 2 can be described as follows: If a pure sinusoidal signal is 
used, The transition level of the ADC can be estimated by: 
ˆ ˆcos( )j jT t  ,                                                      (9.4) 
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where the estimated transition time is given by: 
1
0 0
ˆ /
j N
j i i
i i
t H H

 
  ,                                                   (9.5) 
where 0,1,..., 2, 2nj N N   . The real and estimated transition levels for the ADC are 
defined as jT  and 
ˆ
jT , respectively.  The transition time, jt  , is defined as the time at which 
the value of the sinusoidal input is equal to the jth transition level of the ADC. 
Two input sinusoidal signals with a constant offset,  , to test an n-bit ADC are given 
by: 
1 0 1
2
( ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) ( )
H
i k i k
k
x t f t A kf t W t   

     ,                         (9.6) 
2 0 2
2
( ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) ( )
H
i k i k
k
x t f t A kf t W t    

      ,                     (9.7) 
where 
kA  is the k
th harmonics amplitude, fi is input frequency, 1W  and 2W  are the noise from 
x1 and x2, respectively. 
From the two ADC outputs, two sets of histogram data can be obtained, given by: 
,1jH  and ,2jH , respectively. Two sets of estimated transtion time, ,1jt  and ,2jt  , can also be 
obtained. Since the proposed method 2 uses two nonlinear sinusodial inputs, for this case, Eq. 
(9.4) no longer holds, since the input signals have harmonic distortions. To consider 
harmonic distortions, the modified version of the ADC transition level, based on the two 
inputs can be obtained: 
,1 ,1 ,1
2
ˆ ˆ ˆcos( ) cos( )
H
j j k j
k
T t A k t 

   ,                                         (9.8) 
,2 ,2 ,2
2
ˆ ˆ ˆcos( ) cos( )
H
j j k j
k
T t A k t  

    .                               (9.9) 
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Since the ADC under test is the same and assuming its performance is the same 
during sampling the two inputs, the transition levels are the same, so 
,1 ,2
ˆ ˆ
k kT T  
,2 ,1 ,2 ,1
2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆcos( ) cos( ) [cos( ) cos( )]
H
j j k j j
k
t t A k t k t    

    .               (9.10) 
There are N-1 equations for j that have different values in Eq. (9.10). These equations 
are linear in H unknown variables: 
kA  and  . The least squares can be used to robustly 
estimate unknowns by minimizing the error energy: 
2
2
,1 ,2 ,2 ,1
0 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ{ , } arg min{ cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) }
N H
k j j k j j
j k
A s t t A k t k t     

 
 
       
 
  . (9.11) 
Once the unknowns are estimated, the ADC transition level can be accurately 
estimated: 
,1 ,1
2
ˆˆ ˆ ˆcos( ) cos( )
H
j j k j
k
T t A k t 

   .                       (9.12) 
Therefore, INLj and INL of the ADC can be accurately estimated: 
0
2 0
ˆ ˆ
( 2)
ˆ ˆ
j
j
N
T T
INL N j
T T

  

,                 (9.13) 
max| |jINL INL .                                                  (9.14) 
As shown in Figure 9.6, consider the samples falling into transition interval 1[ , ]j jT T : 
1 1 0 1
2
( ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) ( )
H
i i
j l l k l k l j
ks s
f f
T x n n A k n W n T
f f
   

       ,         (9.15) 
1 2 1 0 2
2
( ) cos(2 ) cos(2 ) ( )
H
i i
j m m k m k m j
ks s
f f
T x n A n A k n W n T
f f
    

        ,  (9.16) 
where fs is the ADC sampling frequency, and nl and nm are the sampled indices whose input 
values fall into the interval 1[ , ]j jT T . ,1 ,21,2,... , 1,2,...j jl H m H  . 
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When the noise is taken into consideration, the effective offset ,eff j  is given by:  
,2 ,1
2 1
1 1
,
,2 ,1
( ) ( )
j jH H
m l
m l
eff j
j j
W n W n
H H
     
 
.                                     (9.17) 
 
 
Figure 9.6. Illustration of noise averaging effect using the proposed method 2 
 
Therefore, the non-constant part of the offset j is given by:  
,2 ,1
2 1
1 1
,
,2 ,1
( ) ( )
j jH H
m l
m l
j eff j
j j
W n W n
H H
        
 
.                             (9.18) 
Since the sample indices, nl , consists of sampled indices from different periods, the 
sampled flicker noise will be different, as well as nm. The histogram method helps average 
the noise. The flicker noise sampled from different time intervals can be averaged just like 
white noise. As a result, they will not accumulate over time and j is reduced.  
In addition, when comparing j  with nearby values, 1j  and 1j  , the slope of 
the sine wave is almost the same, ,1 1,1 ,2 1,2,j j j jH H H H    . 
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,2 1,2 ,1 1,1
2 2 1 1
1 1 1 1
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j j j jH H H H
m m l l
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j j
j j
W n W n W n W n
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   

 
   
   
.                 (9.19) 
Since flicker noise is slowly changing over sample time. Thus, the sampled flicker 
noise in nearby consecutive points are very close to each other, 
,2 1,2
2 2
1 1
( ) ( )
j jH H
m m
m m
W n W n

 
  , and 
averaging makes their differences even smaller. Thus, the difference between j  and its 
nearby values is very small. 
 
 
Figure 9.7. Comparison of a) sinusoidal inputs with half period and b) ramp inputs 
 
Note, with more sine wave periods sampled, flicker noise will be further averaged 
and better estimates for ADC’s INLk can be obtained. This behavior is similar to the 
interleaved ramp inputs. In the extreme case, if only a half period sine wave is sampled, this 
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situation will be similar to a ramp input without interleaving. This is illustrated in Figure 9.7. 
Since nl consists of sampled indices from consecutive time intervals, even with averaging, 
the value 
,1
1 ,1
1
( ) /
jH
l j
l
W n H

  is still larger than the previous case and the averaged result 
,2
2 ,2
1
( ) /
jH
m j
m
W n H

  from nm will be a different value. As a result, j  is much larger than the 
previous case and the offset constancy will be corrupted by flicker noise. 
 
C. Discussion 
To further reduce the effects of flicker noise, the sine wave can be interleaved as well. 
Figure 9.8 shows the two sets of sine wave inputs with interleaving and offset. Similar to the 
previous methods, two inputs, red and blue are both sine waves with an offset in between, 
along with interleaving. At every other period, the sine wave shifts (red) and serves as 
another set of input to the ADC, while the blue sine wave serves as the original set of input to 
the ADC. In doing so, the flicker noise in the nearby samples will be further spread among 
different ADC transition levels. After the histogram, such errors introduced by flicker noise 
accumulation will be further reduced compared with method 1 and 2. 
 
Figure 9.8. Two sine waves with offset and interleaving 
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 The detailed steps to obtain ADC INL estimation is similar to method 2. However, 
the noise on the non-constant part of the offset j  is different than previous methods.  
 From the previous analysis, we know the sample indices, nl, nm , consist of the 
sampled indices from different periods and the sampled flicker noise will be different. In thi 
new method, the sample indices is further divided into samples form different periods, where 
the flicker noise is less likely to be similar. The histogram, j  further reduces with 
averaging, which is smaller than methods 1 and 2. Similarly, the differences, 1j j     , 
will be smaller. These will help the flicker noise averaged further and the estimated INL will 
be more accurate. This is shown in Figure 9.9. 
 
 
Figure 9.9. Illustration of noise averaging effect using two sine waves and interleaving 
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9.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, the proposed methods are verified through extensive simulations to 
demonstrate their effectiveness in reducing flicker noise effects on the linearity test. 
A. Comparison with CSI 
These two methods are validated by simulations in MATLAB. A 16-bit nonlinear 
ADC with INL of 5 LSB was modeled. First, the original SEIR method was calculated using 
two nonlinear ramps with a constant offset between them. Ramp linearity is only 7-bits and 
the offset VOS is 1% of the total input range. For identifying the input nonlinearity, 20 
sinusoidal basis functions are used. Since the orignial SEIR and CSI combined with SEIR are 
capable of handling normal/gaussian noise, and the goal of this chapter is to investigate the 
effects of flicker noise, only 0.5 LSB rms value for flicker noise is added.   
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Figure 9.10. INLk estimation results using CSI + SEIR (Top) and Interleaving + SEIR 
(Bottom) 
       The histogram method is used to test the INL of the ADC, with 32 hits per code for 
each ramp. Figure 9.10 shows the comparison of the true INLk (blue) and estimated INLk 
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using SEIR (red). Large red curve deviations from the blue curve can be observed. The 
difference between the true and estimated INLk can be as large as 12 LSB. This shows the 
original SEIR method is sensitive to flicker noise. 
       Second, the CSI pattern was used to improve accuracy for the original SEIR method. 
A fourth order CSI pattern, which results in 32 triangle waves, was utilized to generate the 
input ramps. A small delay value is introduced for each triangle wave to guarantee no 
repetitive sampling occurs and the samples are evenly distributed. The same flicker noise 
data are used to compare the new estimation results with the orignal SEIR test results. Other 
test conditions are the same as the original SEIR test case. The effectiveness of the CSI 
pattern combined with the SEIR method is demonstrated in Figure 9.10 (Top). It can be seen 
that the INLk estimation error is reduced to about 2 LSB, but the estimation error is still 
considered large and inaccurate. 
       Next, the interleaving pattern (proposed method 1) was used to compare its 
effectiveness versus CSI pattern. Similarly, 32 triangle waves generated other test conditions 
the same as the original SEIR test case. Figure 9.10 (Bottom) shows the estimation results 
using proposed method 1. The INLk estimation error is smaller compared to the CSI case, but 
the observed estimation error is over 1 LSB. 
       When the input ramps are divided into more triangle waves, different results are 
obtained. The maximum INLk estimation error is tabulated in Table 9.1 and show as two 
input ramps are divided into more triangle waves, smaller estimation errors are obtained. 
This is due to the fact that the flicker noise associated in the ramp is chopped into smaller 
segments as more triangle waves are used. Thus, the accumlation of noise becomes smaller. 
In addition, interleaving patterns have a better performance than CSI under different test 
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conditions. However, the error source is not eliminated, since the flicker noise continues 
accumating over a shorter period of time. In addition, when dividing the input ramps into 
more triangle waves, the realization in practical testing will be more complicated.  
 
 Table 9.1. Maximum INLk estimation error (LSB) vs number of interleaved triangle waves 
Method 
 
Triangles used 
 
CSI + SEIR 
 
Interleaving + 
SEIR 
32 2.2 1.4 
64 1.5 1.2 
128 1 0.8 
256 0.9 0.7 
 
Finally, statistical simulation is conducted to investigate the threshold rms value of 
the flicker noise. If the noise is within this threshold, then interleaving combined with SEIR 
is capable of estimating INLk for the ADC accurately. Otherwise, both CSI and interleaving 
cannot resolve the issue of flicker noise in SEIR, and a new method will be needed in the 
future. The INLk estimation error criteria is set within 0.5LSB . Using this criteria, different 
rms values for flicker noise are simulated and the threshold rms values are obtained. A total 
of 2000 simulations are conducted with the same test setup as previous, using 128 triangle 
waves. Different ADCs are generated for each run and the flicker noise was different each 
time, but with the same rms value for every 500 runs. The rms value for flicker noise varies 
from 0.5 LSB to 0.15 LSB. Table 9.2 summarizes the averaged maximum INLk estimation 
error with respect to different rms values of flicker noise. When 128 ramps are generated for 
implementing the interleaving pattern, Table 9.2 shows for 0.15 LSB rms value of flicker 
noise, the INLk estimation results are within 0.5LSB . Therefore, the threshold rms value 
for flicker noise is 0.15 LSB. 
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Table 9.2. Averaged maximum INLk estimation error (LSB) vs rms value of flicker noise 
RMS value of flicker noise 
(500 runs) 
Maximum INLk estimation error 
(averaged over 500 runs)  
0.5 0.82 
0.4 0.71 
0.3 0.59 
0.15 0.48 
 
B. Simulation using sinusoidal 
Extensive simulations are performed in MATLAB to validate functionality of the 
proposed method 2. Comparisons are made between sinusodial inputs and ramp inputs. The 
effectiveness of the proposed method 2 is further verified when comparing the results with 
the presence of flicker and random noises, respectively. Furthermore, the proposed method 2 
is compared with standard SHT with pure siunusoidal input and same rms value of random 
noise. All simulation results are in agreement with the analysis and prove its effectiveness. 
Similar to the nonlinear ramp signal, harmonics are intentionally added to a pure sine 
wave, whose amplitudes and phases are randomly generated. The input signal purity (Total 
Harmonic Distortion) of the input sinusoidal signal is between -40 and -70dB. Offset is set to 
1% of the ADC’s full range. 
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Figure 9.11. Averaged noise subtraction when a) J=0.5; b) J=1; c) J=100 
 
Flicker noise is generated using the model in [13]. Both random and flicker noises 
have a mean value of 0 and standard deviation of 0.5LSB. SHT method is utilized to estimate 
the INL of the ADC, with 16 hits per code. 
First, two input sinusoidals with 1% offset are generated to validate the effectiveness 
in averaging flicker noise. Flicker noise samples are grouped together when their input 
sinusoidals are in the same transition interval, which models the offset nonconstancy, j . 
A total 4,095 transition intervals are generated and the number of periods tested is J=0.5, 1, 
and 100. The averaged noise between two signals were subtracted and the results are 
compared with random noise test cases shown in Figure 9.11. 
Figure 9.11 shows when only a half period is sampled for each sinusoidal input, the 
averaged flicker noise from each interval shows large deviation from 0, which reflect the 
nonconstancy of the offset in the SEIR method. As the number of periods is increased, better 
averaged results are achieved. With J=100, the averaged results overlap with the random 
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noise test case well, demonstrating the flicker noise effect is reduced to the same level as 
random noise.  
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Figure 9.12. INL estimation using a) Ramp interleaving and b) Nonlinear sinusoidal 
 
Second, the functionality of the proposed method 2 is validated to test a 16-bit ADC. 
The results are compared with interleaved ramp inputs divided into 128 triangle waves. Input 
sinusoidal nonlinearities are randomly generated with purity ranging from -40 to -70dB. All 
validated the proposed method 2, and one representitive result is shown. J is chosen as 129 
with 32 hits per code, while ramp inputs are sampled with 32 hits per code as well. However, 
in a real production test it could take 64 or even more hits per code for the high-resolution 
ADC linearity test. During analysis, there is no requirement on the structure of the ADC, 
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demonstrating the proposed method 2 is capable of testing different kinds of ADCs. The 
reason for choosing a flash ADC structure is the large number of independent error sources, 
which helps validate the robustness of the proposed method 3 against the most challenging 
situation.  
As shown in Figure 9.12, when the two input signals are interleaved ramps, the INL 
estimation error shows a maxmium of 1.1 LSB error. While using the sinusoidal inputs to test 
the same ADC, the maximum estimation error is reduced to 0.8LSB. This demonstrates the 
proposed method 2 estimates INLk of the ADC accurately and is more effective to reduce the 
flicker noise effect than using interleaved ramps. In addition, the INL estimation results using 
the proposed method 2 are compared with the test case when random noise is present, instead 
of the flicker noise. Since the same ADC is tested, the INL curve is not shown again, only the 
INL estimation error is plotted in Figure 9.12. 
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Figure 9.13. INL estimation using a) proposed method 2 and b) pure sinusoidal signal. 
 
Compared with standard SHT, pure sinusoidal signal, and 0.5LSB random noise, the 
INL estimation error using the proposed method 2 showed the same level of accuracy with 
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only a low purity sinusoidal signal, as shown in Figure 9.13. This validates the proposed 
method 2, which can achieve accurate test results as the reference. In addition, when 
comparing the flicker and random noises test case, both results showed similar estimation 
error levels. The random noise case shows a flatter curve compared with the flicker noise 
case curve. This is due to the fact there are still small accumulations of flicker noise, but the 
estimation accuracy is in the same range. Again, this demonstrates the capability of the 
proposed method 3 to remove the flicker noise effect and accurately estimate the ADC’s 
linearity performance against both random and flicker noises. 
 
9.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, two new methods are introduced to accurately test linearity 
characteristics of high-resolution ADCs using low purity sinusoidal or ramp stimulus in the 
presence of flicker noise. The proposed methods overcome the original SEIR problem, which 
is vulnerable to flicker noise accumulation. With the same or less hits per code, the proposed 
methods are capable of estimating linearity performance of high-resolution ADC against 
flicker noise and random noise corruption. In addition, this strategy uses two low purity 
sinusoidal/ramp signals with a constant offset in between. These signals can be easily 
generated using readily available signal generators. Combined with its computational 
efficiency and low test cost, the new methods provide an alternative solution for high-
resolution ADC linearity test and can be implemented into on-chip test environments. 
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CHAPTER 10 
 SUMMARY  
In this dissertation, several methods for accurate and robust spectral testing with 
relaxed instrumentation requirements for both single-tone and multi-tone test are presented. 
They focus on resolving one or several stringent test conditions simultaneously in the 
conventional spectral testing, regulated by IEEE standards. It is shown that these methods 
relaxed many stringent test conditions seen from conventional spectral testing. They can 
obtain accurate spectral performance of the device or signal under test, compared with a 
conventional test with much lower test costs and faster test time.  
In this dissertation, three classes of methods for overcoming the above difficulties 
were presented. The first class of methods targeted the accurate single-tone spectral testing. 
The first method in this class successfully eliminated the need for coherent sampling, 
especially for signals with large distortions. The second method resolved the simultaneous 
non-coherent sampling, amplitude, and frequency drift in the spectral testing, the last two 
methods generated high-purity sine waves using cost-effective devices and test systems, 
which can serve the high-quality test stimulus in spectral testing. These proposed methods 
have been validated by both simulation and measurement results. They have demonstrated 
their high accuracy and robustness against various test conditions. 
The second class of methods focused on the accurate multi-tone spectral testing. The 
first method in this class resolved non-coherent sampling in multi-tone spectral testing. The 
second method eliminated the need for pure source in multi-tone spectral testing. The third 
method generated the multi-tone sine wave with minimum peak-to-average power ratio for 
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various applications in testing and communications. Both simulation and measurement 
results validated the functionality and robustness of the proposed methods. 
The third class introduced two proposed methods to reduce the flicker noise influence 
on accurate linearity test. Extensive simulation results verified their effectiveness to reduce 
flicker noise influence and achieve accurate linearity results. 
Overall, these proposed methods have a huge impact on the accurate spectral testing 
in both industry and academia. All the proposed methods have achieved the low-cost test 
setup, and have proven to be effective on relaxing many of the stringent requirements on 
spectral testing. Their test results matched well with the reference results, which are obtained 
by conventional test methods from IEEE standards. Furthermore, the proposed methods have 
no prior knowledge on the DUTs performance, resolution or architecture. They can be 
implemented into board level or future on-chip BIST solutions, and have wide applications 
for various types of DUTs and test conditions. 
In the future, more works can be done to further develop the proposed methods. One 
approach involves more detailed investigation for some of the proposed methods, and the 
validation using measurement results. Another approach is to develop new methods based on 
existing ones, and to resolve more non-ideal conditions simultaneously. This includes 
resolving non-coherent sampling, low purity test stimulus, clipped test signal, jittery clock, 
and unstable test environment. More importantly, although the proposed methods focus on 
signal and ADC spectral testing, their principles and approaches can be extended into other 
device and system testing such as amplifiers and DACs, making even bigger impact to the IC 
testing and measurement industry. 
 
